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ol. XLVI - Nb. 2' \\ I I ICID 
Ithaca, New York, April 28; 1972 
It's time for the people of this 
country to begin a spring offensive of 
their own. LNS 
People Against The War Machine 
,\ t I 2 :30 yesterday afternoon, a doors that had been chained closed at 
up of approximately 135 people , , the entrance to Carpenter Hall. When it 
r~J away from a march headed for appeared that a bust might have been 
rton Hall and occupied Carpenter imminent, the protestors huddled 
II. the School of Engineering at together, seated, shielding their eyes 
rnell University. The action was from photographers. An impasse was 
cipitated in light of two . acute reached when Lowell George, head of 
uat_ions, the_ escalation of t~e Cornell Safety Division, apparently 
mh1ng of Vietnam and Cornell s considered further action would be 
t1mat_e involvement in the fruitless in removing those individuals. 
pduat1on of the automated and anti A considerable amount of time was 
._,_mnel war in Indochina. spent debating over what means of 
l ne group stood by a set of three reaction or resistance would be followed 
Jn~s:. I) ~hat Cornell stop . its once the police converged on the group. 
_1pl_1c1t)'._ with. the ~ar mach!ne Because this was perhaps one of the 
mnmg with the 1mmed1ate cessation most serious cfilemmas faced, no 
.ill Department of Defense and war concrete decision could be made in 
Jtcd research at the Cornell consideration of the different 
onautics Laboratory (with no loss·of personalities· involved. Moreover, to 
to workers): 2) that Cornell make a print the exact tactic to be used here 
ding commitment to end ROTC would be unwise 
.1k co~ti~uing ROTC scholarships While waitin~ to negotiate with the 
to ~hmmate all war related and administration representative, nearly 
nt~r _msur~ency rese~rch at Cornell) everybody spoke at some time or 
11,immg with operation STOP) that another to one of the numerous Safety 
Cornell Police Block Carpenter Hall 
,. Board of Trustees use their position 
r ;ulf Oil stockholders to force 
r,·nalism out of Portugal's African 
l11nies. 
On~e inside, all entrances _ were 
111,•Jiately sealed _off in anticipation 
•
111 Y attempt by university officials to 
-1.l' the building. Tactical discussions 
,::,·J as word of the takeover spread 
,.,, the Cornell campus and the rest 
Ithaca. By I :30 several hundred 
0 pk•-sympathizers and onlookers-
~Jthered in front of Carpenter Hall. 
11
'Papers were laid across all 
,'.d<1ws and doors were chained shut. 
11: ough there were a number of 
lh1duals studying inside, they 
1
'"rlcd with little bitterness when the 
'i,vcs b~hind the action were 
1i,11ncd to them. However, several 
! I lllembers remained in defiance of 
;eizure. They ultimately left in a 
i,:~ful manner. • The demonstrators 
r,· notified of the fact that they were 
direct violation of "the Cornell 
1ntenance- code for public order by a 
rneU official. At 2:00 p.m.'a group of 
Proxim·ately ten to fifteen 
rhelm_ettd. -.Cornell Safety Division 
ice hr<>Qt~thi'Q~.:.Qne of the glass 
•' ,;.. I 
Division police scattered around the 
main floor. The sentiment seemed to be 
cautiously sympathetic with a definite 
limit-that the police apparently had 
their job to do (although they were 
encouraged to join the ranks) and 
everybody else had theirs. However, the 
contact the two groups experienced 
grew out of a negative incident at the 
beginning of the take-over when a 
handful of sympathizers attempted to 
gain entrance through· one of the 
windows. One girl was forcibly shoved 
aside as one policeman seemed to be 
entertaining serious thoughts about 
utilizing his nightstick. This 
immediately alienated the protesters as 
the realization of potential viole11ce so 
near at hand materialized. There were 
several other such rushes throughout the 
seizure as mischievous individuals 
moved from window to window inside 
the builaing eluding the frustrated 
police who tried to shut each window as 
quickly as it was opened. In one such 
endeavor approximately 15 people 
Continued on ~ge 26 
The Vietnam War has been hacking 
away. at our sensitivities for almost a 
decade now and in the nightmare of 
body counts, bombing runs, troop 
movements, escalations; protective 
reactions etc. ad nauseum, the fires of 
passion and anger within us have 
dimmed somewhat. All of us, young and 
old alike, are children of the Vietnam 
War, and years of electronic media 
images have blunted our reaction, made 
us tired and weary of this Kafkaesque 
episode. Vietnam is such a distant and 
remote region from our activities, our 
day-to-day routines and concerns, that 
it has become easy to dismiss it (rom 
our sensibilities: the local and 
immediate permeates our conciousness. 
After years of marching and protesting 
and marching and protesting, and 
getting nowhere really, that war that 
seems so far away has taken on an even 
broader psychic distance, so that while 
everyone accepts the fact that the war is 
bad (except maybe Richard Nixon and 
friends), few people can gather the 
energy to get involved anymore. 
This distance, physical and psychic, 
is precisely what the past three 
presidents have capit"11ized on and 
needed to sustain the conflict, even 
depsite official rhetoric that speaks of 
troop withdrawals and winding the war 
down. Exactly what is needed for the 
anti-war movement (besides some 
power, which is another incredibly 
complex problem) is a sense of 
localness. If born bers were destroying 
Syracuse or Binghamton. we would 
doubtless be concerned. If they were 
making bomb runs in Ithaca wt· would 
all probably be the equivalent of the 
NLF. But they arc not, and the problem 
remains-how do we bring the· war 
· closer to our lives so that we might grow 
in number? How do we show the 
locality of the war and begin to sustain 
activity? 
Perhaps we begin by showing how 
bloody our own hands arc. by indicating 
that the war itself is as nca r as Ithaca 
College? How, you say? If this were a 
Yale or Harvard or even a Co_rnell, we 
could speak about defense research 
contracts, about institutional stock 
holding; and such. but this is Ithaca 
College, little ol' IC. How much could 
we contribute to the war effort'? 
· The answer is quite a bit. Simply 
put-no one has done even basic 
research into the possible connection~ 
between the campus and the war. This 
reporter began and hopefully started 
what will be taken further al a later 
date; but· 1et me for the present show 
what I have discovered, and hope that it 
might outrage and surprise you as it did 
me. 
The military must have weapons and 
tools with which to carry on their 
programs and their war. While there is 
in-house research and development 
( R&D), the bulk of this work 1s earned 
on by private contractor... those 
paragons of virtue-the industrialists. 
Without the productivity and scientific 
developments of private industry we 
could not have had a venture of the 
magnitude of the Vietnam War. The 
name of the game is Money and Power; 
even stogy old Dwight Eisenhower was 
quick to warn us about the 
Military-Industrial Complex. 
How all this relates to IC is as 
follows. We have a group of men that 
control this in~titution, that make the 
decisions that affect its future and to do 
almost anything their approval must be 
gotten: the President Jnd the Board of 
Trustees. They are chosen (especially 
the Board) because they are recognized, 
notable men. They have pull and, 
prestige; they fill Who's Who and are 
written about in the Times. They are 
primarily men of industry because that 
is where notability and prestige (and 
money) resides. There are three men, 
two on the Board, that I would like to 
consider in particular, and link their 
industrial involvement to the war effort 
to show that we here at Ithaca College 
are linked to the War and so our hands 
are somewhat bloodied in that mess. 
The men are Donald McGannon, Mr. 
Robert L. Werner, and Mr. Ellis L. 
Phillips, Jr. 
You Can Be Sure . .. 
Donald H. McGannon is an executive 
for the Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation. He is a Vice-President and 
member of the Board, .and is in charge 
Westinghouse Broadcasting, The 
Westinghouse Learning Corporation and 
the Leisure Time Division. As a 
Vice-President, he helps decide 
company policy and new Program 
developments. We arc all probably 
familiar with some Westinghouse 
Products in the elcctncal field, 
refrigerators, radios and the like. What 
we are Jess likely to know is that 
Westinghouse-; for the past twenty years, 
has been one of the top 25 !)cfensc 
contractors in the nation. lCJ70 
Department of Defense figures indicated 
that Westinghouse was 14th m DOD 
contracts with over $417 million m 
research and development contract~. 
West i-nghouse 's largest contracting 1s 
done for the Navy; I counted at least 14 
separate contracts for the Navy, six for 
the Air Force, and six for the Army ( it 
should be noted that these figures arc 
preliminary and the product of 
beginning re~carch-there arc 
undoubtedly morel-a total of 26. Of 
course, these figures don't mean much 
· unless we know what they represent, 
and with that in mind we search a little 
further. 
As far as the Navy is concerned, 
Westinghouse has been one of their 
more important contractors over the 
years. Westinghouse's developments in 
the nuclear power field have led to 
contracts for nuclear-powered aircraft 
carriers and plants for such ~:hips that 
arc now used as bases for bombing 
strikes in the Gulf of Tonkin and South 
China Sea. Their success in the 
development of the Polam missle 
guidance system led to their engagement 
in the Poseidon nuclear n11sslc program, 
a~ well as working on radar, guidanct' 
and laser tcchnologie\ for the Navy's 
Sky Hook Program. a proJect tor 
development of better quick attack 
force~. 
Westinghouse design~ a largc number 
of missle guidancl' systems for air to 
surface misslc~ and has been workmg 
diligently on the Hydrus and (iryphon 
missle develop men i. for use m nuclear 
powered submarine~. 
But Westinghouse 1s not so limited a 
firm to concern itself with m1s~lc and 
power development. 1 t 1s also highly 
involved in the Navy's Behavioral and 
Social Sciences Program wherc they 
help probc all types of psychological 
and phy~1olog1cal arcas of 
dcfensc-cond111oned learning, analysis of 
troop begavior, etc. Tim 1s whcrc Mr. 
McGannon comes m very handy with 
Westinghouse's dcvelopmcnt in 
programmed learning techniques, testing 
and evaluation and other techniques. 
Westinghouse, along with RCA (who 
we'll hear ·more about later) are leading 
the field in development of the Navy's 
Command and Control Exploratory 
Development, constantly developing 
and evaluating ways of improving 
command and control techniques for 
the Navy's warfare system, improving 
communications systems and refining 
present technologies. 
Continued on page 6 
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Off Campus Quota Filled Saga: 
0 
New SensQ,tions 
• • • - • • • ~ '· • 1_ 
·Fof TJJ,e Palate 
If you 're planning on living off 
campus next year, your chances 
of doing so are ~cry slim unless 
you handed in a special request 
form by the March 20 deadline set 
by Housing. 
According to Dave Lord, IC 
Housing Director, "It's impossible 
to move off campus now." 
A new policy ·was initiated at 
IC this year that permits Seniors 
and Juniors to live off campus, 
providing they have parental 
consent. All potential Seniors and 
Juniors desiring to reside. 
downtown next year were told to 
submit a special request form to. 
the Housing office no later than 
March 20. Lord said that 
approximately 620 students were 
to be allowed to move off, 
cam pus. and that this quota has 
now been filled. 
However. Lord also stated that 
since March 20. about 50 more 
byGregG~r 
studen"ts have come to him. 
desiring to move off campus. He 
said the question as to whether 
these requests will be granted is 
the big "If." 
Lord said that all housing 
policy is determined by President 
Phillips. As it stands now, the 
met hod is to fill all beds on 
campus and then let Seniors and 
Juniors move off. The college 
wants an enrollment of 3850 
students next year, and has 3229 
beds to fill on campus. This leaves 
621 students that can live 
elsewhere next year. 
Two factors will determine 
whether the 50-odd students who 
now wish to move downtown will 
be allowed to move. First, Lord 
said that the amount of students 
who move on-campus from 
downtown will increase the· 
number of students allowed to 
leave dormitory facilities. 
The Union's Fate 
A special task force. originally 
charged with examining the 
possibility of dosing the Union 
cafeteria to provide more student 
activity space. has concluded that 
it would be more desirable to 
revamp the present cafeteria and 
make it as attractive and pleasant 
as the other two. Thus, this 
summer Ithaca College will spend 
about S 150,000 to improve the 
general quality of service in the 
Union cafeteria. by replacing old 
and outdated equipment and by 
providing new furniture, 
draperies, and carpeting. 
Specifically, the special 
Commit tee recommended a 
reorganization of space within the 
Union and the transfer to the 
Union of the Crossr.oads 
coffeehouse and the Pub, now 
located bet,ween the Towe, 
Dorms. Under the plans, the 
Union Snack Bar would b, 
expanded. 
The admmistra tive offices for 
Student Affairs would be moved 
from the Union to the ground 
floor of the West Tower. and the 
Union and Landon Hall 
. . 
bookstores would he consolidated 
between the Towers. 
Also recommended, when 
additional fun.ds become available, 
was the construction of an Arts 
Cent er adjacent to the Muller 
Faculty Center with a 
student-faculty lounge and 
seminar area, music performing 
and listening areas and a crafts 
area for pain ting, pottery. and 
leathercraft. 
Appointed hy President, 
Phillips, the Task Force included 
the Community Court and two 
professors appointed by the 
Faculty Council. Student 
Fran cine Strauss from the 
Community Court chaired the 
committee, which met daily for 
two weeks before drafting its final 
report. 
According to President Phillips, 
the shortage of student activity 
space has long been a major 
concern of the College. The 
Egbert Union. completed in the 
Fall of I 96 l. was designed to 
accomodate an enrollment of 
1.800 students. The present 
enrollment is approximately 
4.000. 
1152 THE DANBY ROAD 
273- 3464 
... 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
FROM s2.oo· 
FROM 11:A.M. TO 2:30P.M 
Specifically, he knew of four or, 
five individuals who want to move : 
onto the hill, as well as about 
twenty Pi Lambda Chi brothers 
who have reconsidered an earlier 
decision and now want to live 
here next year. 
Also if the college over-enrolls. 
as it has done in the past, more 
students will be allowed to move: 
off campus. An approximate 
figure of I 200 has been set as the 
number of freshmen to be 
admitted for next year. Thus, 
Housing is setting aside I 200 beds 
for freshmen. If less than 1200 
frosh enroll at IC, there will be 
empty beds on campus and no 
more students will be allowed to 
move downtown. However, if the 
1200 figure is exceeded, the· 
college will be forced to allow 
more students to move off the 
hill. 
There have been rumors 
circulating recently that if a 
student want to live downtown, 
all he has to do is rent an 
a partmcnt and inform Housing 
that he is an Ithaca resident. 
However, Lord said that if 
permission . to live off campus is 
not given by Housing then any 
student presently living on 
campus will continue to be billed 
the Housing fee. If this fee is not 
paid, the student will not be 
allowed to pass through 
registration in the fall. 
Lord said he won't have the 
final enrollment figures until 
mid-May. Thus. the 50-odd 
students who have come to him 
since March 20 requesting 
permission to move won't hear 
from him until some time 
between the end of next week to 
the end of July." Some of these 
students have already signed leases 
for next year, and Lord said of 
them, "I'd like to let them know 
as soon as possible, if it's 
possible." 
The Saga Food Service of 
Ithaca College proved itself to be 
flexible enough to recognize many 
students' concern in prQviding the 
nece~sary foods that are within 
the diet of vegetarians. Vegetarian 
meals are now ·provided in the Job 
Room, one of the small rooms off 
the Union cafeteria where tables 
are set up for those eating the 
vegetarian meal. The Union 
cafeteria is the only dining hall 
which presently serves the evening 
vegetarian meal. 
Dave, the assistant manager for 
Saita in the Union Cafeteria and 
Steve, a student employed by 
Saga, have been cooking and 
preparing the tasty vegetarian 
dishes. Dave has awakened new 
sensations of the palate in 
obtaining outrageous recipes for 
eggplant, mixtures of vegetables 
and beans and other imaginative 
combinations. 
Included in the meal with the 
main dish of brown rice are 
vegetables cooked at just the right 
consistency. Usually the two 
kinds of vegetables are not 
overcooked and still maintain 
their essenti~l, nutrients. Alon( 
with the meal is a tray of ra1. 
vegetables;--tut-up carrots, celery, 
and pickles alternated daily with J 
tray of fruit; ·cut-up grapefruits, 
oranges, and apples. A tray of 
crackers, chunks of cheese, and J 
bowl of yogurt is also provided·. 
saga's plan to integrate th~ 
vegetarian meal into the regular 
food plan is to have it substitute 
for one of the main meals in th~, 
line. A:n alternative is to have th~ 
main vegetarian dish served in hn~ 
w i t h t h e .b r o·w n rice an J 
supplementary foods obtainabk 
in the Job Room. Having the meal 
served in other cafeterias depend, 
upon h,ow many people tak~ 
advantage of it. So come out and 
revitalize your system with 
healthy food that is well prepared 
Also, if y·ou have good recipes or 
cooking ideas, talk to Dave or 
contact him by dialing x20.; 
during hours. 
Big_ Mac Builds Eight Story Burger 
( L NS) - Al I a cross America, in green suburban Oak Brook. 
trom coast ta coast, from village True to their forward-looking 
to crossroads, you can't go very' ideas, MacDonald's has furnished 
far before you come upon, yes, their offices with truly modern 
another MacDonald's Hamburgers' flair. There are no walls between 
stand, proudly proclaiming,,offices-all of it is_ designed as 
"Billions Sold"., As more and "open space" with file cabinets, 
rnorc Americans hit the road, furniture, and tall green plants .. 
MacDonald's managed to stay a "At first it was h6rrible," said 
few 'hitching stops ahead with Executive Vice President John· 
their famous prod~ct. . ; Cooke. "We had people drifting in 
Try to calculate how much you and out." 
think the MacDonald Corp has "There were also complaints," 
raked in since it started selling its reports Time Magazine, "about 
billions. It's enough money • for fellow workers who unknowingly 
, the company to be able to move trespassed on the work space of 
out of downtown Chicago (with. others." 
all· those gaudy lights and But that's not all. It seems 
hamburger stands) to a plush- there's a "think tank" in a 
eight-story building of their own: sealed-off area on the seventh 
floor. One area consists of J 
soundproofed workroom· with 
dimmable lights, a hassock, a 
beanbag chair, a desk that can h~ 
adjusted from sitting to standing 
height and walls, floor and ceiling 
covered in biege pseudosuede. Not 1 
far from there is the "meditation" 
room which supposedly may h~ 
used by executive and secretary 
alike. The floor is a giant 
waterbed, nine feet in diameter. 
The walls are covered with a 
suede-like material and concealed 
loudspeakers with piped-in stereo 
equipment. 
What a perfecLplace to sit and 
dream up new ways of. making 
billions more of thos~. q!)l~~ious 
MacDonald's ha~burg~rs, .
1
::· ,. 
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.The Cornell 
Corporation 
by Bunny Harris 
one of the most profitable 
J wral resources of Angola, a 
untry in southeast Africa, is oil. 
he people of Angola are in the 
1ust of ·a revolutionary struggle 
0 fre,e · themselves from 
ortuguese oppression. Portuguese 
ppression comes in the form of 
e Portuguese intimidating and 
rcing Black laborers to work 
eiow wages given to white 
brrers and the exploitation and 
ernoval of oil from Angola 
·ithout the consent of the 
n~olans. Gulf Oil pays Portugal 
o million dollars a year in 
0 1 Jlties and taxes for their' 
n; crests · in _Portugal's illegal 
1r1can colonies. Cornell 
lniversity owns 90,500 shares of 
ult' stock. · 
rhis has been the point of the 
ct1ons taken by c.oncerned 
embers of ,the Cornell, Ithaca 
o 1 1 e g e , a n d d o· w n t o w n 
Tuesday in ·Pittsburgh). To 
symbolize the strong opposition 
to the oppression of the 
Angolians, marchers-took 90 
crosses, each representing 1 ,000 
shares of stock, and planted them 
on the green in front of the statue 
of Ezra Cornell. When marchers 
arrived at Day Hall to present the 
. petition they found that President 
Corson was out of town. It had to 
be presented to a member of the 
Board of Trustees instead. 
In order to put more pressure 
on Gulf, people are asked to send 
away for a Gulf credit card, run 
up a bill on it, then delay 
· payment or do not pay at all. It 
costs the Gulf Company to go 
through the difficulty of finding 
out why the bill wasn't paid. 
People owning cards already are· 
asked to destroy them and send 
them back with a letter protesting 
Gulf's illegal actions. 
ommunities. The action held on 
lnnday, April 24, _was a peace 
cmonstration to present a 
c11t1on stating in part -that the 
·nrnell Board of Trustees vote to 
ell its shares-at the annual 
1,·ding of the G·ulf Oil 
to,kholders (w_hich occured 
Gulf is by no means the only 
company exploiti_!1g Africa. 
Others are Mobil Oil, Standard Oil 
of New Jersey, Texaco, and First 
National City Bank Cornell also 
owns thousands of shares of stock 
in each of these. Think about it. African Liberation-
... ., ',11 
GulfOil ds . 
~ooo,i;:, a,ear 
wmcb is used m 
The Struggle Continues 
=ofawar independenoo ... 
Escalation Facts 
• LNS)-The Ad Hoc Military increased flow of supplies. The 
uildup Committee in Cambridge, entire base is on standby alert. At 
IN. said they are not able to Yokota Air Force Base, two 
·,,nfirm the number of marines in · squadrons of 36 fighter bombers 
·.,uth Vietnam, but that they are each, left for Vietnam. 
urc· that some marine troops are Four squadrons of C 141 
h-:re and others are on the way. transport planes left Travis Air 
In another report, the Ad Hoc Force Base in California for 
•>Jnmittee said that the USS Blue undisclosed locations, each 
1dge. LCC I 9 landing craft, an· capable of carrying I 00 soldiers 
m phibious command ship, and supplies. 20 CSA transports 
eparted from Okinawa April 20 also left. 
cJdtng south with marines on An unknown number of B-52's 
o,,rd.. . left March Air Force Base for an 
If the USS Blue Ridge held to a undisclosed location. Three 
outhwest course, it could arrive crewmen later reported they are 
11 the shores of Vietnam in three, in Thailand. 
J) ,. Coupled with a helicopter The aircraft carrier Oraskany 
:m1cr already there, the Blue left San Diego for Vietnam with 
1u~e would provide part of an 75 planes and 4500 men aboard. 
mrhibious force capability. · The attack carrier Midway, 
In earlier reports, the Ad Hoc with 75-80 planes aboard, left for 
lilitary Buildup Committee gave Vietnam. 
he lollowing information: Also in California, at Camp 
.\s of.April IS, at least 793 _ Pendleton, the 7th Marine 
bnes, including 390 on aircraft Division (4,000 men) is on alert. 
arr1ers, 37 ships, 62,730 men A number of tactical photo 
Jv,· been sent to the Indochina reconnaissance specialists left 
re,! The total number of aircraft Beale Air Force Base for Guam to 
PProaches 1200 and the total analyze ground troop movements .. 
uinber of ships 43: each the The attack carrier Saratoga, 
ighest total of the war. with ~t least 50 planes, is moving 
llere are some specifics called from Florida toward Vietnam. 
10 the Ad Hoc Committee: The entire flight line at Clark 
Seven day~ before the raids on Air Force -Base in the ·Phillippines 
l.inoi 'and Haiphong, the 548th is on alert. 
cconnaissance Group at Hickam 30 to 40 B-52's arrived in 
1r Force Base in -Hawaii was Guam in February. 30 more 
My Af,:ica, strange and wild/My 
virgin raped/My Mother! How long 
have I walked/exiled from you, a 
stranger distant and self 
absorbed/In these city streets, 
pregnant with a foreign 
race/Mother! Forgive me! 
Noemia de Sousa 
We are in Africa becuase it is our 
right, our duty and our interest. 
But we are in Africa because that 
is also the general interest of the 
free world. 
Alberto Franco Noguira 
Portuguese Foreign Minister 
Two views of the same reality: 
the reality of Portuguese presence 
on African soil. The poet is a 
Mozambican but he could have 
come from Angola or Guinea 
Bissau. The Foreign Minister is 
Portuguese but he could have 
been South African or French or 
British-or American. 
The "Portuguese presence" is a 
very neutral phrase to describe a 
condition about which there is 
such strong feeling. Noemia is a 
mulatto who writes most 
immediately of his raped mother 
c_ported ·updating bombing maps arrived in mid-April. _ Constellation, Kittyhawk, Coral 
1 those areas, including schools The third marine division in ·Sea, Ranger and Hancock. 
nd factories. The attack carrier Qkinawa, 15,000" men, is on-alert Helicopter carriers lwojima and 
by Garry Thomas 
but, by extension, also of his 
raped African homeland. To him, 
the dichotomy we arc so fond of 
drawing bet ween people or 
property is non-existent; they are 
one and he loves both. The 
Por.tuguese Foreign Minister 
speaks, too, with considerable 
passion. His is a country which 
has, for over 400 years, believed 
itself to be imbued with a 
civilization mission, and its 
colonial stance has, for that 
period of time, been rationalized 
on this basis. More importantly, 
Portugal is a small country and 
• one of the poorest in Europe. The 
colonies ( or what Portugal calls its 
"Overseas Provinces") provide the 
·"mother country" with the vast 
majority of its raw materials and 
an emigration outlet for its poor 
and unemployed. Thus a 
combination of national pride and 
economic self-interest has 
combined to leave 
poverty-stricken Portugal in the 
anomalous position of being the 
most tenacious of colonialist 
powers on the African continent. 
Another Mozambican poet, 
Jorge Rebelo, has written of yet 
another reality in the Portuguese 
colonies: "In our land/bullets are 
beginning to flower." Tqday, 
Portugal is fighting three costly 
colonial wars, the oldest of which 
going back to I 961 when guerilla 
. fighting broke o'ut in northern 
Angola. Portuguese tenacity in 
such a situation has been built on . 
more than national pride or a 
realization of the costs of granting 
these colonies their independence. 
As the Portuguese Foreign 
Minister noted, the "free world" 
has a stake in Portugal remaining a 
"colonial power". South Africa 
· regards Ango\a and Mozambique 
as buffer states s_eparating her 
from militant African nations 
-which achieved their 
independence during the I 960's. 
The defeat of Portugal at the 
hands of African nationalist 
groups would threaten the white 
minority regime in South Africa; 
tconderoga, with 1S-80 planes for Vietnam. 'Guam are stationed there, each 
board, left Honolulu for an Now, in tl\.e Gulf of Tonkin with a battalion of marines on. 
nknown destination in the five attack carriers, most carrying board. 
to prevent his, South Africa has 
given considerable support to the 
Portuguese, including the· loan of 
acific. . tactical -nuclear weapons, are in One half of the 7th Fleet-43 
_l 00 _Cl 41 . transport planes position, all flying missions over ships, 35,000 men-are in the 
rnved at'Iwakuni Air Force Base . North and South Vietnam, -area, shelling targets in North and 
n Japan to' deal with the ·Cam~odia, a_nd Laos; the :~uth Vietnam. 
troups. Certainly more critical, 
however, to the success of the 
· wars being waged by Portual is her 
me_mbership in NATO, the 
military and economk aid given 
her by the American government, 
and the revenue she is able to 
derive from foreign investments in 
her African possessions. In 
December 1971, Richard Nixon 
flew to the Azores to sign an 
agreement with the Premier of 
Portugal guaranteeing continued 
American use of Air Force bases 
on those islands in return for a 
$436 million aid package, a sum 
far exceeding aid given to 
Portugal-or. for that matter, air 
of Black Africa-since the end of 
World War II. Portugal spends 
approximately one million dollars 
a day fighting its colonial wars; 
the United State.-; government has 
done the equilaven t of financing 
those wars into mid-197 3. Gulf 
Oil, the largest American investor 
in Angola, contributes another 
$30 million a year to Portugal in 
the form of taxes and royalties. 
That's another 30 days. The wars 
continue-but so dg,es the 
struggle. 
Robert Van Lierop, an 
Afro-American who h'as recently 
returned from a six-week stay in 
the liberated portions of 
Mozambique, will be visiting 
Ithaca College on Tuesday, May 2, 
as a guest of the 
Sociology/Anthropology and 
Political Science departments. He 
w i 11 be able to put these 
comments, the recent actions in 
Ithaca against Cornell's ownership 
of 90,SOO shares in Gulf_ Oil, and 
the liberation struggle ( in reverse 
.order of importance) into 
perspective. Van Lierop has a 
background in law and film and 
photo-journalism. His talk at 
Cornell during the week· of 
programs commemorating the 
Sharpville massacre was, for me, 
the highlight-the best evening 
dealing with things African that I 
. have experienced since coming to 
Ithaca two years ago. The talk will 
·be at 8:00 p.m. in T-102. He 
1 brings with him brilliant slides and 
· important things to say. He 
: believes, and is committed. He is 
'informed, articulate-and 
beautiful. I urge (and in some 
cases require) all my brothers and 
.sisters-real, classificatory and 
1situational-and others more 
,distantly related to attend. For 
!the sttuggle must continue. 
EDITORIALS Con1n1ent 
They Say That 
Things Are Getting Better 
An Open Letter 14 edition of The Ithacan is. 
incorrect. It is not the official 
calendar approved by the College 
Faculty and Provost's Office on 
by Bayinnah Shabazz 
To The IC Community 
For the past three years of my 
attendance at Ithaca College I . 
have managed to make more than · 
an ample number of enemies and 
people whom I would not 
consider friends. This is cool, 
except when these "enemies" 
decide to take it upon themselves 
to damage, destroy, and steal 
personal property. Friday or 
Saturday night someone took it 
upon themselves to help 
themselves to a FM car converter 
m my girl friend's car, and do a 
fair amount of damage to my FM 
car radio. Whoever thi~ v,.as 
ohviously docs not like either my 
woman or myself. If you dislike 
me. then get hack at me. not at 
my relations. Whoever you arc. I 
am askmg that you rcturn the FM 
1.:onvertcr to me. as it has great 
sentimental value. To_day is the 
17th: you'll he reading this on the 
21st. At the moment the State 
Police have been notified and arc 
111 the process of "printing" both 
of our cars. I have an idea who 
"walked off with the 
merchandise." Now the Statics 
know. However. I have asked 
them to wait until April 25th 
before taking any action. If the 
radio is not returned by this date I -
will be more than happy to let the 
boys in blue do their job. If and 
when they find you, Goddamnit, 
I'll spend every penny I have to 
make sure that you don't pull this 
shit again. If you decide to return 
the converter. take your ph.:k of 
places, either my room, Terrace 5, 
Room 107, or give it to the, 
secretaries in the TV-R 
department in the PA building. 
Jess Heimlich 
277-3702 
Calendar Incorrect 
Editor: 
The 1972-73 College Calendar 
puhlishcd on Pagc 6 of the April 
5/4 
~ 
April 3. _ 
Apparently, your staff used the 
calendar that appears on the back 
cover of the 1972-73 Admissions 
Brochure which was distributed in 
early December, I 9 7 I. This 
calendar has been revised. 
Please print the correct 
calendar in the April 21 edition of 
The Ithacan.~ 
Thank you. 
Mr. Wall, Mr. Talbot 
Calendar Committee 
If You Have Ever Owed Money .. 
Editor: 
This week, the Senior Class will 
initiate the first Senior Class 
Giving Program. We have chosen 
the uppen.:lass scholarship as the 
focus of the monies raised. If you 
have ever owed money. if you can 
imagine how it feels to owe 
SI0,000 or $20,000 upon 
graduating from college, we ask 
for your donation so tha! we may 
prevent and alleviJte this 
condition for others. 
The success of this· program 
will not depend on your financial 
sufficiency because you have one 
year to donate. It will not depend 
on your attitudes toward the 
college or its administration 
because this program concerns 
only students. It is not a rip-off, 
ploy, or scheme. It is simply an 
attempt by thc Senior Class to 
eradicate a condition at Ithaca 
College which enslaves students 
with significant financial need. 
For four years we have been 
protesting against the ills of 
society. This is an opportunity to 
do more than talk. It is your 
opportunity to show that altruism 
and human concern are not lofty 
ideals but a reality of the Senior 
Class of I 972. 
Mark Spiro 
Senior Class President 
Bus,ne55~ Ad\lerhs\n9 
273-212.1 
Of.f,c.e 2.14-3201 
X3432 
During the week of March 12 I drove down to 
Frogmore, South Carolina to spend the week's 
vacation. Frogmorc is located on St. Helena's 
Island which is about seven miles from the 
mainland of South Carolina. St. Helena's Island is 
one of a chain of islands connected to the 
mainland and each other by a series of bridges. 
Probably the most well known is Paris Island 
because of the Marine Base located there. For my 
vacation I expected to take in as much of the Deep 
South as I could, Southern cooking and 
hos pita Li ty, old Southern plantations, lots of sun, 
etc. What I came away with was a much deeper 
and scaring experience than the expected 
frivolities of a winter vacation in the South. 
Being from the North all my life I have 
considered anything below D.C. as being Southern, 
so it was with sharpened interest that I made my 
observations along the trip. It came as no big 
surprise to sec the Black construction gangs doing 
the hard labor with their white supervisors, nor did 
it shake me up seeing all Black personnel waiting 
on tables. cleaning up motels, etc. Even the huge 
"Welcome to Ku Klux Klan Country" sign that 
greeted us just across the North Carolina state line 
didn't unsettle me too much. 
What did begin to upset me was the atmosphere 
surrounding Black people the deeper South we 
went. The depressed air that seemed to hang over 
th c people was expected but the feeling of 
hopelessness was frightening. This hopelessness 
was manifested not only in the adults but the 
young adults and children as well. But at the time 
1 just figured it had been a hard, hot day and 
everyone including myself looked a bit haggard. 
The jolt to con!=iousness came when I was in 
Frogmorc itself and the nearby mainland town of 
Beaufort. Frogmore is the site of the Penn 
Community Services, once the most powerful seat 
of influence among the islands. Just before the 
close of the Civil War · all the whites fled the 
island's plantations to escape the advancing Union 
troops. Thus the islands were compctely Black 
inhabited. However, Northern Quaker missionaries 
soon came down and established Penn Community 
School. Since the islands then were not connected 
to the mainland, these missionaries were able to 
set up their own little kingdom. The school has a 
notabk history behind it, producing students who 
w ~ n t on to name colleges and universities. 
However. in the SO's the heads of the school for 
some reason decided that the school could no 
longer be of any use to the "uneducated poor 
Blacks" so it was closed down as a school and 
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reopened as a · community service organization. 
The point to note is. that the school always had 
Black personnel as teachers and such, but alway~ 
the administrators and powerholders were white 
Two years ago the first Black administrator wa, 
appointed and there's been trouble ever since. 
Because of the unique isolation of the island, 
the whites at the school were able to influence th~ 
island greatly. That influence unfortunately_ h.1s 
survived in an extremely ncgativ.e w'ay. The Blad 
people down there are organizing to get rid of the 
new Black head of Penn Community, as well ,ts 
some of the younger more "active" Black staff. 
The head of the cultural program, a sister from 
Atlanta, told me that the community felt that 
since whites had always rul_ed them, then Penn 
should continue to be headed by a whllr 
administration. When Penn was trying to orgamzl' 
the domestic help into demanding social securit~ 
from their employers and other types of bencfih. 
one ·wo"inaii- spoke out against it (and !ht· 
community agreed) because they had been taught 
by white people that it was an honor to be chosen 
to work for them, so it would be foolish for th,· 
workers to organize, and in so doing, lose favor 
The community also protested the teaching of 
Black History since they felt it showed whites in .1 
flegative light. One of the staff, a brother from 
Newark, introduced·· into the high school dramJ, 
readings some poetry of the newer young, Black 
poets. The result was a curfew imposed on the 
town, the state police being called in and the stale 
militia was put on alert. 
These are only a sampling of what the Black 
community does to itself; what is worse are the 
attitudes and behavior of the white communit} 
that is destroying them. Whereas once the island, 
were completely Black, now ·whites have been 
encroaching on the land steadily. In about tt•n 
years time they have come to own over 30% of the 
island, with much of the land being obtained by 
underhanded means. It is very difficult for the 
deep rural areas to get any type of service, for 
instance why should it take three months for ga, 
and electricity to be turned on in a Black family\ 
house? Why should it take a rural Black family a 
year to get their septic tank cleaned? Why is it that 
if a Black man misses one mortgage payment hl' 
and his familty are kicked out of their home and 11 
is repossessed, when he's been paying mortgage for 
over IS years? 
The stores sell picture postcards of beautiful 
Spanish- churches, old Southern plantations and 
happy-go-lucky pickanninies playing in the cotton 
fields. What they fail to show are the lily-whit,· 
congregations inside these churches who withdrc,, 
their children and money from public schools ~,, 
their children would not have to rub shoulder, 
· with niggers. The postcards don't show the shacks 
for the "colored" that arc still inhabited by peopl,· 
on those plantations, that have no plumbini:. 
electricity or heat. Nor will these postcards take ·1 
closeup look at the cottonpickers suffering from 
rickets and other signs of ma'lnutrition. 
The question arises of where have we as ·1 
people "advanced"? We are no better off now than 
we were I 0, 50, or SQQ years ago. Some of u, 
might be in better financial straits or have gotten 
bigger and better things as a result of coming ur 
North, but how far have we really comt·' 
Objectively where is our nationhood? Subjective!) 
we scream out our unity, proclaim our 
motherland, yet these arc done as acts of 
individuals after rallies, parties or cultural readin!!' 
Why isn't it done after some meaningful work has 
preceded it? 
There are organizations of working cadres all 
over the country who are suffering because of 
shortages of manpower and money. Do we support 
them or are we just supporting ourselves? I 
understand, we have to get ourselves together first. 
right? Then we can start working on "nation r 
building". Yet, how can it be nation building time 
if one part of tbe so-called nation is opposed to 
I what the nation represents, another part (the 
majority) do nothing for the nation, and a smaller 
segment is struggling to creat"e for the nation? 
There is no point in fooling ourselves, until we 
are affected enough by our collective sufferin!! 
most of us will continue to chant slogans, and 
make up handshakes without any real 
committment to ourselves or anyone else. The 
handwriting is on the wall but we as a nation arc 
too nearsighted to see it. ' 
.,: 
-
Dear President Phillips, 
We would like to refer to the text of an interview you gave on 
April 5, which was _broadcast by WICB the following day. "We are 
hoping to add a lady to the Board ... at the next meeting which of 
course ... will be sort of a token of some kind.'' 
This reference is most unfortunate for a number of reasons. 
l. Because it offends against the very individuals or groups it 
most seeks to gratify. 
2. Because it displays a callous disregard for the Board of Trustees 
and is a slight to its present constituents. 
3. Because it seems illustrative of that malaise which afflicts this 
society. 
4. Because it is incredible for the President of _an academic 
institution to voice such views in public whatever his private views 
are. 
The idea of conscripting minority personnel to positions of 
presumed influence is, of course, neither new nor original. Some, 
while denying it in private, honor it in practice, believing that a 
greater good is its own justice. or "virtue brings its own reward." 
Others, more blatant. dismiss the matter out of hand as an 
unnecessary impediment to policy, preferring to call a spade a spade. 
Finally, there arc those kw who from idealistic or whatever motives 
would have nothing to do with either the appearance or the reality 
~f tokenism, believing it to be demeaning in both themselves and the 
individuals or groups who arc recipients. 
Tiu: proposed trustee, a Mrs. Gloria Hobbs, is black. a woman and 
black: normally one condition hut in reality two quite distinct 
conditions. 
If your intention is to appoint Mrs. Hobbs to the Board of 
Trustees because of the color of her skin. then this attitude smacks 
of patronage. If your intention is to do so hccaust: she is a woman, 11 
is i:qually rcprt:hensihle. Eitht:r allitude is intolerable. Both arc quill' 
indt:cent. 
This account would end here were 11 not for an important 
implication in the news report. also broadcast owr the same station. 
"Mrs. Hobbs has been accepted as an intern 111 educational 
;1dministration by the Phillips Foundation ... " 
Vii:wed in the light of the word token. it assumes yet another 
dimension. Tht: valut> of Mrs. Hobb\ contribution, quite apart from 
whatever qualifil:ations she might possess. might be open to 
question. Moreover. her contact~ with the Phillips Foundation dot:s 
not lead us to suppose that she would bring to tltt: office that 
impartiality of judgment so ni:cessary for constructive dt:bate. 
If you must have your token, Mr. President, you might be 
persuaded to look elsewhere. To look for a fresh spirit who might 
contribute to our growth by her independence rather than one who 
might stifle us with her accord. 
We mean no personal attack on Mrs. Hobbs. It saddens us that we 
should have to resort to this means to bring attention to an issue of 
such magnitude. She is more victim than sinner of attitudes that 
envelop us all and against which this writer, in commcn with many 
others of equal concern. will forever lift a pen. 
M can while. the writer anxiously awaits Prcsiden t Phillips 
response, in these pages. 
Sincerely yours, 
R. Arnold Gibbons 
Assistant Professor 
Division of Communications 
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Space Hero 
by Timothy P. Schmitt 
I use to wish I was a fireman, Ma. but now I want to be an 
Astronaut. 
Well Amerika is ahead in the moon race. It looks like Orion has 
finally 'put us over the top. Young and Dukes' 71 lunar hours, 2_0 
hours of exploration and $400 million have given this gri:at republic 
the new moon rock record. Y cs. folks, 245 pounds of lunar rocks. 
Amerikan rocks! Quickly computt:d, that is ahout I 1/~ million dollars 
a pound. They must be damn good rocks. 
Of course. they arc misplaced frcling., 111 ~ome quarter~ to the 
dfcct that the S400 1111lhon could have been more propl•rly spent. 
To tlus I can only .answer with thl' tacts. Ead1 Apollo 1111s~ion ha~ 
cost approximately S400 million. That 1s about h.5 b1llio1, dollars 
total. Some Communist sympathizer~ have fouh~hly said that thl' 
money could he spent more properly 111 other area, of nt:cd ,uch a~ 
Urban Rent:wal. Education, and so forth. Some ~oplush have gone 
so far as to ~talt: that one half that figure (or three bil11onl would 
suffice to dean up thl' air. Tht.'Se arguments arc of course foolish and 
fail to perceive the notable spin-off technological benefits to ~oc1cty 
produced by NASA. Why the development of Tang alon·~ should 
- serve to quit:! the social d1llctante~. . .. 
Cornrnent 
,How can any red, white and blue-blooded Amt:rikan tail to hl'. 
inspired by our helmeted herol'!>'! They look ~o cute truck mg across 
the moon, carrying on snappy patter designed to warm the heart of 
Walter Cronkite. Why, thl' whole moon trip 1s so wondcrtully 
Amcrikan! They both ran about with camera~ acting like any two 
middle-aged Amcrikan tourists anywhi:re. ( "Hey Chuck. come look_ 
under this rock over here!") Onl' of the astronauts even ran out ol 
film half way through filmmg a crater. 'Gee, I'm sorry" he said. "I 
forgot to. re-load the camera." "That's all right" said Luna~ rnntr~I. 
Life Styles 
by Office of Student Concerns 
Alternatives. Life-style. Life orientation. Many 
of us are concerned with the issues relating to 
these topics. Faced with the prospects of ei.th:,r 
joining the 111oney-prcstige orientated "rat-race , 
or going on welfare, many of us are frust~ated. 
Day after day we arc told that a truly meaningful 
life-style, in accordance with one's _own 
philosophical orientation to life and ~o reality 1s an 
unrealistic goal that can never be achieved .. 
Vocations for Social Change is an organization 
that has opened up the channels of 
communication between people who are looking 
for positive alternatives to what appears to be 
available. Through V.S.C. . people have gotten 
together to form cooperatives and communal ways 
of living which will serve their particular needs. In 
many cities throughout the country, V .S.C. ~as 
compiled manuals listing different groups which 
have started and the names of individuals who are 
looking for others to join them i~ the_ir interest~. 
The range of possible alternative ltfe-styles 1s 
infinite-some of the cooperatives which have and 
could be established include those involved with 
shoe-making, clothes ~esigning, art work, 
education, baking! a_n_d ~min~ •. l~_st to J!~me a few. · . 
V.S.C. counselors, from the Center of Ithaca 
Alternatives will be in the Office of Student 
Concerns (third floor of. the union) on May 2, 
Tuesday night, for anybody interested in findi~g 
out about alternatives for the Ithaca area- and 
other regions of the country. Anyone who is 
interested should call Chris at X3566 or 2n-4812, 
or Tom at X3568 or 2724813 by Monday night at 
10:00 p.m. Unless we have a substantial amount ?f 
response by- that time, the V.S.C. counselors wlll 
.not come up to campus. If only-a few respond, we 
.. will get them in touch witli the counselors from 
Vocat_ions (or Social Change . 
-.: .. ... ::-- ". ~ ~ .:.,. ... 
I wonder if I can persuade thc Government to undl'rwntc a trip 
to Europe this summer'? I promise I'll bring back lots of rock~ and I 
won't run out of film. 
Con1rnent 
Do It! 
A Concerned IC student 
(unaffiliated with anything) 
This is for all you people out there sitting on 
you asses vicariously living the Movement, and 
thereby thinking you're giving it yCllir support. 
Well, if you're silent you're cetainly part of the 
majority of Amerikans, and guess which side 
Fearless Leader thinks the silent majority is on? 
The number of inactive yet fairly radical people 
around is astounding. The evergrowing anti-war 
sentiment is being counteracted by despair, 
cynicism, and simple laziness on the part of those 
who want things changed. So what are YOU doing 
about this state of affairs? Nothing? Then get 
mc,ving' 
The' possibilities of things to do arc endless. 
Write and distribute letters-either serious or 
freaky, depending on your temperament-to 
public officials. Leave graffiti (the non-destructive 
kind) behind you wherever you go. Send money, 
no just good wishes, to anti-war groups that you 
support. Distribute anti-war literature in your 
town. It's available from many sources. Or mail it 
to a hundred random addresses. Postage is only 
eight cents to anywhere in the country. Think 
about that. · 
Hassle the Selective Service system. Load them 
with paperwork. Many officers are already on the 
verge of bureauctatic collap!'le. Get them on 
objectionable mailing lists. If you 're a girl, tell 
(what would your local board) that you have 
turned 18 and refuse to register. sign with your 
first initial only. Send draft boards serious but 
phony letters under false names which will 
consume their time until they realilc, if ever, that 
they 're phony. May be you can figurl' out some 
way to get a group of draft board~ involved in an 
endless amount of paperwork. 
. Draft board addrcssc~ arc 111 phone books in 
Cornell s Olin Library. If everyone opposed to the 
draft wrote one phony letter to one draft board 
per month, the whole SS system would collapse. 
And nobody could be draft~d. . 
Send g1tt packs to Gl's with literature mcl~~c_d 
Wrap up and mail your garbage to a~ olf1c1al 
opposed to immediate pollution control.. Li:avc off 
the stamp and a return address and he II have to 
pay the postage. Recycle creatively! 
Go to a ROTC' drill and leaflet the people. Or 
put them uptight by standing on the sidel_ines a~d 
describing everything they do into a walk1e-talk1e. 
DO something! Do SOMETHING! Use your 
imagination. Don't just sit around like sheep 
waiting for a leader to come along. Be your own 
leader. 
This country is already under a partial news 
blackout on anti-war activity and it will surely get 
much worse. Don't act helpless bec.y.is!! of this; 
not that we should "fight the pigs in the streets." 
(If for no other reason that that's exactly what the 
pigs want.) . 
Come up with new tactics and actions. Hang 
loose, keep a sense of humor, and don't let _th_c 
bastards grind you down. Stay active and even if 
the rest of the country goes to a right-wing hell, 
you will have freed yourself. 
I 
II 
n 
ff 
( .. 
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IC War Interests 
Continuetl from Page I 
That':; what Westinghouse is 
domg for the Navy. The Army is 11 
separate branch oi contracts 
where Westinghouse, though 
taking a second place to GE, is 
none th c I css heavily involved. 
They make the Night Sight 
Systems for "the DRAGON 
man-carried assault weapon." 
This little beauty is something 
akin to a mortar or bazooka, able 
to be carried by one man, and 
capable of firing small rockets and 
m1ssles and is used in the field in 
Vietnam. Mr. McGannon's 
compnay also makes integrated 
circuits for the 2. 7 5-inch rocket, 
an anti·-personnel weapon 
currently in use with the 
electronic Battleground. 
Anti-personnel weapons are 
strictly designed to kill, maim or 
otherwise permanently injure 
anyone that they arc used against. 
Of course, rockets and missles, as 
such,· cannot make distinctions 
between an "enemy" or a villager. 
With the development of the 
Electronic Battleground, 
computers and sensors relay 
information that launch weapons 
from a distance, so woe be unto 
the peasant or child that trips the 
mechanism. Doubtless they were 
warned to leave their homes by 
leaflets dropped from planes in 
the area. 
One of Westinhousc's largest 
projects 1s something called the 
Land Warfare Laboratory. It is 
pretty difficult to find out what 
th is specifically is, but it was 
described before the Mouse 
Armed Services Committee as a 
program to utilize all weaponry 
and techniques possible for an 
efficient land warfare; the 
developments have been used 
( with great success according to 
the generals) in Vietnam, and, as a guidance systems that hone them 
sidelight that was included in the in on whatever they were aimed 
hearings which should give us at. In fact, as far as the accuracy 
food for thought, is being applied of warfare, both in the air and on 
to deal with possible civil the land in Vietnam, "you can"be 
disturbances. Westinghouse is on sure-if it's Westinghouse." 
the march, abroad and at home, It doesn't stop there, either. 
to make a-better Army. Through McGannon's branch, the 
The Air Force relies on Westinghouse Learning 
Westinghouse technology for such Corporation, $90,000 has been 
things as radar and video alloted by the Air Force for 
components. A recent Annual advanced· techniques in training 
report of the Westinghouse Corp. their pilots' for Vietnam. 
boasted that they were "the Westinghouse develops the most 
leading supplier of airborne advanced system for use in the 
radar-operated armament control Advanced Instructional Systems 
systems." And further they have Division of the Air Force, which 
developed the best "side-looking means that they cannot only 
radar systems which produce insure the payload of those 
maps of near photographic bombers, but they make sure that 
quality" and show "every hill, the pilots and bombadiers know 
stream, ravine and man-made how to get them there. Yes, you 
structure through darkness, can be sure if it's Westinghouse. 
clouds, fog or rain." When the Death the RCA Way 
bombers and assault aircraft go Mr. Robert L. Werner is the 
out everyday, dropping their Genereal Counsel for RCA. We all 
payloads on North and South know that RCA makes TV's and 
Vietnam, Westinghouse systems maybe we know that they own 
assure their accuracy. When NBC or that they own the 
missles are fired at targets many Banquet Foods Company, which 
miles away, you can thank makes so many of those neat TV 
Westinghouse for developing,- dinners. But what we may not 
·----····-·-· 
know is that ·RCA has been one of 
the leading defense contractors 
for a long time now. In 1970, 
they were awarded over $262 
million in Department contracts. 
Because they are in the electronics 
field, they do much the same kind 
of work •as Westinghouse; in fact, 
they work together on many 
projects, which should make for a 
great deal of chummines• on our 
Board of Trustees. But, they are 
even more important to the Army 
than Westinghouse, for RCA is 
one of the leading research 
companies that developed the 
Electronic Battlefield. It was RCA 
R&D that helped develop the 
system to minimize American 
deaths and kill more Vietnamese 
in the most scientific and 
impersonal manner. It was RCA 
development that paved the way 
for Night Observation (ST ANO) 
and sensor systems used in 
Vietnam. It was RCA technology 
that led to the development and 
production of low light television, 
that can observe troop movements 
and activities in darkness, and is 
being pushed by the Justice 
Continued on Page 28 
Bite into Spafiada. 
Juicy! . . 
One nip and you·11 Know why we 
call it Juicy. Spanada is mellow red 
wine drencned with the flavor of 
Juicy oranges. lemons and limes 
Chilled. Over ice. Over and over 
again. Drink Gallo Spanada. Juicy. 
J 
Cct11h,1 ni<1 grape wine and natural rruu 11avor!:. Gallo v1ney,1roc;. Modesto. ca11rorn1a 
... ' .. ' 
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The Cayugan-A Multitude Of Problems 
Jan. Gatti, editor of the 
e;1yugan, has had a multitude of . 
problems getting the rearbo?k 
10gether this year. Her d1fficult1es 
hJ\"e included areas such as. the 
c.,yugan 's financial budget, 
gdting equipment with which to 
wnrk, acquiring staff members, 
Jnd obtaining cooperatio~ f~om 
ihe many . campus organizations 
Jnd dubs which are included in 
the yearbook. 
The Cayugan's budget was 
onginally set at $27,000, but was 
.:ut to $25,000 by Student 
('nngress at the beginning of the 
~diool year. Then, the ,Cayugan 
d:dn't receive any money until 
JJ!e in the first semester, and 
b,•i:ause of this the contract with. 
the printer had to be signed late. 
$25,000 is a lot of money, but 
J.in explained that it just isn't 
t'nough to properly run the 
1 ,·Jrbook. The printing is '<osting 
s I 8,500, and that is -without any 
cnlor. Besides printing costs, .the 
cayugan has had to spend over 
S..\000 for photographic 
equipment and supplies; plus 
much more Inoney for office 
,pJce, postage, envelopes, phone 
h1lls, and a host of other articles. 
But the Cayugan hasn't had 
enough money to buy most of the 
,upplies and equipment it needs. 
,\ large amount of the Cayugan 's· 
mo·ney had to go towards. 
,. q u i p p_i n g its e If with a 
photographic darkroom. The 
budget didn't include enough 
money to hire a professional 
photographer or for a photo lab 
In develop and print negatives and 
p I ct u res, so th·e Cayugan was 
lorced to do all its own 
photographic work: from taking 
p1.:tures to printing them. At first, 
• 1 Cayugan staff photographer did 
Jll , the photo lab work with his 
' 
own darkroom equipment. 
However, this photographer quit 
the yearbook staff sometime 
before Spring vacation, and the 
Cayugan was forced to equip and 
supply its own darkroom. An 
unused room on the 14th floor of 
the West Tower was donated for 
the year by the West Tower House 
Council. 
Because of the great printing 
and photo expenses, the Cayugan 
was left little money. As a result, 
Jan said the Cayugan can't afford 
an outgoing phone, filing cabinets, 
bookcases, or even decent 
typewriters. Presently, the office 
is using a tom cardboard box for a , 
filing cabinet, and Jan said she can 
barely afford to pay the bill for 
the Cayugan's centrex .. 
by Gregg Glaser 
The Cayugan has also had -
problems maintaining a working 1 
staff. Jan has to work on every 
job, often by herself. Since the 
Doing a service: Jan Gatti 
Cayugan's photo lab man quit, A large part of the yearbook 
Jan has had to take over as the always contains pictures and 
principle darkroom worker. She information on the many 
had never done any darkroom organizations and clubs at IC. Jan 
work before Spring vacation, but has• sent letters arranging the 
during vacation she stayed on taking of pictures to every 
campus and learned how to organization and club on campus: 
develop and print negatives and but .she has had "little response." 
pie tures. There i~ one student Jan said she knows that these 
photographer working full-time ·people are going to want their 
for the Cayugan now, and a few pictures in the yearbook. so she 
others occasionally take pictures can't understand why they won't 
or w?rk in the darkroom·. Also, cooperate with the Cayugan. 
certam people such as campus "W.e • re do:ng them a service. 
photographe~, Bob Bu_nnel, have _ We're willing to accommodate 
loaned negatives and pictures too them," Jan explained. 
the Cayugan. Jan who will also be the 
There were six staff members Cavuga~'s editor next year, has 
working for the yearbook at the been formulating some new 
beginning of the school year, but policies which she hopes will 
two of these have quit, and of the provide more organization in 
four left Jan said they just aren't running the yearbook. First. she 
enough to help out. Jan also has already initiated a new policy 
complained that the Cayugan has whereby the faculty. staff, and 
no advisor this year. administration of IC ·will not be. 
given the Cayugan free. but will 
have to buy it for five dollars. Jan 
has sent letters to every faculty. 
staff, and administration member 
asking them if they'd like to 
purchase the Cayugan, but only 
thirteen of these persons have · 
bought the yearbook. Also, Jan 
would like students tu receive the 
Cayugan al Fall registration, 1 
rather than have them pick it up · 
at the Cayugan's office. She feels 
th is would make the students 
..more awar.:" of the Cayugan. 
Finally. Jan hopes to get a 100% 
turnout on Senior pictures for 
next year's Cayugan. This year 
there is a greater per cent of 
Senior pictures than in past year~ 
(631 pictures out of 763 Seniors), 
and Jan feels that this greatly 
increases positive student response 
towards the Cayugan . 
Jarr said she should have the 
last of the Yearbook - from 
printer by the end of May. She 
said she has made many changes 
from Cayugan's of previous years, 
and that she believes it will be a 
better yearbook. 
Overall, Jan wishes that 
students would be more aware of 
the Cayugan and more willing to 
work on it because she believes 
everyone wants a yearbook. She 
said, "It's not necessary to have 
all these hassles. The school 
should by able to afford it. After 
all, it's public relations. There are 
Cayugans in the Housing, Dean's, 
and Admissions offices. The 
Cayugan is often the first thing a 
person sees about ltha0a College." 
THE .. SENIOR CLAss· SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Class of 1972 
WHAT? Monies for upperclass scholarships for those of significant 
financial need~ 
WHY? So they won't owe their first and second year's salary 
' 
to .. the school or bank like you do now 
HOW? Through a pledge card you will receive in the mail. 
Payments to··be made between July 1, 1972 - J.une 30, 19731. 
AMOUNT? · · The same amount that you spent on din_ner last week, 
~ . 
Cl .ta~k of gas, a car payment or a few ca11et~1. 
,.. 
, 
., n;1,~~n;Aprif12s;'t9ri·.~Paie s 
Commercialism Overtakes 
'City Beautiful' 
by Linda Harkey 
Great Speckled Bird/LNS 
Before Disney World, central 
Florida - was a quiet place where 
not much happened except space 
shots. Orlando was full of lakes 
and azaleas and it was called the 
"city beautiful". South of 
Orlando were ranches and v-Jst 
areas of semi-wilderness-just 
scrub oaks, palmettos and pine 
trees-scattered ·with patches of 
swamp. There was so much land 
inhabited by nothing but frogs 
and alligators, snakes, rabbits and 
hogs. 
Indeed, Walt Disney World has 
turned Orlando. Florida into a 
b u 11 d o z e d , t r a ff I c-j am med 
money-crazed major tourist 
center. The Disneys bought 
• • • 
27,400 acres of central Florida for 
an amusement park and tourist 
center (2,.500 acres); preserved 
wilderness (75,00); and real estate 
development ( all the rest). Land 
development is expected to bring 
in more money than the park. 
In 1964-65, when a "mystery 
buyer" was gathering large parcels 
of land in Orange and Osceola 
counties, land pric"es soared and a 
lot of people got in on the 
speculation, but nobody knew 
who was buying the 27,400 acres. 
The D1sneys went to great lengths 
to keep their identity secret in 
order lo keep the price of land 
from rising even higher and also to 
keep people from complaining. 
Big Ranching Area 
Not manv people know that 
the area south of Orlando is a big 
ranching area. Kissimmee is the 
closest town to Disney World. It 
used to be full of western wear 
shops, hardware stores and 
ranchers. Now it's full of land 
speculators who carry out 
elaborate deals over the telephone 
(wit·h people in California buying 
cheap and selling high, getting rich 
off land they never see.) 
The impact of all this 
"development" on the people of 
Kissimmee is hard to comprehend. 
Older people, for example, are 
already moving away because· 
speculation has inflated the value 
of their property, raising taxes to 
a level they can't afford to pay. · 
A lot of people who live in the 
country have seen their wide open 
is an individual! 
And that's exactly how you're treated by the Men of Vision, the moment you enter one of 
our optical centers . . . with individual care and concern The DeWitt & Sauro as-
surance that says, "WE CARE'". 
WE CARE enough to staff only the finest professionals and technicians, 
highly trained in the field of optical 6'/e care, using the most up-Io-
date techniques and methods available. 
WE CARE enough to provide the most modern equipment available and 
to maintain our own laboratory where quality lenses are made to 
prescription. 
WE CARE enough to provide convenient optical centers near you, with 
office hours arranged to fit almost any schedule, 
WE CARE enough to offer ... "COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE" ... 
so that you can have your eyes examined, prescription filled and 
eye wear or contact lenses fitted, all by the Men of Vision . 
WE CARE enough to offer the most complete selection of fashionable 
eyewear . . . including shell fims, plastic, chrome and the all-
new metal fr1:1mes ... as well as lints, Photogray, Photosun and 
sunwear in both prescription and non-prescription quality lenses, 
• 
• 
DEWITT 
[~SAURO 
-COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE-
~~ ~---OPTIVISION---~ ~~· -- ENTERPRISE __ _ ............. _ ..,,--
/38 EAST STATE STREET-ITHACA 
/ Other Locations 
Syracuse . Baldwinsville - Cortland - Little Falls 
Tri-Cities- Freed's Vision Centers in Wash., D.C. 
spaces disappear forever because 
of industry and defense and 
progress. But it really angers me 
that · things l1ave changed because 
a couple of guys decided it woula 
be neat to build a blue and white 
fiberglass castle in the middle of 
the swamp, and import tropical 
trees to make it look exotic and 
put in mechanical bears and birds· 
that sing in five languages and a 
plastic mouse and get a big 
computer to run it all; and then 
some hotels with 
·'at mos phere"-like Asian, 
Polynesian, Venetian, and 
eventually-twinkle, twinkle, 
FLASH-the Experimental 
Prototype of the future where 
20,000 model Americans will do 
whatever it is the Disneys figured 
people ought to be doing. 
EPCOT 
EPCOT, the Experimental 
Prototype, etc., is a scary 
prospect. Thal 's where they plan 
to try out sociological and 
technilogical innovations that may 
later be used in the society as a 
whole. It's scary because in 
Disney World "people" means 
white middle-clas~ super 
consumers. People are supposed 
to be able to move into EPCOT 
within nine years, so by 1984 
they should be going strong. 
(In 1967 the state legislature 
passed two bills, each one I 00 
pages long, each one establishing a 
city and going into detail about 
the powers of the municipal 
government of these cities. The 
only thing is that the cities-Bay 
Lake and Reedy Creek-are on 
Disney property and there are no 
people living there. There's 
nothing there but pine trees.) 
While the laws may later apply 
to EPCOT, the immediate effect 
was to give Disney World the 
power to establish its own 
building codes, control all 
utilities, , and to set up its own 
police force. Money talks. And 11 
appears that if you have enough 
of it you can m.lke all your ov.n 
laws. Further, the Florida Senate 
recently adopted a congressional 
redistricting plan that makes Wair 
Disney World a congrcssionJI 
district. 
The Sophisticated Swamp 
Walt Disney and his broth~r 
Roy brought ;J certain 
sophistication to the swamp. In 
addjtion to the six million dolIJr 
fiberglass castle, they pushed the 
land up into '.'gently rolling" hill,, 
built artificial lakes and imported 
tropical plants which died. Thci 
.installed a wave machine so "'al: 
you surfers can hang ten on n:.il 
Hawaiian-style breakers." 
The Magic Kingdom is full ol 
reassuring things. In the rid~. 
called "It's A Small World" you 
ride a boat past the continents oi 
the world where hundreds 01 
mechanical dolls in nati\',' 
costume sweetly sing, "It's a small 
world after all". After about thrc~ 
continents one begins to wonder 
where the black dolls are and then 
one sees them high above th,· 
boat, bending double in laughter 
Continued on page 9 
FR.IDAY NITE 
AT THE 
HAUNT 
KLONDIKE 
SATURDAY NITE 
''SAROFEEN'' 
50¢ EITHER NITE 
. . , ... ~ 
Continued from page 8 
Beside them is a hyena bending 
over laughing just like the dolls. 
The message is obvious. 
Includes Five Hotels 
Walt Disney World includes 
among other things Theme Park 
and five hotels. Two of the 
hotels-the Contemporary and the 
Beautiful Polynesian-built by the 
Realty Development Division of 
US steel, cost $80 million. 
The Beautiful Polynesian is 
something else. It's built to look 
like a Polynesian village· on the 
edge of a man-made lagoon. It 
doesn't quite escape that Holiday 
Inn atmosphere, but it does try. 
As you walk across the wooden 
bridge, past the cobalt blue water 
( the color is from a chemical that 
.:auses the cigarette butts and 
candy wrappers to settle to the 
bottom), you are greeted at the 
door by three women who say in 
unison, "Aloha, welcome to the 
Beautiful Polynesian". The hotel 
1s full of expensive little shops 
that sell Hawaiian sport shirts and 
straw hats m case you didn't bring 
them with you. 
The waterfront is lined with 
fiber glass tiki god statues. Each 
one has a hole in its mouth or 
nave!. The hole is a speaker 
through which Alo-ha-eec muzak 
,~ piped all over the waterfront. 
The Disney World Personnel 
The perso11nel in this exotic 
,.:tting wear uniforms that look 
like they might have been chosen 
by Tricial Nixon. A-hne dresses, 
matching slacks and windbreaker 
t with a stripe down the side of the 
pants), culottes-there's not a hint 
that there might be a sexual body 
beneath any of them. All the 
uniforms worn by employees have 
lhis air of rigidity. In the 
employment brochure called 
··casting for a Role in Our Walt 
Disney World Show" they require 
Continued on Page I 0 
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Hippie land Holiday 
By Steve Kavee 
In the midst of the one-time natural beauty of Orlando Florida, 
there exists Dis,neyworld, the fiberglass unnatural wonder of the East 
coast. The Magic Kingdom is not yet totally completed, leaving the 
surreal contradictions of forests next to man-made lagoons; 
distinctions between real and more real. 
Trucking through the amusement area, we discovered a section of 
the Kingdom a_s yet unpublicized. As we strolled by the log cabins of 
Frontierland, large cartoon signs announcing Hippieland beckoned 
us forth. Moving closer now we could see that the letters were made 
from pills and capsules of various shapes and sizes, a few 
conspicuously missing. 
Our guide, an animated robot with remarkably human features 
and movements, explained that the missing pills, like most of the 
Kingdom, were not real but it had been an impossible task 
convincing the thousands who passed through the portals of 
Hippieland daily that that was the case. She continued, saying that 
in Hippieland the basic premise is that "Nothing is real, but nothing 
to get hung about," quoting an old Beatles song. 
Yes, here we were in the Disney Empire's attempt to breach the 
gap between Mickey Mouse and Mister Natural and make lots of 
money at the same time. 
·1;~-. . _.,-_,·, 
..,.....l~~~'-~::~:~l.•>. ) 
c-,_ ...... ....,.__-..,,~--
·ca,. 
list 
$2.98 
Cat. 
-list 
$5.98 
each 
$3.77 
each 
. Cat. $4 57 list 
$6'.98 . • 
;Tapes . . $4. 7 
A spectacle of wonder opened before our eyes as we entered 
Fantasyland with its psychedelic color patterns painted on streets. A 
· brilliant cascade of green and gold fiberglass marijuana flakes 
. showered down from the magic fountain. To our right, past a 
: picturesque street hawker selling souvenir lids from the fountain and 
more pills, stood the giant "snow"-covered cocaine mountain with 
its breathtaking ride down the powdery sides on a silvery spoon. 
We chose for our first exhibit, to hang out at a crash pad in 
Haight-Ashbury land. We rounded the corner through "Chicago" 
. where four_ times daily, street-fighting freaks fight cops to the 
amusement and vicarious delight c'>f the onlooking crowd. Arriving at 
the corner of Haight and Ashbury Streets we were confronted by a 
panorama of the Peace and Love days of San Francisco 1966. 
The much talked about Hall of Rock and Roll was too crowded 
for us, so we passed up an audio-animatronic jam session with 
Joplin, Hendrix, Jim Morrison and a variety of the "'36 Super Stars 
of Rock". alive and dead. And of course the scaled down street was 
also filled with more head shops and boutiques selling the old Disney 
favorites. including a surplus stock of antiqul' Beatie wigs and cuddly 
Mr. Natural dolls. 
Struggling through the D1snev Street freab and their crie~ for 
spare change, past mechankal JL;nk1c~ and programmed dope nods. 
and of course the dayglo body paint mg exhibit. we fmally arrived at 
the Haight-Ashbury crash pad. 
"'llcy man. you need a place to crash'/"' a tape-recorded voice 
queried from yet another robot. Without a response. the ~1dewalk 
hcg;m moving, taking us into the artfully run-<lown lookmg house. 
Once inside we took scats around the kitchen table and watched 
dealers dean and weigh bricks of pot. We wcrl' treated to a fmc 
reefer with a very convincing smell: a special mix created by Dbncy 
~nen t 1sts that docsn 't get you high. The table was soon cleared and 
slid down into the Ooor. We began moving through the house on the 
1,.itchcn chairs, passing walls covered with original psychedelic 
posters, Ooor covered with people -some dressed some not. and Just 
the gent:ral tableau of guitars, rock music, and Joyous freak 
existence. The final scene was The Bust. When the narcs entered, 
dressed in socks and sandals, love beads, and beatnik -berets, the 
freaks jumped to action, throwing the bogus hippies ·otit' !'he third 
floor window. "Bum trip" one muttered. 
Disembarking from the house. we were once more tossed into the 
re-created street scene. There were many more things to do: the 
Kent Stah: Panorama ( with real bullets): the Rubin-Hoffman Money 
Burning: and of course Revolut1onland with its shooting gallery and 
other attractions. 
However, we soon tired of the Disney created world, and decided 
to leave. We concluded that we were (unfortunately for Walt) tied to 
reality. In fact, the existence and living the life was in our opinion a 
better idea than paying money to watch a robot do it for us. So w~ 
went home and lived as humanoids, ·cause that's what W{: arc folks. 
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Davis Elected-Pot Legalization Support·ecl· 
by Ken Holcombe 
A majority of the I .250 
students who voted last Thursday 
elected Greg Davis to the office of 
President of the Student Body. 
Also elected on the Infinity Party 
ticket with Davis were Ellie Fisher 
( Vice President of C'ampus 
Affairs). George Hester (Vice 
P r e· s i d e n l of Business and 
Finance), Debbie McIntosh ( Vice 
President of Academic Affairs). 
and Jon Breux (Vi.:e President of 
Student Relations>. Commenting 
on his election, Davis told the 
Ithacan on Wednesday night: 
"Next year we can begin to deal 
1mmcd1atcly with substan!ial 
i~suc~ rather than our own 
l"redibility. Wc have to provide 
altcrnatives at lthaca College; that 
•~. wc must work towards 
maintaining the traditional while 
al the ~:.1mc time initialing the 
progress1vc. Unless morc student~ 
participate. unless more students 
become active, we will again find 
ourselves consumed by a feeling 
of useles .. mess and futility. We will 
concentrate our efforts next year 
on the realization that Ithaca 
College is about students involved 
in a living and learning· 
experience." 
Also elected on Thursday, in 
the race for SAB, were Kenny 
May ( chairman), Dave Dellow 
(Financial Secretary), and Nancy 
Barshter (Executive Secretary). 
The Action Party with Joanne 
Solomon ( President), Jay 
Newman (Vice President), Lance 
Griswold (Treasurer). and Carol 
Vendrillo (Secretary), was t:lected 
in the race for Senior Class 
Officers. Eight candidates, 
running unopposed, were elected 
as Justices of the Student Court. 
They are: Kenneth Marangell, 
Reggie Simmons, Dcbbi0- l\k{:aw, 
Michael Levine. Tom Nast. Jacob 
Famous brand knit tops 
100% combed cotton tops in short or long 
sleeves. All the new and fresh Spring fashion 
colors. Many assorted styles. S,M,L, 
reg. 6.00-8.00 4. 90 
Flared Leg Jeans - H.I.S. 
A must for your casual life. All brand name 
jeans in denim and duck. 1003/o cotton in 
white, navy, denim and assorted colors. Sizes 
5-15. 
reg.8.00-10.00 5. 90 
LEAT~ER Ba1S ½ OFF 
BETTER SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR 
Johnson, Shela Sturm, ;ind 
Mickey Faeder. 
Students voted 754-374, with 
122 abstaining, in support of a 
student strike as an expression of 
protest against expansion of the 
air war in Southeast Asia. 
In a mock election of 
presidential candidates, students 
voted as follows: McGovern, 530 
M uskic, I 03: Chisolm, 82; 
Kennedy, 77-; Humphrey, 39; 
Lindsay, 38; Wallace, 32;Jackson, 
I 3: and undecided, 336. 
Overwhelming support was 
given to legalizing the possession 
of marijuana. 1,005 students 
expressed support of "the work 
being done by the National 
Organization for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws in the area of 
decriminlization for the 
possession of marijuana." 12::! 
students opposed and 123 
abstained. The second item 
supporting "the work being done 
by the National Organization for 
the Reform of Marijuana Laws in 
the area of legalization of the sale 
of marijuana for personal 
consumption to persons 18 years 
of age or older." received 892 
vples for, and :!23 against with 
135 abstentions. 
In faculty elections, the faculty 
members elected to the 
Community Council for two-year 
terms were William Dostal ( Allied 
Health Professions); Carl Sgrecci 
( Business Administration); John 
Keshishoglou (Communications); 
Shirley Hockett, Robert·Ryan and 
·Arthur Ostrander (Humanities and 
Sci enc es): and Iris Carnell 
(Physical Education). Selected to 
serve one-year terms were Walter 
Green (Allied Health); William 
Parker (CIIS); Firman Brown and 
Martin Brownstein (Humanities 
and Sciences); James Ode (Music); 
and Craig Fisher l Physical 
Education). 
Serving two-year terms on the 
Faculty Council will be George 
Hearn and Harold Cohen (Allied 
Health); George Ryakoff 
(Business Administration): 
William Scooncs (CIIS); Donald 
Woodman (Communications); 
Frank Falcone, Paul McBride, 
C'onstantip_c Peria las and Joseph 
Tempesta (Humanities and 
Sciences): Linda West (Library, 
I RC, Health Services): David 
Berman and Helene Wickstrom 
(Music): Charles Ansorge and 
. Do r1s Kostrinsky (Phy,1 
Education). Elected to onl··y 
terms were Roliert Granr 
Charles Snyder (Allied HcJI 
Herb Genfan (Busin 
Administration); Lu,· 1 
Schneider (CIIS); Arnold Gihb1 
(Communications); Anth1 
Bascelli, Jules Burgevin, J1 
Gunning, and George Sw~n 
(Humanities and Sciences); c;i, 
Richards (Library, IRC, llei 
Services); Roland -Bentley , 
Marjorie Stein (Music): H 
Broadwell and Frank Kenn, 
(Physical Education). 
George Driscoll, Profe~~or 
Music, was re-elected lor 
t w o • Y ea r term as f.t, ul 
representative on the Bo;ITd 
Trustees. 
Disney World Destroying Natural Beauty 
"on-~tagc physical requirements" 
of: Hostesses. height 5'5"-5'1 O", 
size 6-14: Hosts. jacket 36-44. 
trouser-waist 28-40. length 28-35. ( My long-haired hrother went 
to the Employment Center. He 
wa~ asked. '"Arc you aware of our 
grooming code'!" My brother 
looked down at his grubby 
fingerna1b and the man said, "No. 
I mean ... ·· and he reeled off a 
list that began with "no facial 
hair" and ended with "must not 
touch the collar in back". Then he 
looked my brother straight in the 
eye and said. "Have you ever been 
in the mihtary. son'!" 
··No." 
"Well, it's a lot like that."l 
Em p loyccs an.• given' special 
lectures on the dangers of 
fraternizing with construction 
workers. They arc told that con-
st ruction workers are violent, un-
couth, rapists - to be avoided. 
('onstruct,on workers are also 
members of unions and this 
rhetoric works in nicely with 
D1sney·s effort~ lo keep its 
employees from signing with the 
union organilcrs. who have been 
in the parking lot every day for 
months. 
Disney gave their workers a 15 
Thunday -
Continued from Page 9 
cent raise. bringing their pay up to 
S2. I 5 an hour. as an incentive lo 
keep them from signing with the 
union. If they .had joined. t'heir· 
wage~ would have been equal to 
those of Disneyland workers in 
California. who probably make 
more than S2. I 5 an hour. If you 
mention the word union to 
Disney World employees, they act 
as if you·ve said a dirty word and 
change the topic. It seems 
incredible that a place where it 
costs between S4.75 and S6.50 to 
get in th_e gale and where hotel 
rooms cost from S29 to S44 for 
one night can't afford to pay 
union wages 
Paying The Price 
It is amazing how many people 
·can be charmed into footing the 
bills. The radio stations in 
Orlando broadcast messages 
asking the people to put up with 
little inconveniences like traffic 
jams because the prosperity 
brought by Disney World is going 
to far outweigh the disadvantages. 
Traffic ts far from being a small 
problem. Disney World's parking 
lot holds 12.000 cars, and on 
holidays the lot is often full by 
I 0:30 a.m. with trnffic backed up 
for 30 miles on Interstate 4. 
... 
Benefit For The "TRUCKERS" 
Sun.. 
-AlBATRQSS 
RIVERRUN 
RIVERRUN 
50(. 
413 TAUGHANNOCK BLVD. 
Down tht> stret>t from the St at ion Rt'Staurant 
..... 
·-
While the pollution J. 
congestion t·aused by this tral ii~ 
bad enough, the radios !ail 
mention the other price lh.11 
being paid-the perm.in~ 
destruction of the natural lw.1~ 
of Orlando. Orlando, the lnrm 
"city b ca u ti fu I", has ~1.1r1i 
building expressways throu~h 
the major lakes. leaving unli 
puddle on either side of th,· r,•J 
This is supposedly a cheaper II~ 
to build roads because th,· ,11 
already owns the lakes. I I\ i•r, 
bli thcly stated in nat1"11 
magazines that in ten year, 1 
only orange tree in Or.in. 
County will be in a museum -\r. 
it's also probably true th.11 !i 
only remnants of that bcat:11i1 
countryside will either bl' 1a 
museum or around. the hom,·,, 
people who make about S50 ,;( 
a year. A number of Disney \\ · ,r/ 
executives have bought prop,·rl 
on Lake Butler in Windermcr,· • 
exclusive residential area 11 it,·! 
politicians know that "no ,,:1~ 
going to vote for a mayor ,1h 
paws streets." 
So the beauty and thl' q1:!, 
that were once ther,· ,,, 
everybody, no matter how r·"' 
will soon he only for the we.ii; n) 
The people who arl' 1 
intermediate income brackl'l' , 
buy a ticket to the plastil-111 ' 
Disney World and those too p,1, 
for that can relish concrck .1r. 
asphalt, smokey skies and a i.,1£ 
neon lights. 
AmATICGARDEN 
new location 
CJDNESE,...AMERICAN FOOO 
i 18 W. State St. 
AR 2-7350 
OPEN TUESDAY THRU SUNP \ \' 
NEW AND LARGER FACILITll.'i 
TO SERVE YOU. BEITER 
CARRY-OUf SERVICE 
Quality Custom t"ramin)! 
81.e. 
t!Jcame g,<!e 
414 West Buffalo 
272 · 1350 
----~---------------.,-------------------------------------------, 
stereo 
5L 
213 Fifth St. ,_,,.,,.·0..,1 Ithaca, New York 14850 Phone orders (607) 272-1444 
Shop Oire~lly lrom Our Warehouse 
Savings up to. ...I 
·onu f,O°lo tAOlll 
We are heavily ov.?rstocked. We must clear out our 
warehouse this weekend to make room for another big 
shipment. We are offering the items listed at unheard of 
Savings! Most items are in a very limited quantity- one 
or two of a kind in some cases. First Come First Served. 
All items are brand new and current models in the 
manufacture's warranty. Our usual 7 Day Satisfaction 
will be in effect. Conte Early and Save -
DOWNTOWN ONLY Mos# Quantities Are tin1ited 
Stereo 
Speakers 
••n 
IUCTltO-VOICI 11 Aj 
6" ""'ftD COAll 
RICftO-VOICI 12, 8" 
2 W1' t "OltTID COAX 
ILICTIIO-VOICI 14 
10'"2WAY 
ILICTIIO,VOICI 9 
10" 3 WAY 
IM .. 16000M 
ILICTIIO,VOICI 4A 
"3WAY 
EMfl.17SOOM 
111.a 
Value 
•3900 
•49•· 
'55'0 
•7zoo 
'100°0 
'99" 
'165°0 
'119" 
'220" 
'184" 
s,., •• Shack 
Price 
s159s · 
s2495 
95 
s5995 
$ 95 
IJ:tJ• TAPE TN 
RECORDERS 
Exclusively 
offered 
in f/,e area. 
MOOEL 4000D Reel to reel, three-head tape 
deck. Walnut cabinet. 
lolail ValM '219" STIIEO SNACK "1CE 
MODEL lllSD RHI to reel deck, walnut 
cabinet with 3 speed Synchromous motor 
and cron·fleld head. 
htail Val• '239" STIIIO SNACK PIICI 
MOOII. GXC 48D Protui1onal stereo cassette 
deck with exclui1ve crystal - Ferrite 
headi, with the latest no1ie 1imiti11g c:ir~uiU 
and is designed for UH with Chromium· 
Dioxide tape.. 
.. ,all ValM •ltt" SUPII VALUE 
MGelL Cl IOD Proteu1onal B track record 
and play deck with fast forward and 
automatic shut off . 
...... v .... '179". sm10 SNACK "1CE 
IA ffioi Reel to reel tape recorder 
complete with sterto amplifi•r and 2 
·speakers. 
letall , .. ,23... STIIIO SUCK NICI 
. ---· ... 
$17495 
$20995 
$16995 · 
$1399~ 
$20995 
Quality Stereo Receive~s 
MODEL 357 · A Mt FM stereo receivcr-25 wath $15995 
per channel- RMS. 
Retail Value '199'" STEREO SHACK PRICE 
MODEL 367 AMI FM stereo receiver- 32 waits s20995 per channel- RMS. 
Retail Value '259'" STEREO SHACK PRICE 
MODEL 387 AM/FMitereoreceiver,SSwams29995 
per channel, RMS. 
Retail Value '359'" STEREO SHACK PRICE 
MODH 477 AMI FM itereo receiver-70 watts.s31995 
per channel-RMS. 
Retail Value '399'" STEREO SHACK PRICE 
~~ 
MODEL1182 AM/FMStereo ~!;,;., s10995 
receiver, 65 wath mui1c power. ,,,,.,,w 
Retail Value '233" STEREO SHACK PRIC&'. 
MODEL EVR• 1 110 watt AM/FM itereo 
receiver, full featurei. 
Retail Value '229" STEREO SHACK PRICE 
Many More Unadvertised 
Items al Un,-.d ol Prites 
Rrsl ~ome, ,irsl Served! 
1:1:rn McDONALD ELECTRONIC 
- SYSTEMS-
~ I 
ODEL RTs-21 c Complete in 1 box l 20 watt 
AM/FM stereo receiver, 2 deluxe speaker,, BSR s 13 9 9 
automatic turntable, all antennas and ipeaker I 
wiring. 
etail Value '119" STEREO S.HACK PRICE · 
MODEL RTS-29 ( Complete ,n 1 box l 20 watt 
AM/FM stereo receiver with 8 track tape player- s1791 
2 deluxe speakers, BSR automatic turntable -
;::~e;.;::: ;;;:~ STEREO SHACK PRICE, 
MODEL ITS-10 (Complet• in Iba• l 40 watt 
AM/FM ,torea recelv..-- 2 d•lun ,poak•rs. BSR 
l1DX automatic magnetic turntable complete with 
wiring .. ,., ... •zna ,ra,o SIIAClf MCI 
. ,' - - .,,. ' 
S]J99 
r . ;. 
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r:m:1 McDONAUJ AUTOMATIC 
- ., TURNTABLES 
. ;,-:? 
..... 0-~' 
...... .,, 
MODEL 48001 Complete with diamond 3 Uylui ceramic cartridge, base & duit cover .. STDI~ $ 495 Retail Value '49"' S::.a · 
MODEL 65001 Complete with diamond $3995· 
stylus ceramic cartridge, base & duit cover. S= 
Retail Value •59•• NIU 
MODEL 31 ox Complete with Shure magnetic s4495 
cartridge, base and duU cover. s:::; 
Retail Value •so• NIU 
MODEL s 1 ox Complete with Shure magnetic: ss4ss 
cartridge, baie and duit cover. STlllO 
·Retail Value '100" S::.~ 
.MODEL 61 OX Complete with Shure magnetic ·$8995· 
cartridge, baie and duit cover. sm~: 
.Retail Value '142" · s::iu 
MODEL 81 OX Complete with Shure 1'18995 
magnetic cartridge, bue and duit cover. s:.Tt: 
Retail Value '239" ma 
STEREO ll'E, 
COMPACT - ~. 
'SYSTEMS I~ 
scon MODn 2sor.-, s 
llO watt AMI FM stere,o compact with changer. 1 
. speakers, Scolh "lop rat•d compacl ,. s39995 
•d• r111,,. '"9" S1EHO SHACK PINCE ,.-.... o.,. , .•• 
YOH 110Dll & TMPl-24 
Sohd state- AMI FM \1ereo rec~1ve,r with 8 track 
sp•aken 1nch.,ded. 
hleil rlllue 't49" S1E•tO SNACK PINCE 
lUCTIOf1110IIC MODEL TG 21741 
s999s 
Sohd \tate AM FM \fereo receiver w1lh 
Garrard record changer and 8 track ,rereo tape. •s I 8 99s 
· .. , .. r ... '27'" srmo SIIACtl MCI I 
SP!EB VALUES - SOME BELC,W COST 
OflAllffrln '1Mtrl0 
...... ,v., 
tll llato 1-T, .. k ,_....,.. ·-·••00••00·-···· -··-00-,,. ss, U tll.9S 
18111MlfMllt,tolNlowit11S.0-o, .............. _......... i1,ts tl9.9S s,....,., .. ......_, ""• c-.... -· .. ··--......... ssi,s l9.9s 
1-r .. H-c.n-r-.c-,-a.w,21 ...... -......... s1Z:u "·" 
•• 
..... 
14111 27:1-1444 
--- --------,---------~----:--------------
, t t f)lt\~~ f "j\ ! ~i!ff~A~~}ttt>cf.fr 
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Gay Culture-Looking At The Labels 
Graphic by Harry Gottlieb 
is made to feel guilty for his or 
her natural desires. All the world 
tells him that he is wrong: to the 
church he is a sinner; to the law, a 
criminal; to a shrink, a sick 
patient; to his family. perhaps, an 
outcast; to much of society, 
surely, a faggot, a queer, a pervert. 
These are not easy labels to live 
with. Homosexuals have been 
forced to hide their sexuality 
from the world. Many go through 
their entire lives never daring to 
express this part of themselves. 
Others hide it from their families 
and friends, living in fear of being 
"found out". Still others reject 
the oppressive heterosexual world 
and opt for the gay life style. 
Each large city traditionally has 
its enclave for gay people, an area 
that caters to the gay subcluture 
with stores, theaters, and bars and 
that is inhabited predominantly 
by gay people. In such a setting a 
gay subculture thrives and gay 
people live without intimidation. 
The gay ghetto is one of the few 
places a homosexual can be gay 
and.comfortable. 
The gay ghetto has always been 
a quiet place, riot wishing to 
attract attention to itself, and 
very often afraid. It is common 
knowledge that gay bars often 
have underworld connections (gay 
people cannot be granted a liquor 
license by law). The bars, the 
center of much gay life, are often 
subject to harrassment raids by 
the police, at the -whim of the 
latter. For years, they have been 
herded out of their watering 
holes, sometimes arrested, always 
In 18'15, at the height of lus perhaps as ~J reaction against the States homosexual acts arc illegal, acting the part of the timid fag. 
bralhant career. O~car Wilde was ·Greco-Roman tradition of and often have extremely harsh The stretch of Christopher 
accused a'.~d .. convicted of _ "gross glorifying and even encouraging p u n i s h m e n t. M O r c O ver Street in New York City's West 
indecency. Ihechargewh1chthe homosexuality. For centuries homosexuals are legall; Villa sided on the south by 
Engli~h court couldn't even bear horno~cxuals were oppressed and discriminated against in many Sheridan Square could almost be 
to spell out was a homosexual punished-even burned at the areas of employment and housing. said to be quaint. An art gallery 
affa!r hct wci:n Wildl' and Lord stake. Wilde i:scaped rather well. Th c Ii be r a 1 vi cw is that fronts its eastern corner followed 
':,ll~~d Dougla_s .. W_ilde_ was In the twentieth century. homosexuals arc sick, that they by a jewelry store and pet store. 
1mpnsoned and his family hie and •• modi:rn·· socictv has taken a are the unhappy result of a bad up On any given hour of the day, 
car~~rutterlyr_uined, mori: liberal.hut equally bringing, that they are men, women, and especially 
I he. V1ctorrnn~ were not the oppressive view of homosexuals. emotionally immature, that they children stand in front of the pet 
fi~t to condemn "the love that To he ~ure. the law~ against them can be "cured" and made store windowmaking_ odd faces 
dare not speak its name", Our s I II I remain on· the books. In h e t er O s ex u a I t h r O u g h at the poodles or other pups on 
Christian culture\ tustory 1:- m:h almost all states in the United psychoanalysis. The homosexual display. Further down is an 
in its persei:ullon of homosexuals. apartment house, a hairdresser, a 
---
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. ______ .. __ , sports supply and an~ther jewelry 
store. two bars, and fmally on the 
I I corner of 7th Avenue, the Village· Voice's former offices. The S S 
· remarkable thing about this block 
I Ummer t I was that other than the Voice's O r_aue offices. each business had retained l!J the aged fa cad of its building 
I I without the dirt rnherent in the J. BOX STORAGE aging process,-The Voice was the 
. STORAGE ONLY · only one to install modern 
I -Moth Crystals Added I exterio~ walls and extensive plat!! _glass windows. They were usually 
I -Free Insurance -Payment In Advance I 
-$3.50 per box/ $4.95 
I includes keeping box 1-in the Fall I 2. CEDARIZEDSTORAGE 1· 
dirty. 
Of the two bars, The Lion· 
Head was mixed, both gay an 
straight, mostly the denizens 0 
the West Village. The Stonewa, 
on the other hand, was enti1e1 
gay, attracting some of th. 
stranger homosexual '!typ~s"' 
. transvestites and hustlers, as w 
as the Scarsdale businessman a 
college kids from New Jersey. Th 
.Stonewall was usually open mill 
of the _night for drinking Jn 
dancing. Terming itself a club. 
was necessary to havl' 
membership card, know scime1Jne 
or obviously be gay, to get in. fh 
b'urly doorman was lh1n 
testimony to this. Since it w 
open into the_ wee morning houl'l 
it afforded runnaway gay kHII . 
place to stay off of the streets T 
some of them, it was almo,i . 
home. 
One June evening in 1969. th 
police had the misfortune tc 
"raid" the Stonewall. It was I he1 
misfortune because New 'turk 
City "faggots" had obviously hJd 
it with police harassment. ·1m1,-Jd 
of "mincing" into the p;1<1d1 
wagons the men fought. Bn,~:. 
bottles, and garbage can cmn1 
flew. Some police took shelll-1 1n 
the paddy wagon. A few otlw 
locked themselves in th 
Stonewall. But the rucus didn'1 
stop. A parking meter 11:t! 
uprooted. ''Queens" with can, o 
hair spray used them as f!Jtm 
throwers, spraying them thrcrngt 
the bar's and paddy wagon·, 
broken windows and ing1111111 
them. A journalist locked in ilu 
Stonewall 'Yith the police not~d 
simply "They were scared." \\ 11h 
cries of \'gay power" 'hi 
"pansies" used the parking m,·w 
as a battering ram. The po11,1 
"men" nnholstered their gun, in 
fear. The gay liberation movem~nt 
was born. 
The Stonewall has 1101 
reopened since the 1969 riot It 
stands today, with boar,kJ 
windows, it's neon sigh with,,ut 
bulbs, posters marring its ext..:r.l,r 
walls. The Village Voice has .,1,0 
moved. Other than that the t,\.,.k 
is much the same. It still stand, 1n 
the middle of the largest ,·,1 
ghetto in the world. 
People were injured m ;U 
Stonewall riot. Mentally, a wh,·k 
minority had been injured '<>r 
many years. Certainly this is n,•' J 
justification for the violent ,, t, 
it's a reason, and a damn !!"' J 
one. 
N e x t Week : G a y L 1 1,, 
nationally and locally as it sta:·.i, 
today. 
-All Garments Cleaned I and Pressed -1-- L0'6DJJIQ wa 
-Free Insurance & Free 
I Moth proofing I -Packaged in Cedarized 
I Bag at 25¢/Bag I PAY IN THE FALL -I CLOTHES MUST BE BROUGHT TO MAIN PLANT I 
I ___ o __ rne ·· I 
I I 
I I 
9 2nn". 9 
_ .... ____ ... ___ .. __ ... 
Thurs. Nite 
- --
OLD TIME FLICKS 
Fri. N·ite 
CHANGES 
Sat. Nite 
·BILL PEVEAR 
& LARRY--SLACK 
Sunday Movie 
"MAROONED" 
w /G~ne Hac:km.an 
RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION: i13.Jj1,2·. 
. ~-· 
Route.~66 .. Jthac~, ~,)\- . . / 4~ 
Coming 
To 
Early last October I finally stopped saying 
"No'' to myself. I had at long last aroused a 
mixture of enough anger, frustration, and courage 
to admit to being myself. And so on an 
appropriately sunny Friday in October I "came 
out" and said: "Yes, this is me. I am a 
homosexual." · 
"Coming out" means never having to say you're 
sorry. Sorry for what? For being what you are and 
trying to live up to it. 
The day I came out I was 23 years old and 
during all the time that preceded that auspicious 
day, I had never truly been able to enjoy myself. 
With straight values continually_ feeding my really 
gay frame of mind, I became edgy, neurotic 
irritable and most of all, unhappy with life. As ~ 
"straight" I would perform straight antics such as 
mimicking and making fun of "fags". I would go 
out with girls who would almost chemically intuit 
that something-although they were not sure 
what-was wrong. In toto, my life was a walking 
and talking lie. 
"Coming out" changed all that. 
Now that I am '.'out" I have often wondered 
"How did I become this way-what made me 
bcco me a homosexual?" But it is really an 
unnecessary question. It is a self-interrogation that 
is forced upon a gay person by straight people who 
think and feel that homosexuals arc different and 
less desirable than them~elvcs. It is this straight 
"holier than thou" attitude which a gay human 
being is up against and urges and wants to satisfy 
them. On the hand, he is inculcated with straight 
propaganda from a very early age that tells him 
these urges are wrong, sinful, and unnatural-even 
illegal. He feels ashamed for even thinking of 
them. But he continues to have these desires-they 
cannot be erased. The Gay knows he is not 
different e·xcept for his sex preference and that 
what happens in any bedroom sha""uld not 
determine how a human being is valued. But yet it 
is a sad fact of life"in the straight-gay dichotomy. I 
knew that I preferred men since I was about 12 
years old. But I waited 11 years, until I was 23, 
.. Jlie l!~~J'*~·2'!',. l 9~2, ~et _13 
..... . , ..... ,. ~ . . . . . . . 
0 ut Is Never Having 
Sorry Say You're 
before I did anything about it. What was it like for 
those 11 years? In a word, heJI. I wish I had come 
out sooner. 
. Just as many people grow up with the 
m~sconce~tion that masturbation will make you go 
blmd or msane, so too do they learn at an early 
age that the only natural, acceptable and moral 
sexual preference is the opposite sex. 
. The ~ellish life for a gay who has not come out 
1s kee~mg up the charade and hiding the truth. 
There 1s always that Kafka-like paranoid fear that 
"they will find out what I am." 
"Coming out" is the arrival of the person to the 
concept of "so what? let them know what I 
am ... why should I have to hve to THEIR 
standards-this is my life and I am going to live 
and enjoy it my way." It means. as I said before 
"Never having to say you arc sorry." · 
When a gay person comes out, it docs not 
necess~rily mean advertising or flaunting your 
sexuality. But 11 docs mean answering up to 
anyone who asks you about it. Perhaps the most 
difficult task, though, is letting your parents 
know. 
Because parents come from a generation in 
which the subject of sex per se was altogether 
taboo, talking about homosexuality. of all things, 
can be actually traumatic. 
For the fe:,v fo_rtunates who have understanding 
parents, the Job 1s easier than imagined. But for 
the majority of gay people who do not have 
sympathetic parents, the task is to them next to 
impossible. Yet in almost everv case after the 
ini~ial shock wears off (usually 
0
threc weeks) the 
lovmg parents willingly try to make it easier for 
their child. Still others, however, may never want 
to hear or see their offspring again. While m some 
situations this might be just what the doctor 
ordered, in others, it only makes it more difficult 
f~r the ga~ person to come ?ut and fully accept 
himself. It 1s part of the omnipresent oppression of 
homosexuals. 
Once a "straight" comes out of the closet and 
admits being gay. the process becomes far from 
'simple. During all the years that he spent 
strangling his desires, he was conditioned into 
keeping those feeling.~ locked up. When they are 
fmally allowed ( by himself) to be released· the 
rea_ction is one of two. Either he will be totally 
hedonistic and enjoy his freedom or he will be stiJI 
very uptight and not be able to enjoy sex at all. In 
the latter case, oppression 1s still overwhelming 
him. But as I discovered, being in that second lot, 
practice makes perfoct. With time, you become 
conditioned to your new freedom. When a 
homosexual b finally and fully "out" within 
himself. the liberation is almost -exhileratmg. No 
more does he worry about being afraid of being 
called those curious appellations and epithets 
wluch before hurt him so. But few people really 
get it all _together in their minds. There is always 
that certain amound of oppressive fear left behind. 
It remains because the gay person continues to hvc 
in a straight-oriented society. Consequently some 
amoun\ of cognitive dissonance remains. 
Perhaps the biggest threshold for a homosexual 
is the first emergence from the closet. It sccms 
ever so impossible for the person on thc mside. 
But he finds out when he docs clme the door 
behind him that ii really wasn't that hard at all. 
For example, when I first came out I did so by 
calling the Ithaca (Cornell) Gaylmc for help. My 
next step was to go to a gay bar which, while 
frighh·ning ( only because of the fear of being 
found out), was also rclicvmg because of thc 
discovery that there arc ~o many gay people with 
common mtcrests. 
Life only demands frum you the strength you 
pos.\css-only one feat 1s po~siblc not to have run 
away. 
For the gay person trapped in the closet of 
straight life, life is like a seemingly insurmountable 
mountain. But only after coming·out does the gay 
discover that he should as Dag Hammarskjold once 
said_: Never measure the height of a mountain, 
until you havl' reached the top. Then yoµ will sec 
how low it was. 
Watch next week's Ithacan 
for College Smokers' 
"BIZAAR BARGAIN DAYS" 
in coniunction with Collegetown'~ 
"OLD FASHION BARGAIN DAYS" 
-
:,. ' ft.J:11 ,("f"ftJ "'.!: fi'm'I, - adrl :l..ff-' ' ' 
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· Congress Elects 
Board·Rep BoOk Exc~,tge Liv~,,~ e' 
by Ken Holcombe Monday through Friday. During 
The Ninth Session of the.\this time those lo_ts are rese~ed. 
Ithaca College Student Congress, for all non-resident parking. 
meeti'ng for the last time on Congress _also propos~~ that only 
Tuesday night, elected Chris automobiles. not. bean':'& Ithaca 
Nelson to a two-year term as -College Registration. stickers _be 
Student Representative to thelt?w~ away. for minor ~arkmg 
Board of Trustees. Nelson, who is v!olations. Thif w~uld not include 
a Political Science .major and a :rue lanes and oading zo_nes. The~ 
member of the class of 1974, will lalso reco~~ended that if radar 1s 
have full Board status. He will not to be . utihzed to regulate speed 
carry a vote on the Board, ~hat signs be posted ~t regular 
however, as New York State Law mtervals to warn motonsts of the. 
·r· h t B d b use of radar. 
speci ies t a a oar ~em er The 1972-73 Student Congress 
must be 21 years of age m order b d t d Th 
u ge was approve . e 
to vote on a Board of Trustees. , budget's base is SBO,OOO with· 
The Congress also elected Peter $ 6 000 tr f thi dd d B (·s · 1 , 7 4 ) ,. . , ex a rom s year a e arrett oc1oogy as,t 'tAls ·t 'td ttht 
. · o 1 • o, 1 was pom e ou a 
Chairman of Student Congress for the S 1 0 activities fee will go 
next year. Four stu~ents were I directly to the Student Activities 
elected as Representatives of the B d . t d f C 
D' · · f H · · t' oar ms ea o ongress. --1v1sion o u~amt1es to nex Finally the report of the 
year's Commumty Court. They . • . 
are Michele Hall (Hist. '75), Scott Housmg Committee was passed 
Le.nkin (Poly Sci '7J), Rich Otis 29-1-0. The report urges that all 
(Bio ,75 ), and Sue Quinn (Poly students lock up whenever they. 
Sci '75). go out. It . further reco~mends 
In fu ther business the that the pnce of replacmg lost 
Congress :pproved an alternate exit keys be reduced !o S l in 
proposal to that evolved by the order to encourage their use. It 
Traffic Control Board. The was also suggested that residents 
proposal approved by the report "unknown and unescorted 
Congress provides for all open persons" to the Head Resident, 
parking except in Lots H and E R.A., or Safety Division. 
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
• 
• 
F :'~1'. 
-9 a.m. 
Students wishing to dispose of 
their books at the end of tlie 
semester will be provided with 
two services. As in the past they 
have the option of selling their 
books to the college for prices 
determined by the Ithaca College 
Bookstore: or they may submit 
their books to the Free Book 
Exchange which will put the book 
and .the price the individual sets 
on a list that will be ready in the 
fall when students are buying 
books. 
The Ithaca College Bookstore 
will begin buying books on 
Thursday, May 4th in the Dorm 
six Bookstore. The way in which 
they determine how much they 
will pay is as follows: Books that 
have been ordered by instructor!. 
for next semester's courses will be 
taken for one third of the retail 
price of paperback and one half of 
the retail price clothbacked 
books. These books are then sold 
by the bookstore as used books 
with a 20-25% markup. The 
Bookstore will also take other 
books that have not been ordered · 
by teachers. These books are sent 
to a used book company at a 
wholesale price. The expected. 
price for such books is anywhere 
from one half of the retail price to 
nothing at all. Books in this 
category are either outdated 
because of new editions, or they 
may be books that are no longer 
being used ( the Bookstore has a 
list of these books that is 
published nationwide). 
Students also have the option 
to submit their books to the Free 
Book Exchange. There will be 
someone from the exchange to 
take in books at the Dorm six 
Bookstore. The Book exchange is 
a fairly new concept and had 
many problems starting at Ithaca 
College. It is presently being run 
by Student Government and is 
now operating. The system works 
as follows: A student wishing to 
sell his book will set his own price 
for the book and submit it to the 
exchange. The exchange will then 
have his book and the price 
printed on a computer list. This 
list will be available at the Dorm 
Six bookstore in the fall, and any 
student who finds a book that he 
needs may pick it up in the 
Student Government Office. The 
Book E xchange will take any 
books that are submitted. Some 
students who are mainly· 
interested in getting rid of their . 
books will donate their books to 
the exchange or set a very low 
price. Students may take back 
their books from the exchange at 
any time. To coverthe cost of the 
exchange, there is a l 0% charge if 
the book is sold;...e.g., if you want 
to sell a book for a dollar and it is 
sold, you will receive 90 cents. 
Along with salaries and. utilit1 
' the store must pay the. deiive 
· charges for inCQ_ming and ·outgo1 
books. The book exchang 
.eliminates these proble~s and th 
result is cheaper books. . - , 
Now that the mechanics of the 
exchange have been set up, its 
true effectiveness will be tested in 
the fall. The main reason for the 
bookstore's pecuniary price 
offerings for turned-in books and 
the excessive mark-up is overhead. 
If you don't want to keep You 
books and you also don't want t 
receive less than their worth, y0, 
can take stock in the Bo 
Exchange. If your book i 
worthless, you might cons1d 
donating it to the studcn 
through the exchange rather th 
getting 25 cents for it and hav1n 
it stocked in some warehouse 
the other hand, if you nee 
money fast, you have the opti0 
of selling your book for th 
store's price. 
If you are a senior you can ~ti 
use the Book Exchange and Jn 
receipts from sales would be ,en 
to your new address. 
No Guns On Campus 
0
Ex plaining that "cam p·us 
security is no longer the old 
campus cop armed with a key 
chain and a flashlight," and that 
today on college campuses serious 
crime is committed by outsiders 
and not as much by residents of 
the college community,. Lowell T. 
George, Safety Director at Cornell 
University, submitted last 
September his recommendations 
to the administration here for the 
beefing up of· the IC safety 
Division. One of those proposals 
.was that Safety be issued 
sideanns. At the time the college 
decided to postpone any decision 
on the arming of Safety· 
recommendation until the end of 
the academic year. 
In a pr~ss conference recently, 
the college announced in .r.e.pem:c 
to an Ithacan inquiry that indeed 
there would be no firearms issued 
to Safety Div is ion. President 
Phillips commented that although 
the report submitted by George 
had proven useful in several areas, 
the issuing of guns to officers 
had not been seriously 
considered." 
George had been temporarily 
hired away from Cornell last fall 
to conduct an evaluation of Ithaca 
College's Safety Division and to 
submit his recommendatiom t 
the administration. At th 
moment of the Georg~ Report 
release tbere erupted SC\era 
differences of opinion and ~um 
fear over the suggestion tha 
-Safety bear arms. George ha 
asserted in his report that "gu 
are only to protect the offo:e 
own life or to protect the lifr o 
some citizen" at IC. 
Finally, Paul Farint·II 
Vice-President for Business Jn 
Finance sent anothe 
recommendation to the presiuen 
that asked for abolishment of th 
plan altogether or that any gun 
carried by Safety personnel 
restricted to between 9 pm an 
6 am wh"en "crime is most likell t 
occur." The most rct·~·nt 
presidental announcement mJk 
consideration of that altern:111;· 
unnecessary-. 
At that same conference th 
president w'as asked about the 
feasibility of implement a 
deferred tuition plan here sim1!3r 
to that of Yales and a number of 
other colleges. He stated that il:1 
college simply cannot afford •i. 
adc!ing that '"we must haV<' ,~ 
alternative source of funJ1:1( 
other than tuition, before .. :1) 
such idea could be considered. 
..HAPPY'S HOUR" 
• • 
• : 
• • : 
• 
• • • 
• 
Friday and Saturdav 3-Sp.m . 
Pitcher of Bud- - $1.00 · 
You 'l'e got to get up 
pretty early in .the morning· 
I : 
All Mixed Drinks soc 
to. lis!en to Slocum ,,nd Vogel 
·.;:,. 
• 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
• • 
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• 
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Bloody Marys 3 - 7 p.m. Sat. 50c 
', .. L ............... . 
"I bit al Illa aid Ludwig Vai." 
Plus Gena KIIIIJ, Walter Carlos, 
Gloacchl• Rossini, Hanry Purcell,. 
Sir Edward Bgar ! All catagori•• 
· included: 
Rock/Folk 
JCJZZ/Pop 
Classical LP & TAPE SALE 
>· 
' 
Original Sound Track 
Wamer Album es 2573 
:,tie Music from A Clockwork 
'.)range / The Thieving Magpie / 
Theme from A Clockwork Orange/ 
\l,nth Symphony. Second Move-
'llent / March from A Clockwork 
Orange/Willam Tell Overture/Pomp i and Circumstance March No. 1 / 
OPEN TILL 
MIDNIGHT 
ON 
MONDAY 
KUBRICl('I 
AMERICA 
fflQLO 
lnr.ules: mNA !CAFE I NENA/ PfACE 
Malo 
Warner Bros. album BS 2584 
Jimi Hendrix 
Hendrix in the West 
Reprise album MS 2049 
THE IU.MIII IIIOIIIERS BUD 
flTIPfJCII 
lncules:iu,'t WasbnTme No Morn 
Melisaa llkll!Sky McuitanJam 
' ~~ 
Neil Young 
Harvest 
Reprise Album MS 2032 
Gordon Lightfoot 
Don Quixote 
. Reprlee album MS 2056 
_....,.qjl) 
Pomp ar.d Circumstance March No. 
~). 4/Timesteps/Overture to the Sun/I 
Want to Marry a Lighthouse Keep-
•) er / Suicide Scherzo / Ninth Sym-
ohony, Fourth Movement/Singin' __.--
The Allman Brothers 
Band 
Todd Rundgren 
Something/ Anything? 
~ ,., the Rain. 
*Except Special Imports 
Contains the hit single: 
A Horse with No Name ....... _____________ _ 
America 
Warner Broe. album 2576 
Ii 
: ,, . ,, lsc·· .. ou· ~n, ... 
Eat a Peach 
Capricorn album 
2CP 0102 
-
40_5 College ~ve. • Ithaca • 272-2215 
Opt-n "t-t-kcla~·s 9::10-~:00 l~.'.\1. ~at. and-Sun. till 6 P.'1. 
Bearaville/Wamer Broe. album 1 · 2BX2D66 ~ . 
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· Masterpiece Company Concert 
Mother Mallard's Portable Masterpiece Company will perform in 
concert on May 3, a Wednesday. The concert will be in Helen 
~ewman Hall C?Ymnasium and begins at 8:30 p.m. The prograni 
includes some pieces never performed at Cornell before including All 
Set, Tetrahedron, and Almost Two Year. Short films will be:&hown 
between some of the pieces during'..which the company will reset th . 
ele.ctronic synthesizers. t 
Dr a n1 a 
How To Succeed 
The 1962 book of How To Succeed In Business 
Without Really Trying won the Pulitzer Prize. For· 
the !ife of me I can't see why. Other than the fact· 
that it satirically looks at big business, it has no. 
saving grace. Unless you call its cuteness one. ( And 
I don't!) 
Well, cute it is and as such has been directed by 
Firman Brown. Luckily he doesn't miss a trick and 
keeps the action fast-paced. Hopefully. that will be 
enough to keep the servicemen interested~ince 
the show is going on a U.S.O. tour in two weeks 
to. of all ungodly places. Greenland. The energy 
~enerated by the performers. though, should keep 
everybody warm. 
Bob Johnson. as Finch. the young man who 
climbs to t.he top of the executive ladder by 
reading a hook of the aforementioned title. was 
too ( for la,k of :1 helter word, damn it I "cute". 
Finch has to have an Ll!lderlying spark of the devil· 
m him-he has to look like and act like a puppy-a 
puppy who ju!,! might nip you. Utterly lovealJle, 
unbelievably d·angerous. While Johnson\ voice is 
fine. his acting b a little too charming. 
Ivy-Jo Naistadt. a~ Rosemary (she and !\1clody 
Meitrntt will alternate I is the proper blend of 
wh1 m~y. realism and frustration. The perfect 
working girl managing to catch her man. Larry 
Grey i,; in great comil.: form as Bud. the boss' 
spoiled nephew and provides most of the show\ 
belly laughs. He and Barb Kerr (a~ Smitty. the 
per~rinneb manager·, st!cretary l almost steal the 
show. Mis~ Kt!rr •~ a statue~qut! bronze-topped well 
of l.'nergy who can twit a !song with the best of 
them. She\ ~ort of a cro~s between Alexis Smith 
;ind Carol Burnett. Louio; Welch finely caricatures a 
big-mouthed. henpeckt!d corporation president. 
Judith Nach~hin as t-h•dy. lo!->es something in her 
protrayal of the ho~,· dumh "girlfrit!nd". I'm. 
afraid that it wa!'> overdone and lost most of its 
effectivencs!'>. On top of th1~. Mis~ Nachshin is an. 
exceedingly good-lookihg young lady-she doesn't 
have the humorous 'iCX appeal necessary for the, 
part. 
by Andy Sekel 
After the play, the cast- gave the audience a· 
taste of the variety show they will perform. 
Outstanding were Sally Mercer's comic talents 
Bob Johnson's rendition of "A House Is Not A 
Home", (he'd better learn how to hold a mike 
though), and especially Barb Kerr's 'Mein Herr"'. 
The only thing missing on Miss Herr was a long 
black dress with a slit up the side. Everything else 
was there. I wish I could say the same thing about 
the play and variety show. _ ·-
Orchestra Debuts At Lincoln Center 
··tr the Ithaca College School 
of Music 1s as good generally as 
-1 he ~ymphony orchestra it 
brought here to play at Tully Hall 
on Saturday night, it must be 
quite a place." Thus began the 
New York Times review of the 
Ithaca College Orchestra's debut 
last Saturday evening in Lincoln 
C'enlt!r in New York City. 
The program .. which had been 
performed earlier in It ha,a as a 
prl.'view. included the Roman 
Carnival Overture· hv Berliol. 
Symphony l'<o. ~'> ·in A by 
Mozart. Music for Pra)!ue J lJ68 by 
Karel Husa, and the Rite of Sprlng players. They, in turn, responded 
by Stravinsky. alertly and with ,noteworthy 
The concert was also a New pre~ision and sensitivity." 
York debut for "Conductor Some confusion arose on 
Thomas Michalak, who has been Saturday before the concert when 
at I(· since l 'J68. Michalak is a one of the two trucks carrying 
JO-year-old native of Poland who musical equipment to New York 
came to this wuntry in 1963 to broke down 90 miles from the 
study violin with Ivan Galamian. City. It was towed all the way to 
Times reviewer Allen Hughes said Lincoln Center, however, in time 
of Mid1alak: .. His interpretations for the concert. An exhibit of 
Wl.'re well-conceived and student art work, drama. and 
mtcrcstingan<l llL~ communication photography was cancelled 
with tht: orchestra was admirable. because there was no time to 
tk ,onduct..:d in a businesslike unload it from the truck. The-
fashion. needing no histrionics to exhibit is currently on display at 
_get his message aL·ross to the __ thc IC library. 
AS OF MAY 13 197.2 
ITHACA CLEANING CENTER 
WILL BE PERMANENTLY 
CLOSED 
Clothes must be picked 
up before this date 
Visitor To Mozanbique To Speak 
Rob~rt van ~ierop, an Afro-American who recently returned froin 
Mozantnque, will speak to alJ those interested on Tuesday, May 2, in 
T-102 at 8:00 p.m. 
Candidates To Debate . 
WICB l~st week invited the eight candidates for the Ithaca Board · 
of Education to debate on the air. Six of the candidates have agreed 
to debate on "Sunday Night", this Sunday at 6:00 p.m . .Jeff Lewis 
of the Newsfront Newsteam will moderate the show. 
Housing For Graduates' Guests 
Housing will be provided for any guest of graduating seniors in 
Eastman, Hood, and Rowland Halls. These buildings will be open on 
May 12-13. The Housing Office will be charging S9 .00 for douhlts 
and SS.00 for single rooms. Sign up in the Housing Office befl•rc 
May 8". 
When Leaving School 
Students are expected to leave their respective residence halls ~4 
hours after their last exam. All dorms will \:lose on Wednesday, M.,1 
IO. but if you have a Wednesday exam and want to wait un1;1 
Thursday morning, contact your resident ad~isor. All seniors anJ 
other students participating in graduation activities may stay in th,·1r 
dorm until May 13, at 5 :00 p.m. All Garden Apartment residents ;!re 
asked to leave by Sunday, May 14 at 2:00 p.m. Wtien leavin~ 
students should return keys to their R.A. All windows should ie 
closed. lights turned off. personal items removed, drapes open,·d. 
and the room left in "respectable condition". 
Employer On Campus 
A representative from the Clifton-Fine Central School from S1.,: 
Lake. N.Y. will be on campus on Wednesday. May 3. He will .. ,. 
recruiting teachers for the I ''72-73 school year. If at all interestc·,I 
sign up in the Career Plans Office. 
Ithaca Alternatives Counselors to be Here 
V.S.C. counselors, from the Center of Ithaca Alternatives, will h· 
in the Office of Student Concerns (third floor of the Union) on M.11 
2. Tuesday night. for anybody interested in finding out altcrna\J1 ,., 
for the Ithaca area and other regions of the country. Anyo•,t' 
interested should call Chris at x3566 or ::?7 2-48 12. or Tom at xJ:'i r,, 
or 272-48 I 3 by Monday night at 10:00 p.m. 
Audition Tapes Being Made 
WICB-AM Program Director Bob Nicholson has announced th.n 
anyone wishing to submit an audition tape as a personality on IC 
600 should call him at WICB or at x3568. All tapes should be in the 
hands of the program director by May S. 
Double Feature On Friday 
The West Tower is presenting two film features on Friday, April 
28. "Tom Jones", starring Albert Finney and Susannah York, anti 
"Irma La Douce", featuring Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacLa111c 
will be shown in the Union Rec Room. "Tom Jones" will 1,c 
presented at 7:00 p.m. and 11 :45 p.m. "Irma La Douce" will J,e 
screened at 9:15 p.m. only. The price is only S.75 and free with., 
West Tower ID card. ·· 
IC Receives Part Of Grant 
The International Harvester Foundation this week gave $3500 w 
the Empire State Foundation of Independent Liberal Arts Colle!!t'' 
Incorporated. and its 25 member schools. IC is a member school,,, 
the foundation and receives part of the grant. 
Seminar on African Politics 
A seminar on political instability and revolutionary movement, ... 
Africa is scheduled for Saturday. April ::?9, at Hartwick College an.I 
is open to faculty and students from IC. Dr. Gary H. Qtll'li• 
executive director of the College Center of the Finger Lakes, spon" · 
of the seminar, said that the spring theme is. "Instability an,! 
Revolution in the Developing World." Starting time for the senun.,: 
will be 10:00 a.m. in the main social room of Bre·see Hall on the' 
Hartwick campus at Oneonta. A registration period will be held .•! 
9:30 a.m. 
At Walter Ford Hall 
~n. Friday, April 28, at I :00 p.m., a student recital presentr:1~ 
mus1c1ans on organ, recorders, harpsichord, flute. and trumpL·l-
along with three vocalists. will play a program of fine music. At 2:0tl 
p.m. on Saturday, April 29, Mary Malkin, a soprano will present h,·r 
student recital. Later that afternoon, at 4:00 p.m., students ,1 ,\I 
pre~ent ,,3 ~ax?pho~e quartet recital. On Monday, May I, at 4 · 11ll 
p.m .• I_ pianists will perform their recital. On Monday evening .it 
8: l S p.m., a multimedia presentation will feature music, readers and 
films. Wednesday. May 3, is the date for a 4:00 p.m. student pi:1n, 1 
-recital. CA Wednesday evening at 8: IS p.m .• there will be an ll 
graduate recital. 
Ken Kunken To Speak' 
The Physical Therapy Department is sponsoring a discussion 1, 1th 
Ken Kun ken. Ken is the Cornell football player who was paraly '"'I 
from his neck down as a result of a football injury. He will be tall-.111~ 
about "Quadriplegia-Aspects of His Injury: Rehabilitation." \1r 
Robert Grant of the Physical Therapy faculty will moderate the t.ilk 
It w/11 be held on Monday, May 1, at 7:00 p.m. in S-202. Everyon<' 1' 
welcome. 
' High School Bands To Perfonn 
This Friday at 8: 15 p.m., the Ithaca High School and the. 
Newton, Mass., High School Concert Bands will perform in th~ 
second half of ~n exchange program at the Ithaca High School. ·1 h( 
Newton Band is considered to be Massachusett's finest. Admission ,, 
free and everyone is welcome. 
Thunday, Aprtl 27 
Registration AdJustments 
9-4:00 p.m., Union Rec Room 
Vanity Lacrone vs.. Hamilton 
3:30 p.m., Freshman soccer field 
Football Team Meeting 
8:00 p,m., S-302 
"How To Succeed In Buslneu Without 
Really Trying" 
8: 15 p.m., Main Tneater PA 
Building, free to IC communlt; 
Israeli Dancing H•' 
8:30 p,m., Dance studio, 
Center 
Seeker Caucus 
10:00 p.m., Union Rec Room 
Friday, April 28 
Student Recital 
1:00 p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
v a nlty Golf vs. Cortland ,n 
Brockport 
~ ·l~wuo::WHArWHe1iWHeNA·NDHc);WW·HOWHA1WHifliW1f ~~1J:offb'tv .. ·· ~· 
1:00 p.m., Newman Golf Course 
Vanity BaHball vs. Newport News 
(doublehader) 
2:00 p.m. 
Freshman baseball vs. Cortland 
3:30 p,m. 
Shabbat Dinner 
, 5:00 p.m., Job Room, Union 
Shabbat Service 
6:15 p.m., Rowland Hall Coffee 
House 
Movies: "Tom Jones" and "Irma La 
Douce .. 
7:00, 9:15 and 11:45 p.m., Union 
Rec Room, $.75, free with west 
'Tower ID card. 
"How To Suceed In Business Without 
Really Trying" 
8:15 p.m., Main Theater, 
building, free to IC community. 
Saturday, April 29 
Freshman Baseball vs. Oswego 
1:00 p.m. 
Varsity Lacrosse vs. Brockport 
2:00 p,m, soccer field 
Senior Recltal 
2:00 p.m~ Walter Ford Hall 
Student Recital 
4:uO p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
Angels Glide Commune (concert) 
8:00 p.m., Union Rec Room 
PA 
"How to Succeed In Business Without 
Really Trying" 
.8: 15 p,m., Main Theater, P.A. 
Building, lree to IC community 
Sunday, April 30 
Catholic Mass 
11 :00 a.m., Walter 
Auditorium, 5:00 p.m., 
Lounge 
Bµffalo: 
Ford 
Union 
Protestant Service 
11:00 a.m., Choral Room, Walter 
Ford Hall 
Varsity Baseball vs. Hartwick 
(doubleheader)! 
1:00 p.m. 
. SAB Meeting 
6·7:00 p.m., Union Rec Room 
Monday, May 1 
Student Recital 
4:00 p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
Discussion with Ken Kunken 
7:00 p.m., S-202 
Multimedia Presentation (music, 
readings, films) 
8:15 p,m., Walter Ford Hall 
Tuesday, May 2 
V.S.C. Counselors lrom Center ol 
Ithaca Alternatives 
A II evening, ()flee of Student 
Concerns (third floor ol Union) 
Lecture: Robert van Lierop (visitor to 
Mozambique) 
8:00 p,m., T-102 
Wednesday, May 3 
Clllton-F,ne Central School (Star Lake, 
N.Y .) representative 
All day, sign up ,n the Career Plans 
011,ce 
Student Rec,tal 
4:00 p.m., Walter Ford Hall 
Graduate Recital 
8:15 p,m., Walter Ford Hall 
Mother Mallard's Portable Masterpiece 
Company (concert) 
8: 30 p.m., Helen Newman Hall 
Auditorium, Cornell. 
appearing at Memorial Auditorium 
THREE DOG NIGHT, April 28,8:00 p.m. 
STEVE STILLS, May 9, 8:00 p.m. 
appearing at Kleinhans 
LITEHOUSE, April 30, 8:00 p.m. 
appearing at St. Bonaventure U. 
CHAMBERS BROS., April 28, 8:00 p.m. 
appearing at D'youville College 
ALEX TAYLOR, May 4, 7 :30 & I 0:00 p.m. 
Albany: 
appearing at Albany State U. 
POCO, April 28, 9:00 p.m. 
I.C. Joins U.S.O. 
by Beatrice Da Silva 
Fourteen Ithaca College 
students will board a U.S. Air 
Force jet on May 8. First stop: 
Thule, Greenland. For 33 davs, 
the company will tour what· is 
termed the Northeast Command 
under the sponsorship of the 
U.S.0.-A.T.A. program. Their 
purpose is to provide 
entertainment for the U.S. service 
personnel in the Northeast area. 
The two shows, flow To Succeed 
In Business Without Rea/Iv 
Trying, and a specialized variety 
show will be presented for 
.enlisted men, officers and their 
families, and other military 
personnel. 
The Northeast Command 
entails five rhajor stopping points, 
covering 10,000 miles of the 
arctic circle area. After four days 
in Thule, the company will move 
to Sondrestrom, Greenland for 
five additional days. Then on to 
Canada for six days in Goose, 
Labrador, and six in Argentia, 
Newfoundland. Their final stop is 
Keflavik, Iceland for nine days 
before returning to the states and 
summer weather. As there are no 
roads or railroads in the arctic 
circle, all traveling will take place 
via Air Force jets. 
Also with the company will be 
professor J. Fred Pritt, acting as 
faculty supervisor. The I 5 
individuals are considered part of 
the U.S.O. for the 33 days of the 
voyage. Touring the show, and 
learning to adapt to any situation 
is a great educational experience 
for any performer. No factor is 
totally predictable, from the size 
of the stage, to the size or type of 
audience; in fact, the only 
guarantee offered is one day of 
rest per week. 
How To Succeed . .. , directed 
by Firman Brown, department 
chairman, will probably only be 
performed about a half-dozen 
times while on the tour. The rest 
of the performances will involve a 
variety show entitled "Once A 
Night ls. Enough". Ranging 
anywhere from 30-90 minutes, 
and flexible enough to play to any 
audience, the variety show will 
offer song and dance numbers, 
monologues, skits, a magic show, 
piano and vocal solos, etc., etc. 
Senior Larry Grey will act as the 
Master of Ceremonies, and has 
been responsible for the direction 
of the piece. 
Before leaving for the colder 
cl imate·s, the company will 
preview their shows in Ithaca. 
Beginning next Tuesday, April 25 
rnd running through Saturday, 
April 29, How To Succeed and 
lthe variety show will be presented at Ithaca Co'llege in the 
1Per forming Arts Building. 
/Wednesday night is the only 
•exception, when only the musical 
.will be presented. Tickets are 
currently available in the Box 
Office, located in the P.A. 
Buildi!lg, 
.• IN ONE EAR 
by Ward H. Silver 
When Jethro Tull's Ian Anderson sings "Really 
don't mind if you sit this one out", it should be 
taken as a warning. Buried within their major 
concert number, Thick As A Brick, are clues so 
inherently perceptive of the condition of mankind 
that I am sometimes frightened to chance a guess 
as to their origin. 
The brilliant theatrics and musicianship 
exhibited at Barton Hall April 15 were typical 
Anderson calling cards. There is a purpose hehind 
·each and every one of the gestures or 
gesticulations each member of the band produces. 
To appraise the message behind their act as 
anything less than profound is to, in Anderson's. 
words, "miss the point I'm sure doL'S not need 
making." Society to Tull is only as amorphous as 
we wish to make it. It is hut an extension of the 
conscious and unconscious mind games we play 
with each other. We play with "sacred" 
institutions such as the family, the educational 
system, government, and even l Lord have mercy 
upon us) the church. Enclosing ourselves in a shell 
of estahlished order we tend to forget the innocent 
victims of that order-the Aqualung.~ of society. 
Thick As ;I Brick is an epic poem which may be 
interpreted as the cyclical process of man's 
self-destruction. According h) the album ( which is 
yet to be released in the U.S. l it was authored hy 
an eight-year-old St. Cleve. England child prodigy 
named Gerald "Little Milton" Bostock. But we 
know better, don't we'! With the assistance of 
f 
Anderson. who handles the compositional aspect 
of the work. his theme is worked into a musical 
background which is in the end astonishing, to say 
the least. 
As always, Anderson predominated on ~tage. 
He is the magician conductor, producing plots of 
music out of nowhere and signaling each 
musician's moment of commitment. Announcing 
in effect that the upcoming hour-long performance 
would be taxing on both musicians and audience 
alike, both he and the group soon exhibited 
endless repertoire of antics (scuba divers, indeed) 
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and sound that has grown from those blues rock 
days of 1968. 
Perhaps a note of information here. Anderson is 
the lone survivor of the original band. Martin 
Barre, on electric guitar, .joined but a year later 
when Mick Abrahams left to establish Blodwyn 
Pig. Glenn Cornick, the first bass player, left last 
year to form Wild Turkey, the band that 
· graciously preceded the spectacle. He has been 
replaced by an old chum of Anderson's, Jeffrey 
Hammond-Hammond. John Evan. the keyboard 
a rt is t. initially augmented the Benefit album 
entourage and has performed splendidly ever since. 
Finally, Barrie more Barlow filled Clive Bunker's 
scat on drums and percussion when the latter left 
last year. 
To return. after finishing the solid hour .of near 
perpetual energy, Tull was able to further 
entertain the audience with such familiars as 
!''Aqualung", A New Day Yesterday". "Bouree", 
,"Cross-eyed Mary", "Locomotive Breath" and 
"Wmd Up". The only detriment 10 the overall 
·production of their act was some faulty 
engineering and sound mastering. 
Jethro Tull can easily be categonzed within 
~ u ch 1 i m i t e d t t:r 1111 n o I o g y a s " a m a z i n g", 
"outrageous··. "out of sight" or "heavy". 
However. Mr. Anderson and his companions in 
song arc deadly serious in approaching society's 
sickness. Their theatre accentuate~ that society in 
its multitudinous forms a~ it becomes an ornate 
ballet of life. There 1s much more to he said here, 
hut most dfcctively, it can only be l':>.perienccd. If 
you missed the concert. don't make the mistake of 
ignoring Thick As .·I Hrtcl, when 1t comes out. 
it1'aca: 
vlat's lla1peaini ~ere? 
A summer newspaper by the Ithacan Publishing Co., Inc. 
is going to be here this summer. 
are you? 
look for us 
if you'd like to know more ... 
call: 274-3207, 277-G931 
or X3207 on the I.C~ campus 
I 
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PERSONALS 
Our c.c . ._ Ginger,. Dear Robbie, 
One sip of you and I'm as high as, What's big and round and fat Is not 
two sucrets. always potent. Love you too. 
Love, Liquid Diet 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Consider all the alternatives In problem 
pregnancies. Call 273-5543 anytime. 
Dear Martha, 
Welcome to the club. 
signed, your Curfew Committee 
Oh ••• Js? g, r, s •.• 
Happy belated birthday to 
From the V.A. Association. 
S.C.G., 
Happy May 2. See you soon. 
Denice. 
Love. R.C.C. 
Dear Pretzels, 
You taste and smell SO GOOD! 
Love, Steady Diet 
Wanted: one mother or wife. Full or 
part time. No experience neceuary. 
Call Jerry 277-0540. 
Sue, 
We love you. 
Big Brother and Sis 
Working with habits sure beats fighting 
them. 
New City Taxi 1s back and ready to 
serve you. Also available 1s a moving 
service for the eiid of the term. Call 
273•8513. 
Dear Fuzz, 
You can catch me anytime. 
Love, Sign Man 
Big Head, 
Sorry I went to Tull without you. 
Do you still love me? 
Stono, 
Take in a little sunshine Saturday? 
To Gary. 
Happy Birthday! 
Love, Sherry 
0 1s the dnveway paved yet?" Nice 
weather HERE. 
Bozo 
WOMEN'S WEEKEND 
April 29-30. Columbus School, 164 
Hawley St. Binghamton. FREE: 
Workshops, Theatre; Films, Childcare, 
Women's dance. Sponsored by 
Binghamton Women's Liberation. More 
info call Bella (Becca?) 27 3-4269 
Cale R., 
Where are the keys to your car? 
Everyone wants to borrow it. 
Stlllsle 
Pat's Tailor Shop is closing as of May 
13. The students need It. Think about 
the convenience. Let someone know 
we need It. • 
If there's going to be a corffrontatlon 
here, let's nave a real confrontation. 
Let's do It my way-not with flowers! 
J.D. 
Dear Shutterbug, 
Let's put your new camera to work 
on some good old-fashioned porno. 
Love, Available 
Lover, 
It's a friendly affair, right? 
Flamer 
think you're right but if you want to 
argue who am I to agree? 
Jim, 
Congrats on your report card! 
Bozo 
To .. Mike" and Nancy, 
MAMA MIA! 
Fernando 
Hello from someone who knows you a 
IOI. 
Albany One, 
I'd walk a mile too. 
Albany Two 
El-0.0. II In the city-soon! 
El Blotto, co-founder of Mariholics 
Anonymous, sez: .. Now that we are a 
student organization, It's O.K. to toke 
up. Thaynx for your patience." 
10th Floor, E.T. 
Hey babe·, ya wanna boogie? Boogie 
Woog1e baby with me. 
Dear M&M's· 
You melt in my hands as well as my 
mouth. 
Peanut Butter Cup 
I would like to thank all those who 
have helped us In their own way. 
Love, Bozo and lllya 
What is the OK fraternity bird? Sir, the 
eagle beak, sir. 
Patti Duke Is engaged. Will Sue Ellen 
be jealous? 
11Mike''. 
Free oasta with French dressing. 
Th~ Ithaca Bakery 
Congratulations Sue and Marv. 
N.E.R. 
Cranberrl115! 
.MANO'S DINER 
GOOB HEARTY FOOD 
LOCAL PRICES 
OPEN SUNDAY THROUGH THURS. 7am-2am 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 7am till 3am 
Elmira Road .... Plellty of Parkin .. Always 
.. 
-ti Appliance Repairs "" .. 
Steam lrrms. Hair /Jryas. Clocks. Jf. 
Lamps. Shm·ers. Hot Plates. /:T( . * .. 
* 
* ... 
* 
* SORR }" - .VO El.ECTRO.\'/C.\" 
Eledric Repair Shop, Inc. 
303 West Uuco/11 Street 
Off Rt. 13 at Dey Street l.i~ht 
* . PIIO!\E J 73-118./ 
EUROPE THIS SUMMER 
* 
* 
* 
DON'T TAKE A CHANCE ON AN ILLEGAL CHARTER. 
when yo11 can take adva11tage of tlte current 
Student/ Yolllh Fares· any day of the week on 
reliable scheduled airlities. Sample rou11d-trip fares 
. ~11bject to Government approval. 
NEW YORK TO LUXEMBOURG 
NEW YORK/ BOSTON TO LONDON 
Bob Gordon, 
Stop ringing up phony prices. Jim's 
onto your racket. 
Stupunk 
O.T. Boob, 
· It's almost summertime, and the 
losln's easy. 
Pa,tay 
C.E.H, 
Bird legs In bird bath. 30 cents. 
The Pan Am Youth Fare Is back. Fly 
to Europe from $190 round trip. Over 
20 cities, daily flights. Don't hassle 
with Illegal charters. Call your campus 
representative 256-$909. 
High Twit! 
Best of luck on further endeavors 
Into that Joint effort. Sols-
Another Bad Habit 
NO FLOWERS! 
To the King-Elect, 
Sols from an admiring subject and 
the new ARA. 
Queen-elect 
To Gulf, ZOZ, Hemla, Z-bra-
Sera says: Love ••• It's a bitch. 
"H3mburgers are a mere flip of the 
spatula"??? Thanks for the Invitation, 
chief chef. Sols-
The ACC 
Dear Jim, 
What Is a real confrontation???! 
WELL?!? 00 YOU WANT TO 
ARGUE ABOUT IT? 
Congratulations to the new members 
of "EZ''-Chuck and Irv! 
Twit dear, 
Even these arguments are habit 
forming. But you'd probably disagree! 
More than habitually yours, Tweedledeb 
Diseased possessed, next time you feel 
llke climbing water towers, Invite us, 
would ya please? 
Signed, Best View on Campus 
Dear Bruce & Donna & Pat, 
Happy birthday one and all. 
906 
J ockette, be willing and ready for 
anything .•. 
Dear Chocolate Syrup, 
A steady diet of you is not only 
fattening but SO delicious-and I 
LOVE YOU!! 
Love, ChocolatP Marshmallow 
s.u., 
Hey goat, hold it! 
Meno 204A is ready and waiting-Why 
not give 'em a break? 
Any student -who is working on a 
project In conjunction with an 
academic: department which would be 
suitable for display and/or 
demonstration In a Fall Orientation 
Program Is urged to leave his name and 
centrex no. In Dean Brown's office, 
x3136. 
Bandaids 
Gregy-poo, 
Nice showdown In the Pub - when 
Is your next perf~rmance?? 
Expert betting advice. Call room 203 
and ask for Puck. 
Richard C. Orplk, 
Is It true what they say about 
Puppies? 
Fondly, Zebra 
Old Ford road, huh? 
Dear Poo-Poo, 
I know living with you isn't exactly 
the neatest, but oh so beautiful! 
Love, your Poo·Poo 
Hey you, take your clothes off. I want 
to talk to you! 
QAY PEOPLES C&HTEII 
223 Sheldon Court, (over th• BIie• 
Rack). Telephone 211-3729. Open 
Aftamoons 2 to 4, Monday through 
Friday; evenings 8 to 10, Monday 
through Tftursday. ' 
To C.T. Work, 
For you, tthaca Is always home. 
Party on the Terrace Quad anyone? 
Call x3757 
WICB AM is dec:ldly different! 
Are you pissed off about the Wed. 
wakeup at 7 amf If so why not join us 
next time. 
WICB AM Is Albums! 
Get lnvolved-De•ta Phi Zeta has a'nd 
so can you. Help with the BIil Sister 
Program. 
Listen to NEW WICB AM with LP 
music! 
You an know All Baba, 40 thieves had 
H. They all want what we're after, lots 
of LSD. 
Jethro Tull Is alive and well in Terrace 
One! 
Get to know Greg Star-Monday and 
Thursday 6•9 WICB AM. 
Mariholics Anonymous will be holding 
a voluntary meeting at TTA 1. B.Y .o.P. 
What, you haven't heard Ed Krane on 
WICB AM? (Tuesdays and Fridays 6·9) 
Dear Poop.Face, 
We, Funny faces, think life is worth 
smiling about. Don't you agree? 
Love, Swivelhead and Punkln 
Mike WIison is NEW on IC 600 
Radio-Wed. 9-1, Thurs. 6-9. 
Diseased Pouessed, 
State your symptoms-your 
diagnosis Is coming up soon. 
~ • Disease Cllltk: 
I'll bet you didn't know that Brian 
Buchauer Is on WICB AM Mon. 9·1 and 
Wed. 6-9. ' 
To Diseased Possesed, 
Don't strike out-Just keep those 
balls coming. 
What are you doing Wed. from 9·12 
and Thurs. 6·9? Listen to the Mark 
Wheeler on WICB AM. 
Dear Diseased Possessed, 
The Pub Is ·no place for a checkup! 
We got shot down by a pair of 38's. 
The Bromley Boys 
I never had 11-1 •11 never want It. 
B. Jergens 
FOR SALE 
Small refrigerator. New and in perfect 
condition. With freezer compartment. 
Reasonable. Call Carol x3505 or 
272-9817. 
Mexican guitar. Handmade of 
Rosewood. Silk and steel strings with 
case. $25 or best offer. Contact Chris 
x3704 W.T. 1015. 
Panasonic stereo in walnut case with 
_ walnut speakers. Like new. AM/FM 
multiplex and automatic shut-off. 
$100-c:heap enough? Call Beth, x3735 
1965 Chevy Van/camper with 1967 
V·8, bea, stove, etc. ANO 1968 Halley 
Davidson Sprlnt•5 In excellent 
condition. Take one or both. Make an 
offer. Call Ken at 277-3743 after 11 
pm. 
Sealskin fur coat in excellent shape. 
Call Sandy x3569. Best offer taken. 
Floor model Spartan TV. 23", good 
condition. $15. Call Mike or Ted 
x3689 or 273•9776. 
New Sansul 2000 A receiver. 
Unopened box. Call Karen at x3758. 
COINS * WATCHES * ·CLOCKS' 
NEED MONEY? 
EARL BUYS COINS, 
WATCHES. STEREOS . 
JEWELRY. CAMERA. ETC. 
tu~ Jlalf' Shop 
~ 6/0 'Jr.Jhh J!t J/hla1/f_f. 
AN TIOUES ·212 ,1VS.) GUNS, 
"-: 
st- 1111u1Pllient. We 91U1rant• ltalt 
prlc• In town, an brancb. W• are Ula 
only peopla who discount on Adwant 
and ot_hw of the so-called hard to get 
brands. 
ITHACA AUDIO 
256•1745 
Flsber FM Stereo Tuner with tuning 
meter and stereo beam. $60. Call Jim 
277-G419. 
scuba diving tank and regulator. State 
st. Bargain House, 516 w. State St., 
272-4911. 
Guitar and amplifier. State St. Bargain 
House, 516 w. State St~ 272-4911 
New Sansul 2000 A receiver. 
Unopened box. Call Karen x3758. 
Panasonic stereo system with AM-FM 
radio, mini-charger, and two circular 
speakers. Like new-$100 or btl5t offer. 
Also, a black light, $1 O. Call Dan at 
x3604. 
Two back-packing tents. Sierra and 
Alp. List $120, sell for $70. Brand 
new. Call Jeff, 273•1537 and leave 
message. 
BSA Thunderbolt 650 CC, 3500 miles. 
One owner, immaculate. 277-3586, 4.7 
pm. 
Bird cage. $2. Call Elaine x3533 
Green carpet. Fits a quad room floor 
perfectly. Selling for $14, original price 
$35. Call Elaine or Susan, x3533. 
Kustom, Red, 200 Watt PA amplifier. 
Has four channeh with separate 
volume, treble, bass and reverb 
controls. Comes with cover, stand and 
reverb foot switch. Could sell wlUl one 
column. Call Rich at x3775 or 
273-9720. 
ATTENTION: Would the person who 
called for the al;love amp about two 
weeks ago please call me back If you 
are still. Interested. I can give you a 
better price than I last quoted. 
.. . ~ 
Blue wall-to·wall rug. Can be stored 
over summer free of charge. Call Gary 
or Charlie, x3719. 
Gibson ES 335 TD hollow body 
electric guitar. Call Rich x3775. 
APTS FOR RENT 
Summer sublet. Three bedroom 
apartment. Collegetown vicinity. Also 
two roommates (female) needed for 
Sept. Call 277·3122 
Nice sunny studio apartment available 
June 1 with option for next year. 142 
s. Aurora St. Completely furnished, 
modern kitchen and bath. $98 a 
month. Call x3229 or 272·1231. 
Two rooms with kitchen privileges. 16 
miles south of campus, 20 minute 
drive. $12.50 per week. Call 273-1896 
for details. 
summer sublet on Grandview court 
(near IC). Reasonable rates, two 
bedrooms kitchen, dining room, living 
room. Furnltur11ocan be arranged. Apt. 
can be rented through next year If 
desired. Call Jack 273-9770. 
Summer sublet-large three-room 
apartment. Suitable for couple Rent 
negotiable. Call Scottie 272-8613, 
din nertlme or late evening, like after 
10 or 11 pm. 
Luxurious, three room, one-man apt. 
for summer sublet. 422 w. Buffalo. 
Rent negotiable. Call John 272-5521. 
Do you need a sublet? I have a seven 
!)~room house and there are stlll three 
bedrooms empty. Call Peggy - It's 
cheap. X3747. 
w. Spencer street apartment. Two 
bedrooms; bath, llvlng room, big 
kitchen. Summer with option next 
year. Rent negotiable. 272·8631. 
Clinton Hotel-nice room still available 
'for Ithaca graduation. Call Clinton 
Hotel on Cayuga St. 273·3222. 
small old house, excellent condition 
on 2v, acres, has garage and partially 
usable barn. House consists of three 
bedrooms; two baths, available Sept. 1. 
Write owner, Jack Matlon, Harrison 
Ma. 04040 or call (207) 583-4987. 
HULL HEATING 
& 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteous and 
'Dependable Service 
• Kitchen Aid • 
804 WEST SEf':l!CA STREET 
272 • 3550 ITHACA, N.v.· 
;,·~~ ......... - . ,· 
. ~,. - ' .. · Free Classifieds . rrafffc Control ·Board Would··-., 
limit Underclass Parlcing APTS WANTED 
Ap.artment wanted. Close to C-town If 
poalble, one man with pet. $11 o or 
u~der. Contact Ric 277-0726. 
ROOMMATES WANTED 
Fall term '72 only, off.campus llvln1. 
:Call Dinah at x3627 or 273-9753. 
wanted: two roommates, male or 
female Interested In 1111'911 apt. or house 
In IC are.a. Call x3606. 
Roommate wanted for fall '72. Shan 
two bedroom apt. Close to IC $85, 
Includes utllltles. Call Dennis evenings 
at 539-6144. 
I 
I 
HELP WANTED 
Lifeguards needed. Private lake In 
Dover, N.J. Good pay. Senior 
life-saving required. WSI preferred. can' 
Carol at x3745 or 273-9894. 
RIDES WANTED 
Ride wanted for two to .llrlzona or 
nearby. Call Bella (Becca?) 273-4269 
leave message. ' 
A ride to Boston on May 10 or later 
for one passenger and Juggage. WIii 
snare expenses. Please call Ben at 
x3670. -
WANTED TO BUY 
Blue or 1nen ru1 for dormitory room 
(used). Call Phyllis or Donna x350S. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: One brass rlnir-ugly, old,.but 
up, turns your tinter green. Has word 
"Naples" on It. If found, contact Ric, 
277-0726. 
If anyone found a ten dollar bill on 
Sunday. afternoon around 3:30 
betw•n or in the PA bulldln1, Music 
bulldin1 and the Union, would you be 
so kind as to return. It to me for a 
reward. It's all the money I nave left. 
Call me, Uriel, at x3723 or 273-9736. 
Please find It In your heart to can. 
-rnanks. [That Is, Sunday, April 16 J 
LOST: Blue-beaded change purse with 
a green marble In It. Call Ava x3532. 
LOST: Bread for SAGA'S bread 
· baskets! Have you seen any on 
campus? 25 cents reward for each 
turned It to Jim, Manager at Terrace 
Cafeterias. 
- by Leah Fackos 
The Traffic Control Board has 
issued a proposal with suggestions 
to remedy traffic problems on 
campus to be effective beginning 
fall semester. The porposal 
includes suggestions to alleviate 
traffic problems with respect to 
parking and traffic flow. It also 
incorporates plans for a new 
traffic bureau, to relieve some of 
the duties of the safety division. 
The proposal must first be 
presented before the Student 
Congress, Presidents Advisory 
Committee, and the Faculty 
Council. 
Plans are, in regard to parking, . 
1) Lots presen ti y designated 
Faculty, Administration and Staff 
will be redesignated "Employee", 
("Employee" to be understood as 
non-5tudent); 2) Lots presently 
designated Visitor or Non-resident 
Student will remain the same; 3) 
Beginning with the term· 1972. 7 3 
· all freshman and sophmore I traffic and parking situation, 
resident _students will park only in ' under the auspices of the Traffic 
Lots "S", and "M" as assigned Control Board. All records, 
and 4) A~l other_resident students · registration, and filing will .be 
will be given preferred parking on , under its control, but the Safety 
a first-come basis, with overflow · Division will still, work in 
in "M", "F;' and "S" lots. · conjunction with them and write 
In order to implement the 'out fickets for violators. this 
parkin1 regulations the traffic . bureau will be manned by 
board is urging that the present students selected by the Traffic 
towing policy be extended to Control Board and will operate on 
general parking violations. This Monday through Friday basis. 
would include towing of those · Due t<rthe resignation for next 
cars parked in unauthorized areas. year of the current Traffic 
As a result of the purchase of 'Control Board chairman, Ed 
radar equipment for regular use Cobb, his post will be filled by 
this coming fall, the moving · Conrad Markert presently a 
violation fines will be, $1.00 per student representative on the 
mile an hour up to IO mph over board. 
speed limit, and $2.00 per mile an Cobb explained the' reasoning 
ltour over 35 mph. Speed for behing these proposals by saying, 
parking lot areas will be '"It's the only way we can still 
designati:d at 5 mph. allow everyone to park on campus 
A new traffic bureau is to be 
constituted to assume all duties 
related to the college community 
·with some order. "He further 
explained, "It will make traffic 
regulations easier to enforce and 
, still be fair to all.'" 
Ride desperately needed to Conn. LOST: One pair of homrlmmed 
Friday, April 28. Will share driving and bl-focals. Reward. Call Joel 272-9854 
expenses. Please call Debby x375,1 or 
V3~89~ . 
Ride wanted to Toledo, Oh.lo May 5 or 
6, return Monday. Phll't,pa, 277-3122 •. 
........... 
· * A UBLE'S BAR -i( 
. * and GRILL -i( 
·* CO~IE ON DOWN TO-i( 
* AUBLE'S -i( 
*WE HAVE THE BEST 
JUKEBOX IN TOWN i( 
* 508 W. STATE ST. i( 
4- 4-- 4- ¥ ¥_4" ·-~ 
. WHY BE ALONE? 
you are amongst friends at: 
THE ST A TE DINER 
· 428 West State Street 
good food - generous portions 
Open 24 Hours A Dav 
We ln•lt• you to browse 
thru our frame department 
CO-.. SN ... IIIG 
CIIITD/ITNACA, N. Y. 
Thursda;': SNAKE - free at/mission 
Friday: BRAlVDYWINE - 50</ adm. 
SATURDAY: A',TO/J1PllVG ,\'UEDE 
GR EA A\'E Rs·'!·'·'·'·'·'·'·' 
You Remember This Group .... Well, They 're Back Again 
Rock and Ro]/ Revival like You Have Never Heard Befo 
l!MERGl!NCY ADJUSTMENTS 
CONTACT LENSES 
272-0994 
. Jbe.Jthacan ... Allfil ~. ~972 •. ~.~ 
reflects is startling. His eyes, frowned, in answer to another 
Bflllfld For lln Undesperf/te ltfln 
especially, smile with vitality. His question . .. I habitually seem to 
skin, though coarse, and compose them as though I were a 
shadowed around the chin and house detective called in to look 
cheeks with a haif-day stub of over the transom of a room where 
whiskers that have grown out Mr. and Mrs. Smith have just 
again ten minutes after a morning registered. I feel as if I'm 
shave, looked virtually unscarred, intruding on somebody's private 
unweathered by .the years, the life and I'm uncomfortable doing 
effort of pushing oneself, and it." 
' 
by Jim Donaldson 
A small rubber Wheel on the 
face of the recorder squealed 
slightly, almost inaudibly, as it 
steadied the tape moving into the 
gate and across the machine's 
playback head, then curling neatly 
around a take-up reel. 
"Fade up on ... ", began a 
voice, relaxed, deeply resonant 
and immediately familiar-Rod 
Ser I Ing' s voice- caressing every 
syllable of each word with a blend 
of deliberate intonation and an 
almost melo-dramatic 
enunciation. 
The tape unwound slowly from 
the master· reel, puni.:turing the 
hollow silence of the 
Communication department's film 
viewing room with the dialogue 
of, what was then, an only 
partially completed oral 
adaptation of a science-fiction 
short story; the preliminary draft 
of a future Night Gallery 
tt!lescnpt. 
Serling, the man, sat nervously 
on a small, folding chair at the 
front of the room; listening, with 
the rest of u~. to the tape. Quietly 
he fingered the stub of;; cigarette, 
while exhaling slowly a long draw 
of ~moke. It curled upward, 
melting into a hazy, greyish web 
of cloud that drifted lazily toward 
the rear of tht: room and 
dissipated. Silently, he mouthed 
tht: dialogue m synchronization 
with the tape. 
racing him were five aisles of 
students settled stiffly in their 
se:its. Others sat crosslegged or 
were lying prone on the carpet of 
the rooms exit aisle. Some of us 
fidgt:ted m the swelter of the 
room and reached to pull 
persperation-wet dungarees of 
shorts away from a leg. 
Serhng's eyes scanned a slowly 
the young faces of .111~ students: 
his gaze capturing every change of 
fac1ai expression, a movement of 
the eyes. an under-the-breath sigh 
or muffled laugh, lit- was 
searching for reaction to the story 
on tape - unconscious reaction 
that only a professional seems to 
look for. Each inadvertent and 
unspoken .. something" was 
instantly inscribed within his own 
mind and there translated into a 
critical comment on some part or 
all of his script. 
Just to the left of him, inside 
the second row of seats, a thin girl 
with narrow features under pallid 
skin yawned while absently 
twisting a lock of her finely 
brushed long hair over and under 
the first three fingers of her left 
hand. A short, chunky ·senior 
_student sat diagonal to me. The 
felt hack of the seat to his front 
cushioned him as he leaned 
forward and cradled his thick 
head in the hollow of his folded 
arms. His sight wandered 
alternately from the recorder to 
Serling and back again, finally 
settling sleepily on the crease in 
the flesh of his hare arm wht:re 
the elbow was bent. 
As the minutes passes the the 
transcription brought the story's 
plot increasingly clearer into 
mental focus, my own thoughts 
wandered. My mind conjured up 
image an image other than the one 
explicitly set by the taped script: 
an image of the dramatist si~ting 
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patiently at his desk and telling 
his story to a microphone grasped 
lightly in his palm. His shirt was 
unbuttoned, his slacks looked 
wrinkled and his hair uncombed. 
Beads of sweat rolled slowly down 
his forehead then dropped from 
the precipice of his eyebrow and 
fell onto the tip of his nose. 
Smoke billowed from his mouth 
as he puffed resolutely away at 
the butt of a cigarette until it 
burned itself down into the filter 
and bit painfully at his lips. Only 
a typewriter with Serling's fingers 
belligerently punching down on 
the keys was conspicuously absent 
.from the scene .. 
• * * * * 
deeply bronzed by the California Consequently, in 25 years of 
sunshine. He looked the writing,he has never been able to 
personification of that incredible write an honest-to-god love scene 
spirit of will that-confounds the without being self-consciou~ 
fatigue of depression and about it. He interminably write, 
pessimism and steadfastly remains them so that at some point or 
indefatigable. anot~er the couple will cup their 
Rod, by now thoroughly in hands to each others' face. "A star 
command of the conversation, once remarked to me that she felt 
digressed into one of a multitude like she was in a barber shop when 
of Serling. anecdotes. "I was doingthescene,"hequipped. 
Scoop's little brother," he began, •••••••• • 
smiling broadly and reaching into Serling has authored eight 
his shirt pocket for another feature films and about 400 
cigarette. "Scoop" was the telescripts, including his revered 
nickname of Rod's older brother Twilight Zone series and 
Suddenly the tape on the Bob, who until recently had spent currently, Night Gallery. 
recordt:r fell mute. Instantly the some 20-odd years writing news " 'Planet of the Apes' was .i 
copy for one of the major wire labor of love," he ms1s1~ 
services, suffering from a broken " ·Assault on a Queen' was ·.1 
marriage, accumulating a long line desperately bad script." In fact, a, 
of creditors. Bob had never even far as Serling is concerned, bar 
approached a degree of the none, "Assault on a Queen" wa, 
affluence, notoriety and acclaim the worst he ever authored. It wa, 
that has become Rod's way of not only, according to Rod, "J 
Ii fe. c o 11 e ct i v e ass a u It on th t 
-Finally, most probably out of conscience of the audience, but ,1 
frustration, brother Bob tossed t err i b I e movie in ever, 
the past aside and sat himself department, including th~ 
down to write a novel: one that screenplay." 
became a best seller. The Hispersonalfavoriteis"Sevcn 
Presidents Plane Is Missing Days In May" which he adapted 
ultimately not only dwarfed the from the Fletcher Knebel novel 
sales of Rod's then current ownedl3%of,andspentoneand 
published effort, The Season To a half years on, writing th,· 
Be Wary, but has since been made screenplay. "It was a good book 
into a television ,feature 'movie and a good film ... but it didn'1 
scheduled for airing next season'. make any money." Conversely. 
total quiet of the room was He is now happily re-married to "Planet of the Apes", for which 
overwhelming. The mosiac of an airline stewatdess and is he took only a salary, grossed $40 
images within my mind exploded involved in the writing of two million. 
into white and disappeared as the screenplays. It was closer to 6:00 than 5:00 
entire room snapped back to Rod took one last drag on his When Serling finally rose from hb 
physical life. cigarette- "a monkey firmly chair and brought the week-Ion!! 
Scrling's hand moved away ensconced on my back. It's a class to an end. The sand fillin!! 
from the off-switch on the teddy bear. I talk with it and the ashtray next to him wa, 
machineandhewasatonceonhis gesturewithit"-thenwalkedover buried· under a bent and 
feet and moving animatedly back ' to an ashtray sitting on a table awkwardly settled forest of tall 
and forth across the front of the near his chair, snuffed it out and and short cigarette butts. 
room soliciting comments from finished the tale of his brother's Out in the concourse, like ,1 
the audience. The questions and fortune. Serling, once Bob's book school of fish or a swarm 01 
answers bantered about. The ,w~s certified a best seller, had autograph-seeking fans, student\ 
dramatist's arms seemed to spar dispatched a congratulatory crowded around him' as hl' 
with the air as he talked. A "good telegram to Bob. Considering that walked. He tried to answ,·1 
luck charm" paratroop bracelet through adolescence Rod had quickly every question and 
bounced convulsively on his wrist. always been known as "Scoop's promised to remember even 
"I JUSt never take the bracelet younger brother", Rod, in the name. Rod is short enough that h~ 
off," he had remarked at another cable, asked "if his present success was lost in the crowd, as he stood 
time. "Also. I don't think I could meant I had to go back to being shaking hands and joking. Then 
without removing two fingers and his little brother again." the group parted slightly. I moved 
a portion of the wrist." Most of the group had heard forward and when there was no 
Rod ~tood dressed m a light the story before. But it had not more than two feet between u~. 
red polo shirt with the already grown old with repetition. any myopic illusion I had about 
short sleeves rolled up an extra Nonct?eless, Serling, al the Serling's youthful look wa, 
inch on each arm. slacks and conclusion of the tale, apologized shattered. 
scuffed white tennis ~hoes. He has for the digression. He called it 'His hair was just as thick and 
s ma 11. rounded shoulders that "desperate repetition." Desperate! wavy as it had looked from afar. 
seem to fuld owr too soon and It is his favorite word; but a·'but the gray was much more 
dip toward the elbow. His thick strangely ironic word for Rod to. pronounced. Age had roughened 
black hair looked long and almost be using for he is truly an his face, lined it with creases and 
touched his collar: only casual ~ind _es Per at c man. Yet he s~adowed the eyes. He looked 
strips of gray laced through the mvanably uses the word. tired-the expense of endles, 
waves. From a distance. the "I pave this desperate feeling hours of dread and worry 
youthful vigor Scrling's face· when writing a love scene," he Serling's mind probed each 
question and then answered 
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track_ record of a show like 
Twilight Zone would have 
interested them. It was ··not only 
· accepted on one level as an 
exciting, interesting bizarre 
slowly and quietly, almost differe~t kind of a sho;,, but 0 ~ 
mechanically. I caught myself·_the ot~er level asa rather thought 
moving away from the group and provoking, adult little piece. Why 
b.ack toward a Coke machine· they_ consider that I shouldn't 
behind me. con~mue along on that plane, ,I 
Rod lingered for another don t know. The networks are 
minute, then excused himself and very difficult to understand. 
turned to walk down the bright Unfortun~tely, I don't think they 
concourse toward the exit door trust my Judgement. If indeed this 
His coat was resting on his right is their feeling; if indeed I get 
shoulder with a finger fitted tack~d on to a losing formula, 
snugly into the collar loop. The w h 1 _c h t bey 're going t 0 
left arm swung naturally at his supenmpose over me, I'll just have 
side, brushing occasionally against to .survive it. I've been in the 
the wall. Momentarily he raised it ~usmess too long to have to sweat 
and ran the fingers casually it anymore. 
through his hair. In a moment he Ithacan: Then, Night Gallery 
was through the double glass c~uld be ~~ur last involvement 
doors, stopped on the steps and with a !elev1S1on series. 
breathing in slowly the light Serhng: For the time being I 
Spring air. Finally, waving to an ~on't anticipate that I'll do much 
unseen person he stepped out into· m tele~sion, .after N .t Gallery. I 
the sunshine, melting deeply am domg a pilot for as based on 
vividly into my memory at th~ a show I did for Hallmark Hall Of 
same time. Fame called "A Storm In Summer 
I turned to the Coke machine, ~ith Peter Ustinov. It's a totally 
inserted a quarter and depressed a different bag; very gentle and and 
button. Then, swigging the drink a character probing piece. The 
I turned back to the empt; underlying item is more humor 
doorway and caught myself ~nd warmth than anything else. If 
wondering what Night Gallery mdeed,Jhe net.work picks that up 
would have to offer the next I would very hkely pursue it and 
week. do a few scripts. I don't think 
Which is as good a subject as s u m m a r i 1. Y t a k e n i t 
any to query its host about. off-voluntarily, the network 
· has-because of pressure from the 
1th a can: Rod, what has FAA and other aeronautical 
,happened to Night Gallery? agen~ie~ including the airline pilot 
Serling: The reac;;tion of the ass.oc1ation. They figure that it 
P~!Jl\<r, i~ one thing; the reaction of triggered a fraternity crf 
the network officials is yet ·•cuckooery ·into doing pri:cisely 
another. It's their feeling that it what . the story says. I'm always 
requires goosing up, with ~orr~ed about this kind of 
audience-grabbing attention the ll!.trus1on; this form of censorship. 
first 30 seconds and considerable God, anytime any pressure group 
action as opposed to anything wants t~ say that we've done 
thoughtful, cerebral, or sensitive. so me thing wrong, why the 
So, consequently, we're running net_works will s~mmarily take a 
sea red. We've been cut to a script gff the air. And I worry 
half-hour which is sort of like the about that. 
kiss of death. And if not death 
kind of a moratorium of a sort'. 
The fortunes of the show are that 
it has been, at the moment 
renewed for fifteen weeks and wili 
very likely change its complexion 
rnnsiderably .. It will be mostly 
suspense, now. 
Ithacan: I detect that your 
interest in the series is waning 
sufficiently. 
Serling: My interest in it is 
roughly the same kind I'd have in 
the good fortunes of a groundhog 
who lived forty miles from me. 
But unfortunately I haven't a hell -
of a lot to say about it. Since my th ough I'll actively become a 
name is attached to it I'm going to functional part or executive 
stick with it and see what I can do producer type on any show from 
in concert with some other people now on. 
to make it a qualitative show. 1thacan: You have had bad 
Whether or not we will succeed in luck with more than just Night 
thatisveryquestionable. _Gallery. Particularly, one 
Ithacan: Why after the JJ!ade-for-television feature movie 
undeniable success of Twilight met a quick fate soon after its 
Zone was the network so initial airing, "The- Doomsday 
Flight." 
reluctant to guarantee you artistic 
control over thi,; production? Serling: Yes,_ that was the one 
Seriing: I don't know. I would about !he planting of a bomb-an 
have thought that the five year a~er~id pressure bomb-on an 
airliner. 
·Features 
.·barbecued _spateribs 
aridwiches or di~nners 
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But in this case we're dealing 
very specifically with a mo.de of 
transportation which is uniquely 
vulnerable. Air travel. So I can 
understand why they're especially 
timorous in this area and I have 
no criticism. But, insofar as the 
relation of the writer to the breed 
of cuckooery in this country that 
would do something like that, my 
responsibility is that I write the . 
very best I know how with the 
most fundamental truth I can . 
throw out. If in parallel fashion 
this happens to trigger some nut , 
in terms of pathology, hell I can't 
be responsible for him. That's 
societies business. 
Ithacan: Why don't lhe 
networks solve a lot of problems 
and revive the dramatic anthology 
formula either as a series or as 
periodical productions? For that 
matter what ever happened to 
them'? 
Serling: · The demise of the 
anthology very specifically relates 
to the network feeling that a 
television audience becomes 
interested in a character or a 
group of them and their relative 
fortunes each week. Anthology, 
by its nature, has no such 
continuing thread. It's a totally 
seperate entity with a totally 
different cast each week. You 
'\ ~ 
__ j 
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can't do Mannix every week on an Ithacan:' Rod, how did you 
anthol~~- So, the ~etw':'rk feels become involved with this 
the aud1~~ce reaction IS m~ch particular style of writing of 
more positive toward the running yours: this suspense tale with an 
charac_ter-so called-than the ironic, twist ending. 
dramatic show. . . Serling: God knows. Just by 
It has begun a kmd of rebirth accident. I've always loved ghost 
t h r o u g h .. t h. e stories, the occult; fantasirs and 
~eatures-made-for-tele~1S1on which . science fiction, but I'm very much 
ma sense ~re anthologies. But, the a johnny-come-lately in terms of 
economy IS so rugged out there the writing of it 
now, studios are cutting back on Ithacan: You are fat d 
eve~thing. Even the a_mount of though, to be known as the st;le~ 
pohsh they use on the floors of modern master. 
thestudios. · . . Ser.ling: Erroneously so. 
Ithacan: What prec~p1ta~ed O'Henry predated me by a 
your move away from Cahforma? hundred years with it. Both Henry 
S erling: I haven't made the Sleasar, who writes short stories 
move. This is a temporary thing. and Damon Knight are much 
We're living part of the time (near more students of irony than I am. 
Interlaken) and part of the time I was the first to try it as the firm 
on the west coast. Our kids are basis of a television series. 
going to school in the east and it Ithacan: If you had it to do 
gives my wife and I a little more over again, would you rather be 
freedom of action this way. We writing at another time, in' 
like the serenity we find here. another period? 
Ithacan: How does IC fit into Serling: No. I wani to stay 
your future? right here where I am. I couldn't 
Serling: The more my plans function in any other time period. 
point eastward, the more IC' I am rdatively satisfied; life's been 
figures prominently in those good to me. 
plans. We have discussed a 
permanent or a semi-permanent 
connection with the school. in a 
teaching capacity of some sort. 
\ \ \· 
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Strdnge And Sl,oclting Science Fiction 
by Dave Tobias 
A small but enthusiastic 
audience feasted on an evening of 
s t o r y t e I 1 i n g b y n o t e d., 
sc ie nce-fi ct ion writ er Harlan 
Ellison. Entertaining the audience 
with his quick responses to 
questions. he soon had the crowd 
rolling with laughter in reaction to 
the non-stop series of anecdotes 
w 111 ch he reeled off m rapid 
succe~sion. The evening began 
with an impormptu question and 
ans,\ er ~ession whil:h quickly 
turned into an insult-trading 
contest between the author and 
his aud1en<.:e tall in fun. of 
course.I l·.ach question led to 
about two or three stories which 
seemed to- come to his mind, 
often unrelated to the question at 
hand. 
The author described his early 
life in Painesville, <hio. ·as a series 
of em harassing incidents which 
usually ended up in a fight ( which 
he often lost l. llis first published 
article .was in a Cleveland 
newspaper at the age of ten. Hi~ 
first professionally published 
article was written nine years 
later. he spoke on at length. He noted 
Presently he has had published the absence of real literature on 
over twenty-five books and the best-seller lists, and pointed 
numerous magazine articles. He out that many such "best-sellers" 
has also written for "Star Trek," have been manufactured by 
"The Flying Nun", "Man From large-scale organized buying at the _ 
UNCLE". "Burke's Law, and twenty-three bookstores which 
"Voyage to the Bottom of the compose the lists' source of 
Se.i". The script for the movie information. He said that the 
"Valley of the Dolls" w.is first typical American's idea of a good 
written by him, although not meal at a restaurant was "a 
used. In addition, he worked a·h.imburger and a coke at 
short stint at Disney Productions, McDonald's." He referred to 
but was fired with two associates television as a "glass tit" which 
for writing a script that was constitutes the average American 
definitely not in character with idea of good entertainment. 
the Disney image. Two of the high points of the 
. Physically. Mr. Ellison is a evening were his readings of two 
short live fool six inches, neatl~ of his own short stories. The first. 
yet casually dressed man with a story. to he published this 
long hair-which on several summer in "Fantasy and Science 
occasions he had lo prove to. fiction", is titled "Baselisk", and 
lsiteners was not a toupee. His is an anti-war, anti-patriotic tale 
of a wounded, captured and 
tortured GI in Vietnam who 
. acquires a strange power to kill. 
and who must utilize this power 
to save himself from "patriots" in 
his home town. The second, "A 
Shattered Glass Goblin", is a story 
in which extended drug use 
transforms a group of freaks into 
strange non-human creatures. An 
eerie effect was created in the 
Union Rec Room by merely 
turning off all the lights except 
the small one on the lecturn. 
Ellison then described how he 
would create the strange effects in 
the story for his television show 
"Ghost Story" which will be aired 
on a n~ajor network in the fall. 
The writing of Harlan Ellison 
height, or lack of it, seems to be can he described as strange, even 
quite a sore point with him, as he shocking. In person, some small 
referred to it many times. His insight was gained into the 
stories were on just about every creation of his work. He is first of 
subject imaginable-from his all a writer who enjoys his work 
mother. his s.cx life, and immensely. ".What I say is 
television. to lfollywood, "Love bullshit" he said of his talk. "I'm 
Story". and the A men can public's a writer." 
lack of tastP. in life. This last pomt 
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The World 
Calley Railey 
Columbus, Georgia ( LNS)-Although its sponsors had hoped to 
attract as many as 75,000 people to a rally to urge President Nixon 
to free Lt. William L. Calley Jr., by Executive Order, only about 250 
heeded the call. "All of us are somewhat disappointed at the limited 
turnout," said Vincent McCauley, a rally organizer in Columbus. 
Killer .Weed · 
Auckland, New Zealand ( LNS)-lvon Watkins Dow Ltd., the 
island's manufacturer of the weed killer 2,4,5-T, and a subsidiary of 
Dow Chemicals, is under strong attack here after local doctors 
discovered up to 16 babies-as well as cattle, household pets and 
farm crops-deformed by dioxin, its impun: by-product. The battle 
against the chemical accelerated this past February when two 
doctors blamed the weed killer for the birth of 1 wo badly deformed 
babies. 
Churches and War 
New York ( LNS)- The National Council of Churches accused ten 
major Protestant denominations. including some that have been 
publically opposed to the Indochina War of complicity with major 
military contractors through. their invest men ts in those companies. 
About a fourth of U.S. church membership, and the National 
Council itself have a total investment of $203 million in 29 
companies that last year produced more than SI O billion in war 
material. 
W AF A warded CO 
Chicopee. Mass ( LNS)·-After four months of red tape which was 
only cut after Senators and Congress representatives were called in, 
Pat Turney was honorably discharged from the Air Force as a 
conscientious objector last month. She is the first enlisted woman in 
all the military services to get a C.O. 
Cooper Perfonns Wedding 
Atlanta (CPS)-Alice Cooper, rock singer extraordinaire, has 
performed a wedding ceremony in Atlanta as a preacher. Alice made 
up the vows for what to some will probably constitute an illegal 
ceremony, using a Mad magazine instead of a Bible and insisting that 
the couple wea-r-lampshade~n their heads. The marriage ceMfl'cate 
was written on a sheet of Holiday Inn stationery. 
McDonald's PoUutes 
Denver (CPS)-A "study by Housewives Involved in Pollution 
Solutions-HIPS-disclosed that the McDonald's hamburger 
conglomerate has used up three billion kilowatt hours and consumed 
890 square miles of forest just to make the paper cups, bags, 
wrappers, napkins, etc., necessary for eight billion hamburgers. 
Nixon: God or King? . 
Fresno, Calif. (CPS)-This city's council has voted 10 restore $200 
to a high school paper which printed an article so critical of Nixon 
that a local Republican leader referred to it as "blasphemous." 
Defending the paper, a councilman looked up the word i,:i the 
dictionary and discovered its definition was "indignities toward God 
or King." The councilman then said he wondered under which 
classification the President fell. 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
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Robert L. Boothroyd -- Class of '60' 
Henry G. Keyser -----Class of'52' 
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War 
by Betsy McLane • 
The Vietnam War, supposedly 
··winding down", has once more 
reintensified, with U.S. bombs 
and planes carrying out the 
heaviest raids of the war. The 
anti-war movement. which 
conventional media had declared 
dead, rose against this in a series 
of actions that forced everyone to 
look again at the horror that the 
American government is 
perpetrating. More than 2,000 
people marched last Friday in 
Ithaca in protest of the continuing 
war 1n Vietnam. These people 
were only part of the resurgance 
of anti-war activity throughout 
the United States. 
Ithaca College wa~ on strike 
last Fmlay. Two-thirds of the 
student~ who voted m Thursday's 
e lect10n agreed to support the 
strike. Peopk from all ~ectors of 
the campus organized here with 
li:afleb, dorm meeting.,, and 
personal confrontation. The result 
was over 200 people marching 
lrom the South llill campu~ to 
downtown Ithaca where they 
were c•nthusiastkally met hy 
ahoul I 000 other mard1ers from 
Cornell and downtown. The 
dcnwnstraters then moved down 
Stale St. dtanting I he familiar 
anti-war slogans. ~mgmg songs, heavy rain and cold weather, this 
and urgirig spectators. saying crowd, induding some 350 
"Join us.join us". The rally at tne representatives from Ithaca, 
i:nd of the march in Washington walked over JO blocks, then 
l'ark was considered hy most to listened to speakers at an overflow 
he anticlimactic. hut for a time rally near Bryant Park. Every type 
Ithaca Colkge was adive. of group was present, from the 
The largest reponsc against the Viet Cong flag-hearir.g Attica 
war escalation cJme Saturday in Brigadt· which held its own rally 
New York with the Mari:h For Ill Grand Central Terminal, to 
Peace that included an estimated supporters of presidential 
30,000 to I 00.000 people. candidates carrying campaign 
Organized as an "emergency signs. All were part of a confused 
measure" by groups such as the dreary New York scene that was 
National Peace Action Coalition. the setting tor this newest 
and the Student Mobilization movement against the war. 
Committec. the mard1 drcw Everyone who participated in 
people from as far away as Saturday's march came away with 
Massad1usett~ and Oh10. Despite. different feeling~. To some. it was 
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come m any time 
the annual spring rite of political 
protest. For others it was the first 
taste of mass political statement. 
John and Yoko were there, 
helping to make the 
demonstration the place to be for 
those who were interested in that. 
Whatever their personal reactions 
were, the mass of people 
assembled showed once again that 
the people are opposed to Nixon's 
war. The huge crowd in New 
York, along with numbers like the 
5,000 who marched in Los 
Angeles, could not he ignored l>Y 
the media this time. Some people 
still hope that the marches can't 
he ignored hy the government. 
The news is now peppered with 
al·l'ounts of student and 
non-student anti-war activity. the 
movement is not dead. 
At colleges and universities 
thr,mghout the country, students 
organized ~trikes and 
demonstrations in reaction to the 
air war. Last Friday about 800 
pec,plc attended a rally at Yale 
that developed into a march to 
the- local recruitment station. At 
Harvard. student~ voted for a 
three day moratorium on classes, 
extending through Tuesday, and 
approximately threc--fourths of 
the student body supported the 
strike, until a court injunction was 
issued against the strike. The 
University of Mary.land was the 
sit c- of confrontations between 
:inti-war demonstrators and 
police. where the National Guard 
was l'alled in by the University 
Administration. Syracuse 
University was on strike officially 
Friday, as were some 68 New 
England schools, according to a 
spokesman at the New York City 
rally. Across the countrr the 
people are rallying against the war 
machine. 
Columbia University has 
continued to be in the forefront 
of the recent anti-war action. 
Demonstrations have been held 
there since the start of the 
anti-war offensive. On Tuesday, 
:!O students and IO police were 
injured when campus guards and 
about 60 outside police battled 
500 protcstors who fought back 
with rocks, bottles and sticks, 
while I 500 sympathizers looked 
on. We spoke with a strike 
co-ordinator at Columbia early 
this morning who stated thJt five 
building.~ there arc now occupied 
hy protestors. Wednesday night 
the people at Columbia liberated 
the building "Mathcmatks". Also 
occupied are Kent, Hamilton, and 
Pupin, where approximately 40 
professors have been entrenched 
for three days. 
Today there is a march planned 
at Columbia aimed against the 
Honeywell Corporation, with 
support expected from Barnard 
and NYU students. The anti-war 
protesting is not going to stop. 
The people who are holding 
buildings have demands that 
cannot be ignored. May 4 has 
been designated as a day for 
nationwide student strike. Other 
actio~s will be taking place before 
then. 
Prohibition Hour 
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Albany, N.Y. (CPS)-A bill to 
allow New York students to learn 
now and pay later has been passed 
by the New York "•ate Senate 
and sent to the .sembly for 
action. 
Commonly eferred to as 
deferred tuition, the bill would, 
for the first time, ~ake available 
low cost loans to students whme 
family incomes exceed S 15,000. 
Under the provisions of the 
plan, sponsored by Senate 
Majority Leader Earl Brydgc1 
( R-Niagara) and over 30 other 
Senators, a student would not 
have to start repaying the loan 
until one year after he left scho11i 
or three months after he becom,·, 
regularly employed, whichevt·1 
comes first. Students who,c 
family incomes arc above $15,000 
would only have to pay the 
interest durmg this period. 
The interest rate on the loan~ " 
fixed by th~ federal governnw11 
at 7%, and the bill would all<>11 
the state to charge an addition.ii 
one half of 1% in order to defr.1~ 
the cost of borrowing. HEAC h," 
never charged an addition.ii 
interest rate. Currently a student 
anc:L his parents wh~orn,· 
exceeds S 15,000 must obtain a 
bank loan at 15% interest. . 
Any New York State student 
planning to attend college or 
vocational school inl any state 
would be allowed to borrow 
money which would be available 
from the the New York State 
Higher Education Assistan,c 
Corporation (HEAC) or the New 
York State Mortgage Agenq 
(SNYMA ). Out-of-state -student, 
attending New· York sdio.ols· c.111 
also apply for the loans. The state 
guarantees 20% of the' loan and 
the federal government guarantc,·, 
the rest. 
The measure would lower the 
age of majority so that a studcn:. 
regardless of age, could take out ., 
loan and would also h,· 
responsible for its repayme11 1 
Normally a person under 21 mu,1 
have his parents sign for, as well.,, 
be- responsible for, a loan. 
Last year an almost identil.il 
measure was passed unammow,11 
by both houses, but was veto,·d 
by the Governor. According 1" 
one of this year's sponsors 11 w.,, 
vetoed because HEAC had som, 
objections to the original measm,. 
but these have now been workl'J 
out. 
This is the first such dcfcm·d 
tuition plan to be initiated by .1 
state. Yale Univ-ersity last f,111 
began a deferred tuition plan la·l 
fall and it is reportedly high/1 
successful. 
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Takin'9 Care ·Business 
There are other newspapers in_ 
town besides the Ithaca Journal. 
Published bi-weekly, the 
Tompkins Chemung Bulletin is 
the epitomy of responsible 
Journalism. It raises questions 
regularly that other papers in 
town seldom consider. TCB 
brought the March_ 3 I Tompkins 
County Jail rebellion into the 
open two weeks ago while the 
Journal decided to sit on the 
story. "It's a sorry state of affairs 
when a bi-weekly newspaper has 
to 'scoop' a daily paper," notes 
Sam Pizzigati, an instructor in the 
Uuman Affairs department at 
Cornell and an instrumental 
member of TCB. 
Located downtown at the 
Store Front, the Tompkins 
Chemung Bulletin was founded in 
July I 970. It was designed for the 
working and poor people of the 
two counties who seldom get "all 
of the news" in other papers. 
Through close cooperation with 
other community organizations 
,uch as the Ithaca Bail Fund, the 
Tompkins County Welfare Rights 
0-ganization (incepted 
..:oncurrently with TCB) and 
,imilar Chemung County groups, 
res frequently reports the news 
from the inside. Many of their 
IS FOR TRAVELING 
.;/ 
.\'I ' ·' 
Branded to 
Prevent Rustling 
All kinds of traveling -
up mountains or 
dreaming in the 
hammock. They:are very, 
very comfortable and 
· very, very tough. The 
design gives barefoot 
freedom; the wedge sole 
gives ex'tr~ support. 
In Ox Hide leather and soft 
sand suede. Both men's and. 
women's sizes are s22.oe . 
Cosentini's 
. _STµD&NT CHAl!'8E ACCOUNTS 
by Ward H. Silver 
·(approximately) 50 staff members . the animal, making the meat more 
with "variant ties" are workers, tender. The chemical accumulates 
organizers, and poor people, . in the liver. turning it mushy. 
among others, who are attuned to Generally such liver is used as dog 
the premise that the best people food. The likelihood of a 
to write about a particular newspaper such as the Ithaca 
situation are those who are Journal reporing such things is 
directly involved in that situation. highly unlikely. More than 
"A person on welfare," Pizzigati anything else, Pizzigati says, "The 
says, "is the person who should Journal is a local business." It has 
write a 'What Welfare Is Like' only one standard: "All peop"le 
article." Thus, when workers from should be created equal, except 
Ithaca Textile decided to move to local businesses which deserve all 
North Carolina in October of the breaks we can give them." It is 
1970, it was a worker who wrote his hope, however, that the 
about the benefits of lower taxes ''dedicated rep.orters" if 
and higher wages there. Workers "unleashed" with some editorial 
have also written from plants in control could make the Journal a 
Cortland and Gratton and Morse better newspaper. 
Chain in Ithaca during the layoff Before TCB appeared in the 
last year. In addition, Dan Finlay, Tompkins-Chemung areas. two 
a professor at Cornell, lends a news-letter type publications had 
hand teaching a night course at set the stage for a Takin' Care of 
Corne.II in community Business newspaper. Ole, 
action-oriented journalism. Dateline, ran for three years in 
"bigger and more ambitious" was 
needed. 
In addition to income 
generated through news-stand 
sales (10 cents per copy) 
subscriptions ($5 for 50 issues) 
and advertising, support is 
provided hy a grant of federal 
funds under Program IMPACT of 
the Higher Education Act of 
1965. 
Pizzigatti is optimistic about 
the interest college students could 
conceivably take in community 
action such as the Nader-orir.nted 
Peoples Interest Research Group. 
He conceded, however, that it is 
not uncommon for most college 
students to go through four years 
of education and still be oblivious 
to the operations of the 
community surrounding them. 
lth·aca, an essentially open 
shop (non-union) town with 
Cornell as its largest employer. is 
an interesting focal point for 
those interested in the true extent 
of worker and power. TCB has 
shed new light · on many issues 
here as well as in Elmira, Groton, 
Cortland and other 
Tompkins-Chemung county areas 
that have remained in !he dark 
too long. 
Recently, TCB has been partial Ithaca and was integrally involved 
to consumer related issues. Their iif the formation of Tompco, a 
April 26 paper devotes a full page pro-low income housing group. 
to the quality of foods offered in The other. Vanguard, was based in 
Ithaca's supermarkets' Cited, for Elm j ra. It was irregularly 
example, are beef livers containing published for six month~ to a year 
an enzyme called Pro-I 0. Before and dealt with Black community 
some cattle are slaughtered, organization. By the late spring of 
Pro-IO is injected in order to 1970, a paper that would be 
break down the _muscle fibers of 
Remember when wdter WdS clean dnd sex was dirty? 
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Talceover 
Continued from.Page I 
entered to the delight of the crowd 
inside. 
By 4: 0 0 the forces outside had 
swelled to over 500. Those individuals 
on the inside remained firm in their 
resolve not to hack down on their 
demands which had heen amended to 
include amnesty for all those involved. 
When the .. official" of the college 
finally came in at 4: 20, he turned to be 
one Professor Gurvitz from Cornell's 
Campus Life Committee. The 
skeptici~m of the group was plainly 
evident when It was surmised that he 
was in no way going to speak· for the 
administration or the Board of Trustees. 
He discussed the history of the Gulf 
Stock ~ituat1on and the n;cent anti-war 
and ant1-11nperialism sentiment shown in 
the voting of the Cornell senate. His 
audience exclaimed its displeasure when 
it became appan:nt he was delivering 
I1ttle more than a puhlic relations 
addres~ with a reaffirmation of the legal 
warning handed down hy Proctor 
George. 
/\~rde from periodical speculation 
ahoul the potential bust. most peopk in 
(' a rpcntcr liall were refreshed by a 
stockade of focJ ranging from peanut 
butter and jelly sandwiches lo sunflower 
seeds. most of which was supplied by 
Tompkin~ County Welfare Rights 
Organization. 
The next decision was to rename the 
!iherated hu1ldmg. The group finally 
decided on Vo Nguyen (;iap--Amikar 
Cabral Hall. or simply Giap-('ahral Hall. 
Giap,( rronounced .. zop") was 
responsible for leading the Vietnamese 
army to victory over the French in 1954 
and is rnrrently masterminding the Viet 
,,,, •.A. 
-
. .A/·'-
. l 
Cong offensive as Defense Minister. 
Cabral is a magnetic force in the Angola 
liberation movement against Portuguese 
(US funded) imperialism. 
The people inside Giap-Cabral Hall 
became increasingly unified throughout 
the day and night as news of growing 
support filtered in. Word of the 
Columbia (five buildings have been 
taken, ave by 40 professors) and 
Harvard actions (successful strike for 
several days ending in court injunction 
to leave) drew loud applause and 
subsequent chanting: "One sides right, 
One side's wrong, We're on the side of 
the Viet Cong." In addition to the food 
they contributed TCWRO pledged to 
pay . bail for anyone busted in the 
takeover. Contact with several 
Vietnamese in Canada reassured 
everyone that the act was Right On with 
their people in Indochina organizing and 
carrying out massive anti war 
demonstration, especially at the 
Universities. 
An 8: 00 p.m. rally in front of 
Giap-Cahral Hall provided the 
opportunity for those inside to declare 
their solidarity with the 500 to I 000 
supporters pressed up against the 
windows and spread out to the semi 
circle driveway in front. Some of the 
crowd outside had been marching 
around Day Hall, the Administration 
Building declaring "2,4.o/8/(Comell 
l'redident Dale) Coi\Jon must 
negotiate." 
In fact. however, President Corson 
was last reported in Arizona preparing 
to fly back today. The group at 
Giap-Cahral apprehensively settled for 
listening to a prepared statement ~Y 
WISDOM Of THE AGES ! WISDOM 
OF THE AGES! GETCHA SMARTS 
RIGHT HERE! 
FOR A MERE 6 CANS. OF 
SCHAEFER BEERE, GOOD SIR, 
ETERNAL KNOWLEDGE CAN BE 
THINE .. , , 
.. ·,-
~-,: !;J'· Jo# .• ;·_._· •. l. •?.: : . ~ • '"' IIV 
• ;::·4, . : _:---~: ~ ,. : ~ 
. . . ·:," , 
Provost Robert Plane who would not :~ \:,~ ,: ·:· ; 
negotiate the demands Furthennore, in .. - · · 
remarking that he didn't want to see 
anybody injured as an outcome of the 
action, he expe5sed in effect a twofold 
consideration of the Cornell 
Administration. First, that violence is 
damaging to the reputation of the 
college ( considering the I 969 incident 
with Blacks there) and second, that 
delivering veiled threats may still be an 
integral device employed by college 
administrators when dealing with its 
dissenting students. The presence of 
helmeted police was the first indication 
and believe it or not, a bomb threat was 
attempted to evacuate the protestors by 
5: I 5. When it was realized that there 
was no way a bomb could have been 
brought in by anybody other than a 
university official, it was rapidly 
dismissed. 
Plane's statement was preceded by 
yet another classical piece of tripe by 
President Nixon who spoke via radio 
over the people's restrained guffaws of 
the .. invasion" by North Vietnam into 
the south and their breach of treaty 
agreements. 
As it was concluded that there would 
be no bust for the rest of the night or 
until President Corson returned (with a 
possible injunction) the demonstrators 
settled down, some to sleep others to 
rap on. Approximately I 00 supporters 
staged a vigil outside the doors to 
Giap-Cabral Hall in preparation for the 
events today. A rally is planned at 
Giap-Cabral Hall and workshops will 
follow. The only acceptahle discussion 
is still .. serious negotiation" on the 
stated demands with an administrational 
rcpresentative/s. After the sixteen hours 
that had transpired since the takeover, 
one app.raisal of the situation 
exemplified the spirit of the group, 
"We've made a hell of a lot of· progress 
th ro tlgh solidarity. We've impressed 
many people." The battle has just 
begun. 
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Department now for use by 
munidipalities in crime control. 
Big Brother is already stationed 
and watching the citizens of 
Mount Vernon, N.Y. and other 
towns and will soon be placed in 
prominent parts of major U.S. 
cities for police observation use 
( undoubtedly in the ghettos so 
that so many patrolmen will not 
have to be sent out at night l. War 
research has all kinds of other 
benefits besides government 
cuntr,11:ts. Who makes all the 
cameras thal those police 
The Great Peacock spreads her 
multi-colored fan throughout the 
military. 
Yet, it isn't enough to remain 
on land -or in the air. Both 
Westinghouse and RCA are 
leading space developers, but RCA 
is particularly important in the 
satellite field. They are leading 
contractors for the Tactical 
Sattelite Communications 
Program, which allows 
sophisticated communications 
techniques to be used all over the 
world by the Army, as well as a 
battery of spy satellites orbiting 
the planet. There was even talk of 
placing a satellite in stationary 
orbit over Vietnam so that the 
Army could keep track of things a 
little better. and probably watch 
China, too. 
Those arc only some of the dl·partmcnh will he buying'! RCA . · . . · 
. • areas of RC A's involvement Yes 
and their tm:nd!,. that ~ who! . · · • Mr. Werner and RC A certainly do RC:\ I!-.. aho prominent 111 
hchcopler technology Jnd helped 
develop I ht· Chcycnn,• hehcopto:r 
th.it b 11~,:<l 111 Viclnam now. The 
Chcyl•nno: ,~ ..:Jpahk ot ..:arry111g 
anl1-tanl.. \\o:apon, and rocket!,. 
<louhllc,, 11 w.1, u,c<l al Anl.oc 
.ind 111 IIH· (\·ntral lhghlalllb 
ag.11rhl V1c1n.1m,·,l· 1.111k,. 
RCA w.1, .1wardo:d S2.-l milhon 
111 18 conlrad, tor th,· ,\1r Forn· 
r a n g I n g t 1 ,> 111 d ~· v ,. I o r Ing 
. • h I l'. Ii · rt', ll I 11 l I O 11 0: I ,· C I r < l 11 I C 
1mag111g Jammer!, and di'play!,·· to 
com111un1ca1or, and <·ompull'r 
ll"..:hnology undl·r lhl· heading of 
:\,·ro!,pa,·c Av10111,, Ot cou~c. 
thi!, i!-. .ill among other thmg., like 
radar ,y!-.lcm, and much !,inular lo 
W cstmglwu~,·\ program~. 
Th c Navy rl·hc~ heavily on 
RCA for such thmg., as lhc 
program VAST which I!> the 
<.:omputcr controlled sub-!-.ystcm!, 
for her sl11ps that Wa!-. dcsigncd by 
RCA: and the AECIS which is an 
Advanced Surface Missie System. 
RCA docs studie!-. und analysis for 
ALL systems of the Marine Corps 
under contract number 65103 
M St udics and Analysb. from 
pcr!-.onncl and polit:1cs to 
tcchnology and attack systems. 
jump when thcy hear their 
Ma~tcr's Voice. Without thc help 
of thc Dcp;irtmcnt of D.l.'.fcnsc 
they rnuldn't have gone from that 
~mall, hand-wound v1ctrola to the 
multi-million dollar giant that 
thcy arc today . 
. A Grumman Story 
l:llis L. Phillip,. Jr. is a hit of a 
d1fferc111 story. He claim~ lo havc 
g1 vc n up 111!, holdings in the 
c;rumman Aircraft Corpor;.ilion, 
whose fortune !us wifc is heiress 
lo. When hc was on thc B<iard of 
Dm:ctors, though. Grumman was 
one of the largest manufacturers 
of aircraft, much of it used in 
Vietnam. They make the Navy's 
~-14 fighter aircraft as well as 
airborne radar and early warning 
planes. For the Air Force they 
helped design tl1e ~-I I I. which is 
an advanced attack aircraft with 
missk assault systcms, a~ well as 
the A-X Aircraft, which is a 
tactical ain:raft for "close range 
support". They also manufacture 
a whole range of missle 
sub-systems, control systems, 
research aerodynamics for aircraft 
and mi ssles. Perhaps most 
interesting and profitable is 
something Grumman and 
Westinghouse are contracted for 
by the_ Navy-something called 
Strike Warfare Weaponry 
Exploratory Development, which, 
according to the navy, entails 
"development of effective means 
by which enemy ships, 
submarines, aircraft, surface 
armaments, etc. may be defeated 
by destructive measures." No 
holds barred I'm sure. But 
Grumman is in trouble. The F-14 
became a controversial issue in the 
Navy, and they have lost a lot of 
money and contracts with the Air 
Force to the main aircraft, 
Lockheed. But Grumman's past 
responsibility cannot be denied, 
and with it, Ellis Phillips' 
culpability must be examined. 
Brin gin• It All Back Home 
What all this indicates is that 
those men who control this 
college are also helping the United 
States Military to control the 
destinies and ultimately the life 
and - death of the Vietnamese 
people. These men and their 
companies nave developed 
weapons and techniques for death 
and destruction that have made us 
the largest instrument of 
oppression 111 the world. And theY. 
have done it from the most 
comfortable and weJl-to-do 
positions this country has to· 
offer. It 1s men like Donald 
actions, when even the most now because of our own 
"elemental research· reveals that immorality) we are involved with 
they are merchants of death, not them. We let them know that 
only for the Vietnamese but for - what they do is okay. that we 
peoples all over the world. Spaee I don't ~ or concern ourselves 
does not permit at this time an with their activities. What is to be 
analysis of the Board of Trustees' done is left up to the mass of you 
companies and activities around Decisions must perhaps be made 
the world, but hopefully it will be on the individual and group 
done later. level-we must all examine what i~ 
But let us realize that these to be done. Hopefully, I have 
men are corporate criminals, They indicated that the war is not so far 
control this institution and by our away, that its distance is as near a\ 
sanctioning them, we are brought Job Hall, in the Board Room 
into the miserable proceedings. As several times a year and in spiri1 
long as we allow them to proceed every day ,we are here. The War is 
unquestioned (in the past because truly home, so where are we? 
of .our own lack of knowledge, 
r 
PITCHER·O'BUD under 76c 
... 
GIRLS!-GIRLS! GIRLS! 
'SANGRIA 
2S~ 
WHENEVER THE DRINKING LAMP 
· 1s LIT.· 
. ,. 
Sluggers· Must fight 
For ICA C Title 
The Ithaca College varsity 
baseballers roared back after 
dropping their first two to Penn 
State, and evened up their record 
at 2-2, with a 1-0 triumph over 
Seton Hall, and a 5-1 victory over 
Fairleigh Dickinson. The Bomber 
pitching finally began to show its 
stuff, as five Ithaca pitchers 
combined to hold the two 
opponents to one run. This is the 
first year that Ithaca will be 
eligible for the ICAC title, and 
they have to be considered as one 
of the favorites. The Blue will not 
be home again until Friday, April 
28, when they take on Newport 
News in a doubleheader. The next 
day, Ithaca travels to LeMoyne 
for two more, and then on 
Sunday, the 30th, its back home 
for st ill another twin bill vs. 
Hartwick. That's six games in 
three days, and that will put a lot 
of pressure on the IC chuckers. 
Ithaca 1, Seton Hall 0 
under the fence, and the umpire 
ruled it a ground rule double, 
sending Paterniti to second and 
Jim Volkmar to third where they 
were stranded. Barickomiltzer. 
Paterniti walked five and 
struck out six in pitching IC to 
the season's first win. 
Ithaca 5, Fairleigh Dickinson 1 
The Bombers used four 
pitchers to sew up the victory. 
Mike Mazzei went the first four 
- .... 
. . . . . : ...... . 
sending "the Hawk" to third. l;fe 
came home on an infield out by 
·Dave Hollowell. In the top of the 
third, IC broke the game open 
with four runs, on a double by 
Mazzei, and walks to Wright, 
!Doherty, Hollowell, and Denny 
· Leyden, and a Dick Collins single. 
Jeff Alfin then shut off the 
Bomber rally, relieving for seven 
innings and allowing only two hits 
while striking out 1 2. 
The story was a II Craig 
Paterniti, as the No. I pitcher on 
the Blue staff put it all together to 
allow Seton Hall only one hit. 
That one didn't come until the 
ninth inning, as "Pat" was two 
outs away from a no-hitter. The 
Bombers, having trouble at bat 
themselves, could only manage 
o~ in the fifth, when. Dick 
Co"Ilrris singled, but was thrown 
out at third on Dave Hoilowcll's 
infield grounder. Hollowell 
advan_ced to second on the pla'y, Jeff Wright eyes approaching fastball during practice. 
moved to third on a wild pitch, . . . . f h" d 
and scored on Jim Volkmar's base pnmngs! givmg up ive its an one Since then, the JC basebali 
h · t p t · t. 1 t I run. Bill Adams went two, Pete i .. a e~ni i came c ?se o Trifoso went two, and Dan Vogel squad has dropped a pair of close 
. --- . -~-
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·w arsity Crewmen·, Eyeingf 
:. · Kerr Cup i 
! • 
Ithaca College's varsity crew 
will be in Philadelphia, Saturday. 
for the Kerr Cup Regata hoping to 
break a string of bad luck that has 
plagued it during the ·past two 
wet:ks. 
Trinity, Drexel, Temple and 
LaSalle will make up the 
opposition in the Kerr race, where 
Ithaca was third of six boats two 
years ago, and fourth of six last 
year. 
Three weeks ago, IC came 
home an easy winner over Buffalo 
State and Canisius in the 
Dillingham Cup. A week later, the 
Ithacans held a two length lead 
over Coast Guard, only to have 
the sailors pull ahead in the final 
500 meters of the race to post a 
two length win. 
Last week, the lthacans held a 
length and a quarter lead over 
Trinity and Maris!, but hit a crab 
30 yards from the finish line and 
'wound up third. 
Coach Bill Cromwell plans to 
stay with tht: same boating that 
rowed against Trinity. That 
arrangement has Pete Ewanicki at 
stroke. Jim Tripp. Rene Bennis, 
Ed Keagle. Dave Cox, John 
·Williams, and Bruce McLeod from 
seven through two, and Tom 
Ambrose in the bow seal. The 
coxswain will be Chuck 
Greenblott. 
"We-tire rowing much stronger 
now," Coach Bill Cromwell 
pointed out. "If we can eliminate 
our mistakes, we could be a factor 
in the Kerr Cup and the Dad Vail 
in mid-May." 
The Ithaca College freshman 
. crew will also be in Philadelphia 
thL~ Saturday. The frosh won their 
first two races of the season, but 
last week lost out by one second 
to Maris!. 
help_ing his own ~ause m the I went one, all pitched scoreless contests to East Stroudsberg, by 
seventh, when he hit a ball that ball. Ithaca scored in the rust margins of 2-1 and 4-3. As a result 
looked as if it cleared the lef_t field when captain Geoff Wright singled of these setbacks, the team's 
fence. The S~ton center_ fielder, and Jimmy· Doherty followed record stands at a disappointing 
however, cllumed that 1t went with a pe_rfe~tJLit-and-run sinlde._2-4. -----------------------~--···-----·--·· ·-· _______ _ I K'IIXl'Xt"-."t:1:..-:m..w: 
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For technical sound recording 
everything points to Revox 
New from the Willi Studer Factory comes the 
revolutionary Model 77 incorporating design 
developments based on experience gained in 
the broadcast field with the 37 and 62 Series 
Studer _machines The 77 is a studio quality 
machine compactly presented and offering 
features unique in this price class including total 
indifference to fluctuauons in mains supply 
penod1c11y. With a wow and flutter level below 
broadcast standard requirements plus a hnear 
response from 20-20,000 Hz at 7; 1ps. (-tc2 db) 
and an ultra low noise level. this new Revox will 
fulfill virtually every scien11!1c and industrial 
requirement in the sonic band. 
Revox. Lamb House.Church Street.Chisw,ck, W4 2 PB. 
Also in USA and Canada Telephone 01-995 4551 
Revox Corporation,155 Michael Dnve.Syosset.N.Y11791, 
and 1721 Highland Avenu~Hollywood,Calif90028,USA 
Tri-tel Associates Limited. Toronto.Canada 
Separate spooling 
mators of ariginal 
high torque. low 
weightconstrucllon. 
\ 
Capstan motor of 
patented ct1nstruc110n. 
cool running. low current 
consumpt10n and wwow 
and flutter better thau 
1ntrrn1t10nal broadcast 
requ1remenls 
\ 
Profnsoonal prac- ----~-
tice glaU-fibre 
panel •ith integral 
gold-plated ,,.,,,h 
contacts. 
Unique multi-bank 
micra,swi1ch unit pro .. 
riding on-otl, spnd and 
111001 si11/11nslan v11i1-
lions on on, control. 
Sealed mains input 
section and cabinel 
salety hnk socket 
Fully eleclronocally 
slabihsed power 
supply cuctut 
Plug m record rrl1y, 
LIFA·YETT··E-··CA· : ~ . . ·· · · . · :_: . - COLLIGETOWII 
- .. ..... . 
C•pslan m010r sen,o control 
panel ma1ntain1ng speed 
accuracy 10 heller ,~an 
0 2% and inc0rp0ra11n9 rite 
tr0n1c sprrd change ham 
7; lo 31 ops 
Hrad htad of cap 
stanmolor 
Plug in reldyS conlrol 
hng ill lunc110ns and 
1ltminat1ng damage 
from 1nadterlen1 mu, 
handhnq 
PluQ in audio 1oput/ 
output 1mphlorrs 
.t 
• - • , '· ••• • • • ,.~. o •• 
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Fontanella· -Elected 
Track Captain 
·Ithaca's Tenri'is Team 
. . . 
Still Winless 
Dav.e Fontanella, a senior from 
Great Neck, ' .L, N. Y ., has been 
elected cap• .m of'the 1972 Ithaca 
College varsity track team. 
In last week's opening meet at 
RIT, he placed second in ~oth 
events. 
On an uriseasona."6iy ·cold spring 
day, April ·10th, the Ithaca 
College Varsity Tennis Team 
ventured to Binghamton for their 
first match of the 1972 season. 
Determined to improve last year's 
1-6 record, they faced a fired-up 
Harpur team. Last year, LC. lost 
7-2, and this time were downed 
by the identical margin. 
Fontanella, who specializes in 
the triple jump and 440 hurdles 
for the Ithacan~. led the team in 
scoring last year with 37 points, 
while earning his second varsity 
letter. He also set a new School 
record of 59. I in the 440. 
A senior Business 
Administration major at Ithaca, 
Fontanella is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Edmund Fontanella of I 38 
Maple Street m Great Neck, and is 
a 1968 graduate of Great Neck 
North High School. 
In singles, sophomore .Brian 
Mangione lost in straight sets, as 
did twin brother Bob. Jeff 
Burnham, a freshman, won at 
number 3 in a grueling three-set 
match, and number 4, Pete 
Edelmann lost 6-3, 6-2. Fifth Stretch Patt_erson 
''Our Man In The Pros'' 
· by Geoff Wright 
The temperature 1s in the 80's and 
the lanky 6 '6 ", 215-pound righthander 
is still throwing that hard fastball. His 
opponcn ts arc no longer Penn State, 
Villanova or Florida Southern, but 
Baltimore, New York and Boston. Paul 
Patterson has been away from Ithaca 
College for six weeks but his memory 
lives on. The tall man put the Bombers 
in the NC AA Regional playoffs the last 
two seasons with his dazzling pitching 
performances enroute to eight school 
records. Paul is currently campaigning 
with Appleton, Wisconsin, a Class A 
baseball team and a farm club of the 
Chicago White Sox. 
I worked out with the big league 
team for four weeks in Sarasota. I met 
White Sox Manager Chuck Tanner and 
worked extensively with pitching coach 
Johnny Sain. I'm still throwing fast ball 
the same way but have changed my grip 
slightly on the curve and it has helped 
tremendously." 
Paul wa,; quite impressive in his big 
league debut. He faced only nine 
batters, striking out six. On April I 0, 
Patterson defeated the Kansas City 
Baseball school from Ft. Lauderdale 
7-2, pitching six innings, giving up one 
run while striking out seven. On 
Thursday night Patterson got the nod to 
go against the Boston Red Sox farm. 
club. When Paul left in the seventh 
inning the White Sox rookies were on· 
top 5-3, but the relief pitching was a bit 
shaky and they were up-ended 7-5. 
"Tanner and Sain left the decision up 
·to myself whether I'd go to Appleton, 
Wisconsin or to Double-A ball in 
Knoxville Tennesee. I chose Appleton 
because I'm still ,rorkirig on my 
breaking pitch and t ying to set a 
pitching_ pattern for m)'-;elf. Pro ball is 
much different. from· College baseball. 
Here, if you make one mistake, such as 
hanging a curve ball, they'll hit it out o( 
the park. Each hitter is looking for one 
pitch in one precise place. If you 
continually make the mistake of putting 
the ball out there, you won't spend 
much time in pro ball." 
Patterson was the mainstay of the 
Bomber attack last year. He struck out 
7 I hitters in 73 innings while compiling 
a record of 7-2 and an ERA of 1.97. 
One of those two losses was to Florida 
Southern in the NCAA tourney, (3-2) 
who eventually won the College 
Division National Championship. 
So it is off to Appleton, Wisconsin 
and A-ball for the hurler from Canton, 
~.Y._ -
"It's going to be a tough grind. We 
play a lot of action. Hopefully, I'll move 
up to Knoxville in mid-season after I've 
had some good minor league 
experience." 
Patterson is currently the number. 
one pitcher on the Wisconsin roster and 
is slotted to pitch opening day. 
11111 II 1111111111 ll !1111 ~-...u l we have contact lenses 
......... , .... _d 
;: 
The Men of Vision have taken the "New" 
out or contact lens fittings and are sure 
that you too. can wear them with.ease and 
comfort. 
• Hard lenses in more than 1 O color 
tints 
• soflens ·· (polymacon) from Bausch 
&Lomb 
• Convenient appointments arranged 
lor eye examinations. 
DE 1N'ITT 
<!"SAURO 
138 East State Street - Ithaca 
Other Locations 
Syracuse - Baldwinsville - Cortland 
Little .Falls - Tri-Cities 
£reeds Vision Centers-Washington, D.C. 
. ,. 
"'.':.~-~·~,..:...,:__.;;;-.·.,;,:,_;;;;_ ... _____ . _. 
by Joe Madison 
seeded sophomore Don Koenig 
won convincingly, and.at number 
6, Rit Fuller bowed in two tough 
~ts. .. . . 
On Tuesday, Ithaca fell to a 
tough Hobart team . 7-2. singles 
were swept by the Hobart squad 
with the exception of Jeff 
Burnham 's lone victory for Ithaca. 
In doubles, Coach McBride_ 
experimented at 1st doubles 
sending in Don Koenig and John 
Eves. They triumphed 6-3, 6-3. 
Both second and third seed 
matches were closely contested 
with J.C. ending up on the short 
side. ,.,.. 
This week IC fell to Cortland 
5-4. In a match reminiscent of last 
year's contest the outcome was . 
decided in the final doubles· 
match. Winners in singles were 
Jeff Burnham, Don Koenig and 
Rick Shapiro. In doubles John. 
Eves and Don Koening were the 
lone victors. ' 
On Monday, IC was trounced 
8-1 by one of the top small 
coll.ege tennis· teams in the state, 
Hartwick College_ Rit Fuller gave 
Ithaca its only victory at number 
five. 
Tuesday afternoon, a highly 
rated R.I.T. faced Ithaca on our 
home courts. Once again, Ithaca 
fell 5½-3½. The best showing of 
the year was exhibited by the 
team, as all matches ·were close, 
with the third doubles lasting so 
long it had to be called because of 
darkness. 
Frtshman -leff Su,..._.__...., prior to 
R.I.T. match,Tu•sday. 
'" ·1 
Athletes OI The Week 
Senior Dave Fontanella, 
freshmen Geoff· Burnham and 
Jimmy Doherty have been 
selected as the Ithaca College 
"Athletes of the Week:', for the 
period of.April 17-22. 
, Fontanella had a first and a 
second in the 440 intermediate 
hurdles and a pair of seconds in 
the triple jump last week as 
Ithaca's track team defeated 
Hartwick and lost to Cortland. His 
59.0 mark in the 440 was a new 
school record. 
Burnham won both of his 
singles matches for the Ithaca 
tennis team, in straight set 
decisions. One of the victims was 
a New .York State junior 
champion. Burnham has won all 
three starts this season, while 
playing in the number two 
position. 
Doherty authored seven hits 
last week as Ithaca's baseball team 
beat Hobart, Cortland and Kings. 
He had two safeties against 
Hobart, including a home run, 
two more against <?.~~tland and 
Happiness is ... , 
finished on Sunday with a three 
hit barrage and two runs batted in 
as Ithaca came from behind to 
beat King's 5-4. -
Fontanella, a senior Business 
major at Ithaca, is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs: Edmund Fontanella of 
138 Maple Street in Great Neck, 
and is a 1968 graduate of Great 
Neck Nor(h High School. 
Burnham; a freshman English 
major at Ithaca, is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Bruce Burnham of 28 
-Fernbrook Road in West 
Hartford,-and is a 1971 graduate 
of Conard. High School. 
Doherty, a freshman Physical 
Education major at Ithaca, is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Doherty 
of 4713 Amherst Avenue in 
Binghamton, and is 1971 graduate 
«:>f Vestal ~-!gh Sc~ool. 
******** Last week's IC Athletes of the 
Week were baseball pitcher Craig 
Paterniti and lacrosse attackmen 
Jim Shaw and Ted Greves. 
FR.EE Car Wash & Drv 
· (with flllup over 15 gals. ) • 
Other deals on gas fittu·ps · ' 
~nder-·1 5 gals-~ · · 
We off er prestone jet wax 
i oz. f_r~ with washl8 oz~ 51 cer.ts + tax: 
. ' 
SPECIAL WITH WASH JOB ................. -:::: .. . 
FREE SPRA y w~x WHEN YOU SHOW Y(!UR LC., lD. 
. GULF CAR WASH 
:104·5~ Meadow St. Rte. -11 
In l"ro11t·ot Nl!W WestOnl/ Open awery ar lam- lpm~ l"rl nlte tlll 1pm . 
41 - ... 
l 
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.~!.~~ ... ~.!.~~~~~~-~---~.!~.~-~-~!.!fl~ ..... IC-Cornell· SI~ggers To Clash In '73 
162 people entered the golf 
hole-in-one contest held on a 
rather wet and gloomy Sunday, 
April 23. Rain ruined the 
:\t. I. A. A. department's original 
plans of holding the tourney on 
Saturday. . 
I 
Uitpleasant weather, and 
..:hilling winds are also hampering 
the progress of the softball season, 
but most of the teams are 
staggering through. League play 
should end this weekend. 
by Dave Rives 
Most of the 16?_ ~t_i~ipants 
made their way to the compe-
tition during · the early after-
· noon. (A good way to 
take one's mind off a SAGA 
·lunch-work off the indigestion.) 
The real excitement came with 
just ten minutes left in the 
competition, as freshman Steve 
Guterman, a drama major, bolted 
into first place 22 points on a 
fantastic hole-in-one ( it figures 
that he would be a Drama major). 
Dave Wash burn, Rick Hebard 
Abbe ~l!.!iish, Dick Goss. and 
Mary Johnston also placed 
, repectively, and qualified for the 
seven individual prizes given out 
· by the E.U.B. 
One of the students who 
helped run the tourney was 
pleased by the tremendous 
increase in participation over last 
year. 
Herb Broadwell summed it up 
by stating "It was quite a success. 
The weather was a little better 
· this year than last year ... the 
student response was very good." 
Ithaca College and Cornell will 
play a home baseball series start-
ing in 1973, according to a joint 
announcement today by John 
Anderson, Director of Athletics at 
Cornell University and Carlton 
Wood, the Ithaca A.D. 
The primary reasons for the 
series, which will mark the first 
time the two schools have 
opposed each other in baseball 
si.nce 1933, were the natural 
attraction of a Cornell-Ithaca 
!series for the students and 
followers of both schools, and the 
chance to save money in an era 
when athletic costs are 
continually increasing. 
The two games with Cornell 
will allow Ithaca to eliminate its 
annual three day New 
Jersey-Long Island trip. 
The possibility of competition 
~n other v.irsity sports between 
· the two schools will be explored 
at a later date. At present there 
arc annual series in freshman 
baseball, basketball and soccer. Softball Standings 
Pro Lea~e 
Northern Uivision 
Team W-L-Pct. 
WALKABOUT--Outdoor Sports 
\B BA's 4-1-.800. 
Delta Kappa 4-1 -.800 
Dukie Strings 3-2- 600 
Knickers 3-2-.600 
Diseased Possessed 3-2- .600 
Fubar I -3-.250 
Queer Wing 1--4-.200 
PiLam"B" 1-5-.166 
· Central Division 
c;ay Nineties , 7--0-1.000 · 
ralcott Tods 5-1-.883 
Tenderloin Boys 4-2-.666 
S.:rappers 3-4-.429 
Reefers 2 -4- .333 
llot Flashes '.!-4-··.333 
Peach Fuzz 2-4-.333 
1'1 Lam "A" 0-6-.000 
Southern Division 
Plu E. Hose 4-0- 1.000 
Haby Ruths 4-0-1 .000 
llearded Clams '.!-1-.667 
\lys~ic Knights 1-1-.500 
Lobotomy 1-3-.250 
Snoids 1-3-.250 
Ragmen 0-5-.000 
College League 
Eastern Division 
Dem-Bears 4-0-1 .000 
Clarke Hall O.D. 's 3-1-.750 
Smack 3-2-.600 
Willard Trucking 2-2-.500 
Landon Braves 1-3-.250 
Central Division 
Chakachas 5-0-1.000 
L>.K. Roonies 4-0-1.000 
Duffy Ducks 4-1-.800 
Sneeze Weeds '.!-3-.400 
\lellow Fellows 2-3-.400 
by Al Brassloff 
After· my article last week on 
footgear, I open myself to the cruelest 
cries of derision and accusation when I 
quote : "An army marches on its 
stomach.·· The same goes for the hiker. 
No, I will not tell you how to build a 
size 49 shoe that will lace up around 
y o u r w a is t. I n st e ad , I e t ·s discuss 
camping foods and snacks. 
The point of departure for any 
camper when considering his menu is to 
determine what kind of trip he is going 
on. Your trip dictates your food. A 
backpacking trip naturally sets the most 
stringent limitations on your menu. The 
cari'cie trip is almost without rules and 
the car allows anything legal. 
One should also remember that the 
kinds of exercise one engages in will 
determine what kinds of food you want 
and need. If you have been climbing 
since dawn, the one thing you can be 
certain of is that you'll turn down the 
offer of a prime steak for a jar of honey 
spread or apple butter, while the canoer 
who has been "grazin' "about, slipping 
in and out o>f coves and trying ol?t 
beaches might take that steak. The auto 
Women's 
Softball 
Western Division by Beth Nisco 
Willy & the Poor Boys 3-1-I .OOO The women's varsity softball 
DK Youngbloods 3-J-.75o team attempted to play a very 
Sea Hunt 2- I - -66 7 large eager Penn State squad on 
~hinola 2-3-.400 Saturday, but after three innings 
Phi Mu Alpha I - 3--250 the game was called on account of 
l'he Amazins 1-4-.200 rain. 
Zippies Monkey~ 0-3..:..ooo Going into the bottom of the 
Hole-in-One Tourney third inning, Penn State had given 
Something is always going on up eight runs to the overpowering 
out in front of Egbert Union. A Ithaca team, while Cabby Blos.s 
different contingent seems to be (Ithaca's pitcher) had allowed 
represented each day. Last only five hits and one walk. 
Sunday, it was the athletic Pam Schule and Linda Karp 
department's turn as the M.I.A.A .. led the offensive attack with two 
department moved in and took · singles apiece. 
,ontrol of center campus for On Friday and Saturday, 
~even hours. The occasion was the Ithaca travels to Cortland for the 
annual spring hole-in-one New York State tournament, in 
tournament. · which they are seeded second. 
Step 
Down 
To 
The Clothes Cellar 
and put 'it all. 
t.ogether at prices 
that won't take 
you apart. 
' . 
'·. 
--
downstairs 
Cosentinis Shoe Store 
130 East -Sta,e St.reef 
'.Blisters On Your s·elly 
traveler may not have the time for a 
steak and· probably has not expended 
enough energy to warrant it. 
Generally, the rule is: the more 
energy you have expended, the quicker 
your body will demand energy and 
hence the more calorics you will have t_o 
give it at the next meal. A steak just 
cannot deliver the needed calorics 
quickly to the climber. The rule may 
seem trivial on paper now while you're 
eating dinner, but I've seen a whole 
string of climbers, all grown men, beg to 
stop so that they could stuff candy, 
raisins, oatmeal and chocolate down 
their throats in a manner that would 
have frightened and permanently 
traumatized the most swinish 
eight-year-old. The body's energy needs 
can be dramatic. 
As a canoe trip or a car excursion can 
handle almost any kind of food. no 
matter what its weight or bulk, we'll 
focus on the backpacker's menu. The 
backpacker's problem is bulk. There arc 
several ways of conquering it. Many 
foods are packed loosely; they can be 
compressed. Take bread, for instance. A 
loaf of bread is huge considering what it 
provides .in the way of nutrition and 
calories. Five loaves of bread would take 
up all the available room in a pack if 
you did not impose your will. But you 
· do! You take the heels and squish them 
towards each other till they touch or 
almost. I have put four loaves into the 
plastic wrapping provided for one loaf. 
Of course, the bread would never get a 
Betty Crocker award, but it docs the 
trick for sandwiches. 
The second problem is weight. The 
backpacker wants a certain amount of 
concentrated weight in his pack so that 
he can balance his load. If you have to 
· carry canned foods, packs serve this-
purpose admirably. Generally. however. 
stay away from dense foods unless it is 
worth its weight in energy. 
Your meals should be 
"one-pot-meals"; that is. meals where all 
the ingredients can be cooked in one 
pot. This way you avoid having to pack 
eight sets of pots and pans to cook with 
· and you don't burn up all the calorics 
you ingested. when cleaning up after the 
meal. Brassloff's first rule of camping: 
after a good meal in the woods sit back, 
light up a smoke. watch the sun set and 
pray very hard that some elf is going to 
pop out of a tree and do the dishes. 
When packing your food into the 
pack, make sure that the amounts are 
ample. You'll be eating more than usual 
and you 'II be need mg it. Mountain trips 
arc no place for dieters. 
Snacks arc important too. But don't 
think an apple will make a fine snack; 
you'll want gobs of chocolate and 
raisins and candy. On a hard trip, 1t is a 
good idea that each member carry a 
small bag of "rations" m his pocket to 
refresh himself during a break. 
Marshmcllows at night also become an 
unprecedented pleasure. 
Menu planning can make or break a 
trip. If you arc going to have fresh meat 
for dinner, make it the first meal so that 
its freshness docs not undermine the 
pleasure of the repast. The same goes 
for egg.~. which, by the way. should be 
cracked into a jar and scaled tight. Pack 
you ruck~ack intelligently: ood that 
will be used right away on top. Food for 
later can remain less accessible until 
camp is set up. Also, dehydrated foods 
arc blossoming and allowing the hiker to 
carry good, filling meals that weigh less 
than his handkerchief. 
But perhaps the universal spirit of 
the backpacker and his food is summed 
up best by a climbing teacher of mine 
who said: "You know when I hate this 
goddamn back-busting pack the most?" 
One student politely asked, "When?" 
, He thundered, "When I forget that I am 
going to cat everything in it as soon as 
. you fools pick up the pace and gc;_t us to 
1 where we can camp." 
F,-i<AQ..y: DOUG KNJGHT o..+ -the pita.)\o 
Sa..t : L esfe.r a.hcl Gund.er,son 
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The Nar\h Far\y 
'fo~ight 
THE ORIGINAL' CHAMBERS BROTHERS 
plus . 
I 
THE BIG DADDY BAND 
plus 
\ 7 - 9 PM Special 2 For l Drinks 
This FRIDAY Only Hot Pants Nite 
- Girls Wearing Hot Pants Admitted Free 
- All The Beer You Can Drink $2.00 
· let1turing 
THE CHOSEN FEW 
·SATURDAY NIGHT 
COMSTOCK LTD • 
RT. 34 ITHACA, N.Y. 273-9318 
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